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Young Wild West Leading a Raid
OR,

ARIETTA AND TtIE BARS OF GOLD
By AN OLD SCOUT
CHAPTER I.
SO:'.ft; EXCITE.:>1EXT AT BIG ECHO.

It was noon on a rather warm day in the spring of the ) ea r.
The miners working at the Double Bonanza Mine, lucat ~ rl ln
the mining camp called Big l!Jcho, Nevada, were jt!st coming
to th0ir shanties, and a few men who had staked out claims in
thf! vicinity and were working there for their own benefit had
already galhered at the big shanty that was a combination
store and saloon.
Big r;;cho was net mucb of a plare, as far as population and
modern improvementi; went. But there were many who were
quite willing to adinit t~at it was a ''mighty ::;wift camp, just
the same."
A big lead had been struck by a lui:!kY prospector a few
months befcrc the opr·n~ng of our story, and in an amazing
short time the camp had sp rung up and a crude smelter was
pnt in operation.
4-t the time of which we write things we re in a much less
settled condition througt.out the vast territory known as the
"Wild West" than at the present day.
Law and order was not altogether Jmow n in some parts of
l t. and it ~eerncd that Big Echo had about as much disregard
for it as any place to be found.
A 11 sorts of ch::tractors were there to make up the ninety
population the camp boasted of. There were qu ite a few
honest J1ilea among them, who would have lived peaceful
enough if they had been permitted to do so.
But claim-jumping was always in order, and many a miner
had hcen given short shrift because he refused to vacate his
claim and permit ot hers to take posse:::sion and work it.
But to get back to the starting point.
The miners were a rough-looking lot, to say the least, and
as they stopped before the open door of the saloon to chat a
little before entering to get the customar y drink of tanglefo ot before dinner, a cloud of dust suddenly appeared on the
trail that ran in from the de~crt.
.. Some one com in' in from the sagebrush, I reckon," observed
one of the men, as he shaded his eyes with his hand and looked
a t the cloud of dust.
"More than one of 'em, you kin bet!" another declared, and
t hen all eyes were turned in the direction.
It was but a few seconds before the outllnes of horses and
ri ders could be made out, and then as they drew rapidly nearer
it could be seen that there were three of the gentler sex in
th e par ty.
" Thunder!" exclaimed the miner who had spoken first.
"What does this mean, anyhow? Gals, as sure as I'm a foot
high."

"Yes, two gals an' a young woman, two boys an ' a man, a.n'
two heathens."
"An' they're ridin' mighty fine-lookln' horses, it seems,"
another ventured.
The clatter of hoofs could bo heard plainly now by those
inside the saloon, and it was not Jong before the shanty was
vacated and as many as thirty men were standing ready to
receive the strangers.
Not until they reached the front of the saloon and store did
the party halt.
Then, without dismounting, a boy with a wealth of long,
light chestnut h ?.ir hanging over his shoulders and a broadbrimmccr sombrero tipped back jauntily on his head nodded
pleasantly to the crowd aP.d sa'd:
··well, gentlemen. I snppose this place is B'g Echo."
"You're s·posin' Jest right, kid,·· answered the miner who
had spo):en first wben the cloud of dust appeared, in a curt
sort of way. "This here is Big Echo, an' I'm Da n Giles,
the mayor."
'"I'm gjad to me~t you, l\1r. Giles," the boy answered, pleasantly. ·'So this is the hotel, is it? "
"I reckon you kin see that for yourseif. Tllere's the sign
up there, which tells you that there's groceries an ' supplies
sold on one side of the shanty an' liC]uid r efreshments an'
g~mblin' kin be had on the other.
You ain't blind, are yer,
Jud?"
"Well, hardly,'" and the light laugh that came from the boy
amused se,:eral in the crewel, but nettled the mayor, as he
called himself.
'·I can read, too,·· the young rider went on, coolly. "But I
simply made that remark by way of keeping Lhe conversation going. "
"You did, eh? ·v;rel!, what are you doin' around here, anyhow? You sartinly didn't romc here to look for a job or stake
out a claim. I kin tell tl::at much by the looks of you."
"No, I didn't come here for either of those purposes, Mr.
Giles. We were simply riding through th:s part of the country, and hearing tr.<:!t there was a hustling mining camp here,
we thought we wotold ride over and stop for a day or two and
see how things wore going. You see, we haven't anything else
to do, so we make It a business to rid e about all over the
West, and hunt up anything we can fil'ld in the way of excitement and adventu re."
"I know who he is, Dan," a man with a squeaky voice
called out from the doorway. "He's Young Wi ld West, the
Champion Deadshot, an' his two pards, Cheyenne Charlie an'
.Jim Dart ls with him; an' so is his gal an' tw o heathens."
Then the squeaky-voiced man rushed out and almost instantly a shout went up from a dozen or more of the miners.
It seemed that they had all heard of Young Wild West, even
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"Well, you ain't goin' to git out of here till you ask us to
though they had never set eyes on him before, and by the way
have somethin' to drink."
they acted they took very kindly to him.
"Oh, that is your game, eh? Well, now, I'll just show you
''Three chrers for Young Wild West!" the squeaky-voiced
man exclaimed,· wav;ng ·his hat.
how quick I will get out of here. Just step aside."
"Ha! ha! ha!" laughed Giles, as he threw back his head
Then about half of ttose gathered before the shanty store
and salocn In the miil'lng camp broke into a rousing cheer. and thoroughly enjoyed his burst of mirth. "Iloys, what do
Tho8e who !Jad never heard of Young Wild West and his you think of him? He's goin' to git out of here, an' the mayor
is stand!n' In tlte way."
friends joined in ber;ause it was catching, no doubt.
He had barely uttered the words when Young Wild Wett
But thn r cstJlt was that echoes sound ed, showing pretty
pushed out sharply with his left hand.
well ' ·hv th<> camp bad been given the name of Big Echo.
His fist was clenched, and it came in quick contact with
On eilher side of it were high cliffs, and ns they were a dist~.nce of probably half a mile apart, it was easy to under- the pit of the man's stomach.
It did not seem to be much of a blow, but still It was, for all
stand the eifcct when a shout went up.
The mayor did net rnem at all pleased with the reception that.
so many of the men accorded the Champion De::i.dshot of the
Dan Giles gave a gasp and shot backward out of the way,
·west.
doubling up li ke a half-opened jack-knife.
But he waited until tbe cheer had subsided, and then stepPaying no attention to him whatever, the young deadshot
ping up c·lose to the sorrel stallion upon which the boy was walked on outside, and had nearly reached, his horse when
si tting with an ease and grace that was bound to attract the Giles came out, roaring· like a maddened bull and flourishing
attention of even the casual observer, he exclaimed:
,
both h an ds.
'"You're a mighty fancy-lookin' kid, anyhow, Young Wild
"Come back h ere!" he cried. "You hit me in the stomach,
'Vo3t! I've heard somewhat about yer myself, but I never an' I'm goin' to make you suffer for it!"
believed it all. If you think you're the Champion Deadshot
"Mr. Mayor," the boy retorted, pointing his finger warnof the whole West, you' ll mighty soon be took down a peg, ingly
at him, "I don't want any trouble with you, or with
'caurc tJ ·cre·s a few people here what kin hit anything they any
one else here, for that matter. But you just keep your
shoot at, an' it don't make no difference how far away it is,
distance. If you don't, something w!ll happen to you."
or whether they're handlin' a gun or a carbine."
Shouts went up from the crowd now, and as Young Wild
"I am glad to hear that, Mr. Giles," Young Wild West
at the faces of those standing about he
answered, in the cool and easy way that bad helped make him West shot a giance
half of them were in sympathy with him.
famous. "Dut we won't talk about that just now. I don 't cou ld see that nearly
But the fact was that this made little or no difference.
claim to be the Champion Dcadshot of the West, though I will
Though but a boy in years, the dashi ng young hero of the
ac\mit that all my friends inr;ist on calling me that. But just
camps with all
now we would like to have something to eat. Do you suppose Wild West ba.d experienced so much in miningleast
bit afraid.
sorts of bad characters that he was not the
we could be accommodated at the hotel here?"
Anyhow, fear was something that was unknown to him.
"I ain't ruunin' the shebang, so if you want to find out
Though he never actually picked a row, he was always
you hatl better go inside an' ask."
a chip
"All right, I'll do that right away. Thank you for the in- ready, like the traditional boy who went around itwith
off.
on bis shoulder, waiting for some one to knock
formation."
"Boys," he said, turning to his tw'o partners, "I reckon I
Then the boy leaped lightly to the ground, and pushing his
Jim,
WHY pagt the mayor, who did not seem to want to make room have got to thrash the mayor before I have my dinner.
just tel! the two Chinamen to get busy and start a fire to
fur llim at all, he entered the door of tho saloon.
Sc,·eral crowd3d in after him, while his friends, who still cook the dinner. You can pick out a place over there. Take
remain ed in the saddle, looked on with an air of indifference. tbe girls with you. Charlie will be enough to stay here, I
When Wild, as he was always called by those acquainted reckon. It won't take more than ten minutes to settle this
with him, got inside the pl?.ce it was not difficult for him to matter, anyhow."
Nearly every one standing about heard what the boy said,
pick out the proprietor, who was behind the little counter
and he spoke in such a cool and easy way that the most of
re~tly to assist his bartender in waiting on the customers.
•·Landlord," the boy said, smiling at t!Je individual behind them were amazed.
Msanwhile, Dan Giles had now recoivered his breath, and, his
the bar, ''how about dinner for eight of us?"
''It can't be did," was the quick reply. "I've got more face reel with anger, he stood as tlt'()ui;h waiting for Young
boartlers than I've got grub to feeu 'em. I'm mighty sorry, Wild West to try and move away.
But Wild did not mean to move,aw.ay, not until after he had
kid, but maybe you kin buy what you wnut to eat at the store.
I'm short-handed this week, anyhow. The Chinee cook I had settled accounts with the mayor.
"Mr. Giles," said he, stepping up to within easy reach o~
lit out the other day au' took a long abo11t six !Jundred dollars
the miner, who was a tall, rawboned man of forty, "I think'.
in gohl. The boys is lookin' for him yet."
"Woll, all right, my friend. 1 reckon we can ma.ke out, you are making a little mistake. ·when I pushed you in order
an yhow. We have a good supply of grub with us, so we'll to get out of the doorway I didn't mean to hurt you. I simply
pitch our carup somewhere around here antl it won't be long wanted you to step aside, and it was the only way to make
you do it."
before we·u have a square meal."
"Hurt me?" snarled the man. "A kid like you hurt me?
'I'he lloy turned and walked to the door.
But wllen lie got there ll.e found it blocked by Dan Giles, the Why, I'd like to see you do It."
"Well, if you force me to It it wlll b.ave to come, that's all.
.
run:·or of the camp.
"What's you:· hurry, Young Wild West?" the miner said, a Now, then, I wish you would go on inside and permit me to
sinister smile on his face. ·•If you're sich a wonderful kid as go with my friends, so we can camp somewhere and have our
they say you are, it might be a good idea for you to invite dinner. The fact is, I am pretty hungry, and I know the rest
are, too."
the Mayor of Big Echo to have a drink wilh you."
All but Cheyenne dharlie, the ex-government scout, now
"Mr. Mayor, I am not in the humor to clo such a thing just
now. I'll think about it, and prob.ably a little later on I'll rode away.
invite you to have something. But just now I am in a hurry,! Charlie was a perfect specimen of the ideal Westerner.
I His hair was almost jet black and hung over his shoulders
yon see, so I hope you'll excuse me," ·
Then the boy tried to step past him, but Giles caught him I while a mustache of the same hue adorned his upper lip. '
1 Like Young Wild West, he wore fancy buckskin breeches,
by the arm and pulled him roughly back.
"That ain't no way to do business," he declared, winking a fancy silk shirt and a sombrero, while from his belt hung
at some of the men who were looking on In an amused way. a brace of revolvers and a hunting-knife.
Strapped to the back of his saddle was a Remin.gton rifle
"It'8 the rule here that when anybody of importance visits
Big Echo that they must treat the mayor, an• if the mayor so It could be seen that our friends were fully equipped fo;
seems to think that some of his fri ends oughter be asked, too, anything in the way of danger that they might encounter
But neither Young Wild West nor Cheyenne Charlle thought
why, that bas to go. Now, then, there ain't slch an awful big
crowd here, an' it's most likely you have got some money they had a.ny use for rifles just then.
The fact was they did not want to use their revolvers unless
with yer, so jest ask us up to the bar."
"I am sorry, Mr. Giles, but I just told you that I was in a it was absolutely necessary, and then they would not shoot
hurry. Perhaps I will come back some time c!uring the after- to k!ll until forced to the last ditch.
It seemed rather strange that Dan GHles should wait so Jong.
noon or evening and then, if I see fit, I will ask you and vour
But he swore and laughed by tur.ns, and kept taJkino- to
friends to have something to drink. I don't drink myself° but
his friends, who seemed to be anxio,ru.s to see him &o ahead
I have no objections to others doing it."
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and administer a thra~ng to the upstart of a boy who had ' stepped forward and, as qmck as a flash, drew his huntnf;knife and severed the lariat.
dared to refuse to trea.d when the mayor demanded it.
"Well, what are YOU\ going to do about it, Mr. Mayor?" , "Gentlemen," said he, "you are mistaken in your man. This
Young Wild West said, ·coolly, as he half-turned to his horse Chinaman belongs to our party, and he just got he :·~ a few
minutes ago. He is no thief, and he was never in this camp
again.
·
before in his life."
"Come here, kid, an" I'll show you!"
With r emarkable quickness the big rawboned man reached , If Young Wild West nad got out of the difficulty h e hn.d
with the mayor quite easily it seemed now that he was in for
out and made a grab to catch the boy by the shoulder.
But he missed his crnlculation by considerable, for as quick it for fair, for there wa·s a yell of 'rage from the horsemen, and
as a flash the young ueadshot stepped aside, and then seizing revolvers were quickly drawn.
the mayor by the colk.r of his flannel shi:·t, gave him a jerk
backward that caused btlm to throw up his hands and stagger. ·
CHAPTER II.
"I'm sorry to do it," be said, turning to the miners standing
THE SECOND DIFFIOULTY 1s ovEnco:..rn.
behind him "but the ma;yor needs a little in the way of disc!- i
·.:t ...
pline. He shouldn't start a row with every stranger who
It did not take Jim Dart, the Wyoming bo! who was P1'1Uu
comes here, you know. r am going to teach him a lgsson."
What he said last co1uld not be heard for Giles was now to be called a partner of Young Wild Wests, long to find a
; suitable spot to camp.
'
roaring like a maddened bu11.
The pJace selected was J es~ than two hundred yard3 from
He struck savagely :at his youthful opponent with both
hands, missing each time, and then the young deadshot swung the shanty ho~el and store, and not far from a gronp of three
out a straight right, wJ:nich caught him on the chin and sent or four shanties.
j It happened that there was a stream of water rnnnlng down
him staggering into the. arms of some of his friends.
The boy started to :follow up his advantage when GUes the sharp descent close to the ri ght, which was, no do~bt, fed
originally from the snow-capped peaks of the mountains.
made a grab for his ginn.
"Here we are, Hop," Dart said, as he turned to one of the
.
.
. He s:icceeded In pulllng It from the holste1 just a.s those be- I two Chinamen who were leading a couple of well-loadPd packhmd him got out of the wny, fearing that they might be hit ; horses. I r eckon this will suit Wild and Charlie ::ill right.
' We' ll stop right here. Now, then, I believe r heard Wing say
In case the boy or his nartner fired.
It was a lucky. thing •probably t~at they did this for, with yesterday that we were in need of some salt. Ynu had better
lightning-like quicknesi;i Young Wild West 'lulled a gun and . go back to the store and get some. Be careful that you don't
get into trouble, too, for the chances are there will be a lot
pressed the trigger.
I of excitement around there, though I am pretty s~ll'e that
Crack!
As the report rang ot."ll:, D.an Giles dropped .his revolver and i' Wild and Charlie will have an easy thing of it, since the
mcst of the men here w' ll no doubt side agai::::.st the fellow
then threw up both ha'Olds m tolrnn or submission.
'
The bullet from our hero's revol ver had hit the weapon ln i who calls him self the may~r."
"All ee light. Misler JI m," Hop Wah, who w::u; v_cry .often
~h~ man's hand so close to one of his fingers that he had
. called Young Wild We;~ t·s clever Chlnee, answcreu, with a
m•oluntarily let go hie:/ h<;>ld upon !t.
But not a particle of inJury h.ad been done to him or any smile. "Me go li ght away, so be."
"Maybe my blother bettee he!>)ee llllce before he go,,. sugone else, since the glaniclug bullet took lodgment in the roof
, gested Wing, the cook of the party, who was a brother to :Uop.
of the shanty.
"Boys, I've made a mistake," the mayor said, meekly, as he ! "Well, that wouldn't be a bad idea," Jim answered. ''What
turned to those he k.ne,w' were his fri ends. "It ain't no wonder do you think about it, girls?"
"Hop generally does assist in unloading the pack-horses,
that they call Young Wi\ld West the Champion Deadsbot of the
V>'est. Did you see how quick he shot? He knocked my gun , Jim," Arl etta Murdock, the golden-haired sweetheart of Young
plumb from my hand, too, an' I know that's jest what he meant ' ·wild West unswcred, ai;; she dismounted from the crez.m-wblte
to do . He could have &hot me through the heart, of course. I broncho she bad been riding.
An' I've always thougbt that when I laid my hand on a gun j "Allee light. M!ssce Alietta," and Hop smiled blandly and
with some one standin' 11n front of me what didn't have bis J slipped from the back of his horse.
Wing was upon the ground almost at the same time, and
•hands on his, I was a sll!Te winner. I cave, Young Wild West.
I so used to doing it were the two heathens thn.t ln lP.ss tban
I humbly beg your prurdlon."
"That sounds real ni<'e, Mr. Mayor. Your pardon ls granted. , two minutes the pack-horses had been relieved of their burNow, then, I reckon yo111'll have no objections if I go and see ! dens, and they seemed to be very glad of It, for they had trav.• , about geLt.ing somethirg to eat. Maybe I might take a no- I eled a long distance tha t moming.
"Now, !en, me go to um store and glttee um salt, so be,~
tlun to come back later and ask you to have something, if it ls
Hop exclaimed, and then he started off without waiting for
nothing but a cigar."
Bnt Dan Gilc,1 was too much crestfallen now, even though J im Dart to give him the money to make the purchase.
"My bloth~.r all~e sam~e want:e gittee some tan:flefoot, so be,
he hacl mauagt'll to mal'e an open admission that the boy
He Jn velly
Misler Jim, Wmg said, shaking his bead.
was too much for him, and then apologized.
Ile tu rued and wi.oli~cJ\ into the saloon, a few of hls friends . muchee bully, so be."
"Well, lie won't stay away very long, and you can hE'l on
following.
1
"Well, Charlie, I rccl:.cxn we'll go and see bow the rest are i tha~. for vyud and Charll.e w111 surely see him," was the reply.
making out. They 10 ust·have found a place by this time, and I Jim, .assisted by the girls, as the three female members of
the cllfl.nces arc Wing i" ill have a fire going when we get the party were always called, proceeded to look after the
horses.
there "
They had just about got them unsaddled and were tying
,
k
d ..
t
..,.. ld "'th
"R: b t
c s.c.ou ans~ere · 1 , rec on we ~e them where they might nibble at a growth of grass along the
ig ye'. are, •'<1 •
b'lell Jn. wo1se places tho;n this, anyho11 .. Theres a few here bank of the stream, when a shrill cry for help sounded.
All hands instantly recognized the cry as coming from Hop.
w~u rn1ght re.cl .as thot~h they would ;vlike,,. to eat us, but I
Jim at once sprang forward, seizing his rifte more from force
.
redrn 11 they "on t ~m~ru . ake it rlght a~ ay.
.
At t!~s a ch eer v; enc up, ;nd before it had died out shouts of habit than anything else.
So many perils had they all passed through that whenever
came from a 1wtber. directio ·
Tl.Jen half a 1lozen mffn on horseback came riding up, one of they heard a cry for help they got ready for anything no mat'
ter what it might be.
tb em dragging along a .Chinalllall by a lariat.
Dart ran out to what might be called the street that ran
"Hey, there, Smith!" tbc 10a11 ~vho was e1·ideutly the leader
called out, as h·~ rot.le up and <l1smountcd before the shanty I through the center of the collection of shanties and was just
saloon, "I reckon we~e got t~e. heathen what stole your in time to see Hop running along, a rope about his neck.
A. head of him were half a dozen rough-look~ng horsemen
money. He must have been h idm right here In the camp all
'
the time, 'cause we jest s'3en him sneal{ around from a shanty and one of them had lassoed him.
a couple of hundred yar•lls above here. One of the boys roped · "Great jupiter!" the boy exclaimed. "What does this mean
anyhow? Wild is in trouble back there with the mayor of th~
him in a hurry, an' here he Is."
The frlghtenl'd Chinaman was pulled to his feet and hustled camp , and now Hop has been roped by a gang of rascals. I
forward by some of the miners, and then the horsemen quickly reckon there will be something done in the way of fighting
before very long. Well, I'll leave the girls in charge of the
dismounted .
"Great gimlets, W!ld!! •• Cheyenne Charlie exclaimed, as he camp and run on down and lend a hand."
The distance to the saloon was not great, but even then the
turned to the young d>eadshot. "They've got Hop!"
"So they have, Charlie/' was the cool retort, and then Wild riders had come to a halt before Jim got there.
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He was just in time to see Young Wild West interfere in
"Take It easy, Hop," the young deadshot answered, coolly.
behalf of the Chinaman, and when he heard the boy tell the "I reckon they are only joking with
you.
Chinaman's captors that they had made a mistake he thought out they have made a big mistake, and they'l'hey have found
perhaps the t1 o:..ble would not amount to a great deial, after right away. I'll guarantee you that you w!ll will let you go
be free inside of
all.
half a minute."
But when be saw the six borsl!men grow angry and draw
"Say, kid, you're takin' a whole lot on yourself-to guarantee
their revolvers, Dart ran forward , with the speed of the wind, anything like that," spoke up Ned Holcomb,
and was soon c'lose to his two partners, facing the angry at the young deadshot in a sarcastic sort ofthe leader, looking
way.
fellows.
"Well, maybe I am. But say, before we go any further I'd
Young Wild West never took his eyes from the men after like to ask you a question."
addressing them, ar..d 11nding that they were not going to heed 1 "Go ahead an' ask it, kid."
what he saitl.
"Do you recognize a man named Dan Giles as the mayor
But Cheyeun e Cha:lie nodded as Jim came to their assist- of Bii.; Echo?"
ance, and said:
"I sart!nly do. He was elected by the
here, an' he's
" J est in tiIBe, Ji:n. Maybe we might need you, an' maybe sartinly the mayor. He acts as jedge, too,people
whenever we have
we won't. 'This here is a mighty bad gang. They've roped a trial, which is three or tour times a week."
Hop an' they say he's a thief."
"All right, then. •I'll just call the mayor outside and you
"Well, he certainly has stolen nothing f;om them," Jim can as k him If I have a right to interfere
in behalf of the
retoJ·ted, Jovd enough for every one to hear. "I just told him Chinaman ot not."
to come to the store and get some salt."
But it was unnecessary to call Gilei;, for at that moment he
"Sh et up, kid! " the man who had dragged the Chinaman came out and faced the leader of the v igilance
committee.
to the. sput exclaimed, angrily. "Don't you s'pose we know
The fact was, he had been standing at the door listenJng to
a heathen when we see him? He's the cook what robbed the what was being said.
boss of this shanty a week ago, an' then skipped out. We
"Say, Ned," he called out, waving his hand and shaking
thought he had gone on somewhere else, but he must have his head, " I reckon you hadn't bettel' go
ag'in this here boy.
been hangin' a1·otmd here all the time, hidln' somewhere."
He's Young Wild vVest, the Champion Deaushot.
"Gentlemen," Young Wild West said, in a voice that sounded a little while afore you come here that he clappedIt was only
a gun out
clear and distinct, '·I told ycu just now that you had made a of my hand as quick as a wink. He could
mistake. T ,. at Chinaman was never here before untll to-day. through my heart, too, an• then you wouldhave put the bullet
have bad to look
He came with us a short time ago. It's some other China- for another mayor. If you have
his Chinaman you have
man you refer to. You have made a mistake, and that's all made a mistall;:e, so you had bettergot
let it drop."
th ere is to It.··
"Thunder!" and Holcomb, after gazing for a second at the
"Young fol ler," one of them said, as he approached the boy, speaker, tu rned slowly and looked at the boy
who was standscowlingly, "we don't want to hear nothin' like that from you. ing close to the sorrel stallion.
Don't you s'pcse 1>e know our business? You jest wait till
"So you're Young Wild West, eh?" he added, nodding hla
Smith co!J1es out, an' we'll mighty soon prove that you're a head.
liar; an' when we do prove it I reel on yo u'll have to git down
"Yes, that's my name."
ou yonr hands an' knees an' apologize. Us people here in
"Aµ' this feller le Cheyenne Charl!e, I s'pose?" nodding
Big Echo ain't in the habit of havin' boys try to bulldoze us, at the scout.
an' don't you forgit that, either."
"You have got that just right."
"All right," was the cool and easy retort. " If Smith says
"An' the other boy must be Jim Dart, then."
that's the Chinaman who robbed him I'm willing to get down
"That's Jim Dart, all right."
011 my hands and knees and aJ)Ologize. But if he says he isn't,
"Well, you may be strangers In these here parts, but I
I reckon you will ha Ye to do the apologizing."
recko n most every one here knows somethin' about yer. I
"What's that?" and the man moved his revolver In a was a little surprised when Smith jest
said that the heathen
threatening way.
we've got here come here with Young Wild West. But I don't
But Young Wild West did not scare for a cent.
like the way you have been talkin',
you're Young
"Be a little careful with that piece of hardware you have Wild West or not. You seem to think aswhether
how jest 'cause you're
got in your hand," he said, smilingly. "You might make a the Champion Deadshot of the West that
you kin make me do
mistake and pull the trigger. If you did, it would go off and I as you want me to."
might Iese a loclr of hair or something like that. But I am
"Now, see here," and Wild stepped over and laid a hand
not afraid of you shooting me, my friend . I have been up upon his arm, "there's no need of you getting
huffy, my friend.
against a lot like you, so it is an old thing for me."
I haven't the least doubt that you thought you were doing your,,'fhe man gla:·ed at him for a moment, and then turning his duty when you caught the Chinaman. Probably
you caught
face toward the shanty, called out:
him alone, and thought he was
thief. But since you have
"Hey, Smith, come out here a minute! Hurry up. We've found out your mistal~e what is the
the
use
of
having any trouble
got the heathen what robbed yer."
about it?"
''What's that?" came the reply, and then the proprietor of
"There ain't no use of havln' a bit of trouble, Young Wilil
the saloon came hurrying out.
West. I ain't a man as looks for trouble, anyhow. But I
When he saw the Chinaman standing there, the rope about believe in doin' as I think best. The point is
just here: I told
his body, he gave vent to au exclamation of delight.
yer that you had made a mistake,
that when I proved it
But as he s~ar ted toward him he suddenly stopped, and to you you would have to apologize.an' Then
you ups an' says
shi\king his head in the negative, said:
if you hadn't made a mistake I'd
to a nalogize. Now,
"That ain't him, Ned. He looks a whole lot like him, but then, if you'll take that back we'll have
let the Chinee go, an' if
it ain't him, I know."
you don't we'll tie him up here an' swing him up to that tree
''What!" and Ned Holcomb, the leader of the Vigilance over t here."
Committee that had been appointed for the purpose of hunting
The eyes of Young Wild West flash ed.
down all thieves and other criminals, loo ked an1azed. "Do
"I am not In the habit of making
terms," he declared.
yo u mean to say that ain't the heathen called Sing Wing?" "Holcomb, I don't care who you aresuch
or wh a t kind of a man
"No, it ain't him, Ned. I'm positive of it. If I ain't mis- you may be. I will giYe you just ten
seconds to tell your
taken, that heathen come to the camp awhile ago with Young men that the Chinaman is to go fr ee. Now,
Wild West. How about it?" and 1.he landlord turned and or I'll shoot a bullet straight through you."then, speak quick,
loo ked at our· hero, who was standing with folded arms, perThe boy stepped back a pace and In t'le twinl:ling of an
fectly undisturbed.
eye a revolver was leveled at the man's heart.
·'I reckon you're right, Mr. Smith," was the reply. "I told
"Hip hi! hoolay!" shouted
Chinaman, and after dancthis man that he was mistaken, but he didn't like it. He ing a few steps he turn ed andthe
walked boldly into the shanty
seemed inclined to shoot me for saying it, too."
saloon.
'·Well, if we ain't got the right heathen it don't make an
But neither Young Wild West nor his partners took their
awful lot of difference, anyhow," one of the other horsemen eyes from the men before them.
spoke up. "We may as well hang this one, an' that will be a
Our hero had riveted his gaze upon the face of the man
lesson for any more what happens to h ear about it."
he had covered, and he stood as still as a statue.
"Hip hi!" exclaimed the Chinaman, who was not halt as
"Boys," said Holcomb, slowly, as he shrugged his shoulders,
much frightened as he made out to be. "Whattee mattee? uI reckon it's all off. The Chinaman
Me veil · goodee Chinee. Me no wantee hangee, so be. Misler fere with him ag'in, unless you ketch is free. Don't interhim doin' somethin' he
Wild, makee stoppee velly muchea qu!ckee."
hadn't 011&hter do."
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"That sounds pretty good," our hero said, as he lowered
his revolver. "Now, then, I'll let you off with that much.
You needn't apologize."
"You sorter got the drop on me that time, kid," was the
r eply, wh!le a dangerous glitter shone in the vlgllante's eyes.
"But don't think, as I said jest now, that 'cause you're the
Champion Deadshot of the West you're goin' to bulldoze any
one around here. I'm a tough customer when I git started, an'
maybe me an' you will come together· ag'ln afore very long."
"All. right, Holcomb. Any time you want to have it out
with me just say the word. You wlll find me always ready. I
am only a boy, I know, but that makes no difference. I think
I can take care of you all right, and, for that matter, you can
bring your friends along, too, and I will show them I can take
care of the whole bunch. I have got two guns with me, and
each one or them holds the lives of six men. Whenever you
are ready just say so. But," and the boy flashed a glance
at the other horsemen, "what is the use of waiting? Why
can't we have it out right now? I will guarantee you that
my two partners will go out of sight, and if you feel like
opening fire on me, just go ahead. I'll take my chances with
you."
No one said a word, and for several seconds there was a
deathly silence in the crowd.
But suddenly the man with the squeaky voice bawled out:
"IIip, hip, hooray, for Young Wild West! He's the gamest
boy what ever rode over the mountains. I don't care if anybody likes It or not, but I'm gain' to yell myself hoarse, an' I
want every one to join In."
The cheer that went up seemed to astonish the vigilantes,
but it crushed them completely, and one by one they tumed
and wa lkec.l inro t he saloon, the mayor following them, shaking his head sadly.

Besic1es being a clever magician, Hop Wah was a confirmed
gambler.
He was never better satisfied than when he was sitting In a
game of draw poker with two or three card-sharps who were
trying to fleece him out of his money.
But it was seldom any one got the best ot him, for no matter how they cheated he alway's managed to go them pne
better.
The best part of it probably was that he never was caught
when he was manipulating the cards.
This, and tbe fact that he was rather fond of tanglefoot, as
he called whisky, were the bad habits the Chinaman possessed.
But he had so many good points about him that they more
than offset these, and the resu lt was he had become a fixture
to Young Wlld West's party.
While he did little or no woi·k, any more than to attend to
the horses and assist his brother when they were putting the
camp In shape or making ready to set out on a trip, he received his monthly wages regularly.
But it was not his wages that Hop depended upon, for he
made many tim es more than the amount by gambling.
His sleight-of-hand had on more than one occasion been
of the greatest assistance to our · hero and his friends.
Sometimes it would be when they were hard pressed by
redskins, and then, again, It might happen that outlaws bad
one or more of them a prisoner, when Hop would appear and
by using the gift h e had received by nature, woro Id turn the
tables so that the difficu lty would be o vercome in the twinkling
of an eye almost.
The first thing the clever Chinee did on enter!ni: the barroom
of the saloon was to purchase a drink of tangl efoot.
Then he bad started In to make fri ends with those present.
He did this by performing a few comical stvnts, and the
moment he had them laughing be knew he had won out.
The tiny parasol he was holding over his head bad seemed
to come from his mouth, and after Jim Dart disa;ipeared
from the doorway he lowoced It and then, stepping in the center of the room, exclaimed:
"Now, !en, evelybody watchee! Me velly muchee hungly,
so be. Me eatee um palasol."
He thrust the end of It in his mouth and made out that he
was biting off a piece, which he swallowed.
He kept on doing this until the parasol had disappeared entirely, and then giving an extra gulp he patted his stomach
fondly and observed:
"Lat allee light. Me feelee ve!ly muchee goodee now, so be.
Me havee lillee dlink of tanglefoot."
"Come up this way, heathen," the r.::an with the squeaky
voice called out. "I reckon I'll treat you . I've seen lots of
heathens in my time, but I never seen one what was anything
like you afore."
"'You velly nlcee Mellcan man, so be,'' was the reply. "Me
likee you velly muchee."
"Good enough! Put out some plzen here, Smith."
Smith happened to be doing duty at that end of the bar, and
with a broad grin he obeyed.
The mayor haC! been talking with the six men who made
up the Vigilance Committee of the camp, and when they saw
the rapid headway the Chinaman was making in gaining
fri ends they did not appear to like it very much.
They came up to the bar just then, and Holcomb took oc'
casion to get very close to the Chinaman.
"Move along a little, heathen," he said, gruffly. "It don't
say that 'cause you kin be a little funny, an' th at you belons
to Young Wild West's gang that you're goin' to have thin g11
all your own way here. If I had had my way about it you
would have been hangin' to that tree outside afore this. I
don't like Chinamen."
"Me velly goodee Cbinee. Me no wantee hangee, so be,"
Hop declared, acting as though he was frightened.
·'Of course, you don't want to hang. Did you ever know of.
any one as did?" and the man laughed sarcastically.
"You makce velly muchee mistakee, ao be," Hop declared,
not appearing to notice that the man was at all angry.
"Well, the next time I git hold of you it won't be no m is.
take."
"Allee light. Me n o lettee you gittee hold of me, so bCI.
Me velly smartee Chinee."
"Boys, let the heathen be, won't yer?" Smith said, coaxingly. "There ain't no use in makln' trouble around her'!.
You fellers is supposed to keep things straight an' not mali e
troub!e. I'm sartin sure that Young Wild West an' his parers
didn't come here to make trouble. The mayor was altogether
wrong, an' since you an' the boys made a mistake in the
heathen it shows that you was wron~. too. The best way to
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CHAPTER III.
WILD RAS A SUSPICION OF '.l'HE MAYOR AND '.l'HE VIGILA.N'.l'ES.

"Well, boys," said Young Wild West, turning to his two
partners with a smile, "I reckon we can go over to the camp
now."
"Right yer are, Wild," Cheyenne Charlie answered. "But
th e heathen is inside. Maybe they'll take satisfaction out on
him."
"Oh, no, they won't. Hop is perfectly able to take care of
hi mself. Let him stay there. Anyhow, he won't remain very
long, for he was sent to get salt, so Jim says."
Just then a burst of laughter came from the inside of the
building.
" There !" Cheyenne Charlie exclaimed. "He's started things
goln'. Doin' some of his foolishness, I s'pose."
Our hero gave a nod and then, though the distance was
not very far, he vaulted lightly into the saddle.
"I r ecko n I may as well lell him I'll get the salt," Jim
Dart said, looking at the boy. "You two go right on. It Hop
starts a sleight-of-hand performance the chances are he will
be half an hour about it. Maybe it will be a good thing to
get the men here In a good humor."
"All right, J im," was the reply, and then Young Wild West
rode off, Cheyenne Charlie following him.
Jim walked to the door of the saloon and found the interior
literally packed with miners.
In the center of the room the heathen Cblnee was cavorting
about, a tiny Japanese parasol held over his head.
Suddenly every man in the crowd was laughing ~eartily,
though there were a few who glared at the Chinaman as
though they felt like lynching him.
Of course, they were the vigilantes, and a few others who
did not seem to take lcindly to our friends.
"Hop," Dart called out from the doorway, "I'll get the salt,
but you needn·t stay here longer than half an hour at the
most. If you do some one will come after you."
"Allee light, Mister Ji m. Me havee bully timee, so be. Me
velly smartee Chinee. Hip hi! hoolay ! "
Then a sharp report sounded under his feet and he leaped
almost to the low celling, making out he was very much
fri ghtened.
Jim knew that he was simply playing some of his funny
tri cks, so he turned and went to the store at the other end
of the long shanty structure.
Meanwhile, Hop was just In the humor to have what he
called a "biggee timee."
It bad been several days since he had visited a mining camp
or town, since our friends had been riding over the desert
the greater part of the time and had not come across much in
the way ~f civilization.
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do ls to let it drop. If you go to foolin' with the heathen
there'll be some shootin' done around here. While it won't
be the first time anything like that has happened, it will be
the first time Young Wild West bas ever took a hand in it. He
kin shoot like chained lightnin', an' so kin his pards, I've
been told. That kid ain't afraid of nothln'. He's got more
nerve than any ten men I've ever seen, too. You had better
go it easy an' let the heathen alone."
Hop had not moved an inch, but he was keeping a . sharp
watch on the villains, for such they were beyond the shadow
of a doubt, even though they claimed to be the mayor and
Vigilance Committee of the camp.
,
The Chinaman knew onl y too well that they would all take
delight in harming him of they dared, but the fact that they
had b~cn cowed by Young Wild West made him feel that he
was comparatively safe, even though he was alone in the
saloon with the crowd.
'l'he mayor seemed inc!ined to take the advice of the proprietor, but not so with t he leader of the vigilantes.
He moved a li ttle closer to the Chinaman and presently
gave him a dig i<i the ribs with his elbow.
"If you're through drinkin', step back, heathen," he said,
gruffly.
''Allee light," was the quick reply, "Me makee plenty loom,
so be."
'Then the clever Chinee stepped back, at the same time
dropping his hat, apparently accidentally, to the floor.
As he stooped to pick it up he placed something directly
between th e feet of Holcomb, and then pushed back through
the crowu toward the center of the room.
He hall bi.rely got there when-·
Bang!
A loud 1eiJort sounded, and Holcomb leaped upward and
fell across the bar, at the same time yelling in a frightened
way.
The rest uttered yell3, too, and scattered in every direction,
while n. cloud or smoke quickly filled the room.
''Hin hl! Wbattce mn.ttee? Whattee mattee?" the Chinaman shouted, excitedly, and then he ran for the window and
qui ckly iroade his exit.
It must have occurred to him that it wou ld be wise for him
to keep away for awhile, for after looking at the miners as
th ey nlshed out for half a minute, he turned and headed in
the d!rection of the camp.
When he got theJ·e he found the fire had been started and his
bro ther making rapid headway in preparing the noonday meal.
Yot.ug Wild West and his partners were talking to the
girls, tbougil they were looking toward the Chinaman as he
approache:l.
"Evelythlin;; allee light, Misler Wild," the clever Chinee
called out, blandly, as he joined them.
"What did you do, set off one oe them big firecrackers,
h eathen?" the scout asked, a broad grin on his face.
''Lat light, Misler Charlie. Um bad Melican men wantee
hangee poor Cl:!inee, so be. Me no Ukee. Um Vigilance Committee no gcodee. Um mayor no goodee. Velly bad Mellcan
men; vclly ruuchee bad."
"I :·eek on you have got that jest right, Hop," the scout declared, smiling gr imly. "I put the mayor down as a sneakin'
coyote the minute I set eyes on him, an' you kin bet them
fellers what calls themselves the Vigilance Committee ain't
n bit better . 'l'i.: ere may be a lot of bad galoots in this here
camp, but I'll bet there ain 't none worse than that gang is.
Most likely they 're linked in together, an' are doin' jest about
es they please here."
'"Well, Charlie, you are quite an ob.server," Young Wild West
said, wlth a laugh. ''What you have said is my opinion exactly. But there is nothing strange about that, you know. It's
easy for a bad gang to get the upper hand of the honest and
inrl!fferent ones. But it's all right. It isn't likel y anything
will happen that's worth our while, so we won't linger here
auy longer th.an to-morrow morning."
"Well, maybe we'll have to, Wild," and the scout shook his
head and looked rather sober. "If them galoots ls what I
thi nk they are, they'll sartinly be lookin' for satisfaction.
'fhat mayor sartinly don't like it the way you handled him,
an' you kin bet the leader of the Vigilance Committee ain't
gain' to let things go as easy as all that. You took the starch
out of him when you covered him, an' he was mighty quick
to weaken. But if he don't look for satisfaction I'll miss my
guess."
''.Weli, you h eard what I told hlm. As soon as he wants
satisfaction he can tell me so. While I don't mean to harm
him a particle, I certainly will make him understand that I
am n dangerous one to fool with. I haven't p.racticed ever

since I was big enough to hold a gun out straight for nothing.
I'll shoot every button from his shirt, but I'll make him understand that he had better let me alone."
"An' If that don't satisfy him he'll git a bullet through his
heart, Wild."
, .
.
"Well, not unless he attempts to put one through mme."
"Or some one else's," spoke up Jim Dart.
"Yes, of course," and the young deadshot gave a nod to his
boy partner.
Wing, the cook, went along with his work just as though
nothing had happened.
But that was his way.
Such things as had occurred since their arrival at Big
Echo were common to him, and he always trusted to his
employers to look out for him.
Not that he could not put up quite a fight when pressed
to it, but simply because he deemell. It not necessary.
He bad the coffee-kettle suspended over the fire, and was
preparing some bear steaks for broiling.
'l'he scout's wife was mixing up some dough, which all
hands knew would soon be turned into fine, light biscuits, after
they bad been placed in a covered pan upon the coals a little
while.
None of the miners saw fit to disturb those at the camp,
and half an hour later they were all sitting upon some rocks,
busy eating the dinner, which had been delayed slightly.
As soon as the meal was over with, Cheyenne Charlie assisted Hop In erecting th e two tents, a large one and a small
one, and when this was done the camp was d ,la1cd to be in
shape for an indefinite stay at the minlng camp.
It was one o'clock by this tim e, and the whistl e at the smelter sounded to call the men back to their work.
Many of them had to pai:s close to the camp on their way
back, and so::ne of them waved their hands and cheered our
friends, while others went along acting as though they were
not aware of their presence.
··well," said our hero, when they had all passed, "I reckon
it's about an even thing here, as far as we are concerned, in
the opinion of the citizens. Half of them seem to think we
aro all right, and the other half don't. But that's the way
it is all over. We couldn't expect to have every one take to
us. That wouldn't be human nature at all. Most likely the
mayor has the greatest number on his side. or he wouldn't
be mayor."
"You can't tell about that, Wild," and the scout shook his
head. "When it comes to votin' for a man it's mighty easy
to git votes from th em what don't think a whole lot of 'em,
especially if they ain't thin kin' of no one else to take the office,
Maybe Dan Giles was the only can dill.ate for mayor."
"Perhaps, Charlie. But, just the same, he seems to have
quite a power here."
Things about the camp soon became very quiet.
The roar of the blast-furnace in the smelter could be heard,
however, and this put an air of activity upon the scene, after
all.
Most or the miners who were working claims in the vicinity
had returned to them, though a. few lingered about the shanty
saloon.
Among these were the mayor and the leader of the Vigilance Committee, and when Wild and the scout took a notion
to walk over that way for the purpose of getting some cigars
they found them sitting in t he shade in front of the building.
They looked at our hero nnd the scout in a way that was
meant to be unconcerned, but really was far from it, and
it was not until the two were passing them that either
deigned to speak.
Then the mayor said:
"Well, gents, you thought you would run over an' sorter
be sociable like, I s'pose?"
"'l'hat's just it, Mr. Giles," our hero answered, pausing
before him. "Now, then, I reckon I'll treat you. Come in
and have a smoke."
"No, thanks. I'm smokin' a pipe."
"How about yon?" and Wild nodued to Holcomb.
"Well, I don't want to smo!ce, but I don't know as I'd refuse
a drop of tanglefoot," was th e r eply.
"Woll, take what you like. T don't say that because I don't
drink whisky that you shouldn't."
"I may as well talte a drink, too, then," Giles declared,
rising to his feet.
"All right, come on."
Two or three other loiterers were about, so Wild called
them in, too.
He let them take what they liked, and after purchasing
cigars for himself and the scout, paid the bill,
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they really acted as vigilantes , they were working
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.
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any one else. You kin bet on that, Dan.·•
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"Well, I s'pose you have about given up the search for the : "vVell,
as we have planned it."
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it
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thi eving Chinaman ."
we will. We' ll take the bars of gold to the other
"Yes, Dan , " was the reply. "What's the use of loo kin' for , "Sartinly
an' stow 'em in the log cabin that 's in the
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the
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the
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there.
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"Anything on hand?"
to find em, you know.
"Nothin' particular . But I'm thinkin' of makiu' some new I chair or somethin
was my idea, too. We'll take the gold bars to
rules an' regulation s to run the camp by, an' I want to ask ! "Yes, that
the shanty an' leave 'em there until the ex<;:it.ement blows over.
your advice about it."
Of course, the Vigilance Committe e will be huntin' high an'
"Oh, all right. I'll go right over with you , then."
but I'm afraid they won't find the thieves."
The few who were present heard these remarks, but did not i low,
another laugh at this, and then Dan Gil0s
think anything of them, any more than that the two had a I There was
a closet in a corner of the room and brought forth
perfect right to make rules anrl regulation s, and to see that j stepped to
a black bottle and a couple of glasses.
they were carried out.
"Take a drink, Ned," .he said, as he removed the cork from
The mayor's office was not much of a place.
good old chums, an' we always agree on
It was a shanty located at the extreme end of the camp to the bottle. . "We're
everything Them bars of gold is golu' to come putty near
the right.
though ten thousand dollars ain't slch ari
Many bad wondered why Giles had not changed his .quarters makin' us rich,
awful pile, after all."
so he might be close to the saloon.
Dan, not when it's got to be divided between
But the villain, as he was, had reasons for keeping at a dis- ·1 "No, it ain't,
tance, especially when he held some conferenc e with the sl:x seven." me an' you will dt half of it for plann!n' this her ..
"Well.
men who constitute d the Vigilance Committe e.
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thing, an' the other five kin have what's left, divided among tlon, especially for those who cared little how they got rid of
the money they earned.
'em."
Pretty soon Hop ·wah, Young Wild West's clever Chinee,
~Yes, they're pe:·fcctly satisfied to get that"
"Well, th ey oughter be, I think, 'cause all they've got to do stepped into the saloon, bowing and sm '. ,'r.g as he did so.
Of course, the vigilantes had no use for Hop, and they one
is to help carry the bars to the shanty.''
"Well, Hopper has been do!n' an awful lot, you know. and all frowned as they noticed how well he was received by
the majority present.
Ma ybe he oughter have a little more."
But Hop had made himsel! very popular with the best ele"That's so. I never thought of that. He's the watchman
up there, an' he's fixin' it so we kin git at the gold without ment, anyhow, and he meant to hold his own.
"Velly nicee evening, so be," he observed, speaking to no
makin' much of a fl:ss. .Well, I s'pose he oughter have as
much as two thousand dollars of the money after the gold is . one in particular, and then turning to the proprietor, he added:
"Me likee havee lille dlop of tanglefoot."
turned into money.''
"Yes, I think so, too. But his idea ls that the bars should 1 "All right, Hop," Smith answered, for he had learned to call
be divided, an' that every one look out for himself after that.'' the Chinaman b:v his given name. "I reckon you kin haYe
"Well, that might be a good !rl.ea, but I don't think so," and all you want. They say you're Young Wild West's clever
the mayor shook his he2 d. "'It wi!l be known all over about Chlnee, an' blamed .if I don't think that's right."
"Me velly smartee Chlnee, so be."
the bars of gold beln' stole, an' most likely if any one is
"Yes, there ain't no doubt of that. But you do look somefound tryin' to turn an:v of 'em into money he'll be susplcioned right away. I think It oughter be took to Carson thin' like the h eathen what robbed me an' sneaked away
about a week ago."
City an' sold outright."
"'All heathens look a great deal alike, Smith," the mayor
"Yes, but ain't there a stamp on every bar?"
"That's all right, too. Bl't don't you s'pose we could melt spoke up. "That's why the boys made a mistake on this
·
feller."
the bars an' rnn 'em over ag'in?"
"Yes, they all look somewhat alike I'll admit, but sometimes
"Yes, if we had a furnace hot enough."
"Well, there ain't no use in thlnkin' aoout that nov;. We'll their faces ain't very much alike, after all."
"Well, they've all got eyes that's cut on the blas," Holwait till we git the bars of gold first."
"I s'pose that's right," and Holcomb poured out another comb observed, with a shrug of his shoulders.
"You makee Iillee mistakee, so be," Hop sairl, blandly. "Um
drink.
"Let me see," the mayor ohserved, as he followed his com- Chinaman's eyes allee light, so be. Him eye blows maybe no
pan ion's example and tipped tl e bottle, "we thought it would stlaight."
"Shet up, heathen!" was the retort. "I don't want ' you to
be a good Idea to do the stealin' in the evening. Are you still
say nothin'.''
of that mind, Ned?"
"Allee light, me no say somethling more.''
"Yes, I don't see no reason to change It any. Of course,
Then Hop turned to the bar and got what he wanted.
Young Wild \Vest will poke his nos.e into the business so soon
But he seemed to forget to pay for it, and when the baras he hears about the robbery. But that won't affect us any,
'canse we'll be with him when he's huntln' around, an' you tender called Smith's attention to the fact the latter smiled
kin bet we'll see ter It that they don't make much of a search at the Celestial and said:
"Well, Hop, It seems you forgot somethln'. H
·
In the old shanty."
"Whattee lat?" came the query.
, "Yes, an' we'll see to It that lt will be the last of him, too,
"Didn't you forglt your change?H
if he gits out that far," was the grim reply.
"Lat light,H and Hop's face brightened. "Me glvee um
The two talked on in the same strain for folly half an
hour. and by that ime they were quite mellow, since they had Melican man fivee dollee. Me wantee four dollars and fifty
swnlbwed the greater part of the bottle's contents.
1 cents changee."
"'See here, heathen," the bartender said, half angrily, ":vou
Then Holcomb left the shanty and made his way back to the
didn't give me no five dollars. You didn't give me nothin'.
ta1"ern.
There waR no one there except a couple of loiterers, so he There ain't no use In tryin' to say that.''
"Velly stlange," and then Hop thrust his band In a pocket
took a stroll over to his claim to see how the two men he
of bls baggy trousers an(! felt around for a few seconds.
'
bad working for him were making out.
Suddenly he brightened up and quickly drew forth a fiveIt was near quitting time when he got there, but what had
been going on during his absence seemed to ~atisfy him all dollar gold-piece.
"Me makee li!lee mistakee, so be," he declared. "Me velly ,
ri ght, so when the men quit for the day he walked back to
solly."
the saloon with them.
Then he tossed a coin to the bartender, who put out bis
Holcomb war; quite a shrewd sort of ma.n, even though he
hands to receive it, but falled to get it.
w11s lacking In educati~n.
Hop turned his head the other way at the same time and
. Tho m~m h~ had emp1oyed were not in league with hlm in
began talking rapidly in his pidgin-English.
.
hi~ outside !me.
Suddenly he tarned around and, looking at the bartender,
1 he sl;x men compnsing the vigilantes under him all worked
at the h1g mln~ where ore was crushed and melted into crude expectantly, said:
treatment.
final
a
for
bars before bemg sei;it
"Me l!kee havee um changee, so be."
He paid his men well and, of course, they liked him.
"Well, I've got to git the five-dollar gold-piece afore I kin
He treated them at Smith's place and then sat down to give you any change, heathen," was the reply, while the man
wait until some of his partners in crime entered.
looked extremely bothered. "I seen him chuck it over this
By and by they began coming in and soon all but the one way, but it sartinly didn't drop nowhere, an' I didn't ketch it,
called Hopper was there.
either .."
But he was not supposed to be there, for be was night watch"Look on the fioor," said Smith, who bad seen the Chinaman
man up at the plant.
"Is everything all right for to-ni ght, Ned?" one of the men toss the roin.
The bartender Joolced, but failed to find it.
asked, in a low tone of Yolce, as he paused at the side of the
Finally Hop offered to com e around and look for it, and he
leader.
,
"You bet!" wn'5 the J"eply. "There ain't nothin' different quickly picked it up.
"You no gottee velly goodee e:ves, so be," he declared, shakbeen arranged. Me an' the mayor has tallrnd it over. You
ised.
surpr
though
as
head
know when to be on hand, so don't say notbin' more till the Ing his
"It seems not," the bartender retorted, as he put out his
time comes.''
Bnt he man did say something more, though not to Hol- hand for the money.
Hop placed the five-dollar gold- plcce in the palm of his
comb just then.
He went around from one to the other of the men who were hand and then stepped back quickly.
Before the man could close bis hand th <> coin had vanish ed.
In the game and told them that there had been no change !n
Smith was watching sharply this time, and he at once
the original plans.
Meanwhile, the saloon was beginning to fill up, for some broke il1to a laugh.
"It's all right," he said, nodding to bis man. "It"s nothln'
of the men had already eaten their suppers and were congregat!ng as usual to spend a part of the night In the resort. but a trick the heathen has been playin'. The coin went up
Ther e was really nothing else for them to do, for that his sleeve. He must have a piece of elas tic lo.stened to it.
matter, and since there was plenty to drink there, provided . Ha! ha! ha! That's what I call a putty good joke. Never
any one bad the money to buy it, and gambling was going on I mind, Hop," and he turn ed to the Chinaman and patted him
In all forms the most of the time, it was a sort of an attrac- on the shoulder. "You needn't pay for the drink now."
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"Velly muchee 'bligee, so be, Misler Smith. But me no
wantee lat. Me gottee plenty money and me wantee pay. Me
allee samee velly lich Chinee. Um Empelor of China givee me
ten, twenty million dollee um day me comee to Mellca."
This caused a burst of mirth from nearly every one in the
room.
Of course, the mayor and the vigilantes did not join in it, for
they did not like the clever Chinee at all for what had happened that day.
But they were forced to open their eyes a moment later,
for Hop suddenly produced a buckskin 1.Jag that was well
fill ed with gold goins.
He dump ed the contents on the bar and pointed proudly
~~

.

"Plenty money, so be," he declared, and then he put the
coins back into the bag.
Having done this, he produced a fat wallet and opening it
showed a wad of lJ!lls, some of them having the hundred mark
on them.
This was quite enough to make the mayor and his pards
very much interested.
One of the villains took the risk of whispering to Holcomb
th at cash money was even better than bars of gold.
But he was quickly silenced, for Holcomb did not believe
in talking about their private business in a public place, even
t hough they spoke in whispers.
They all became a little more frlendly to the Chinaman
now, for the fact that he possessed so much money was sufficient to put him in a d ifferent light.
··Where did you git all that money, heathen?" the mayor
vcn tu red to aolc
"Me play dlaw pokee, so be," was the reply.
"An' yer won It th at way."
"Lat light, Misler Mayor. Me velly smartee Chinee."
Giles turned to Holcomb, a broad brin on his face, and said:
"I reckon we know somethln' about poker, don't we, Ned?"
"I reckon we do," was the reply,
"Let's play a little game, then."
"I'm willin'."
"How about you, heathen?"
"l\1e likee play lillee while, so be."
"All right, then, come on."
The two villains promptly took seats at a table that was
near at hand, and Hop was not long in taking a seat also.
At that moment the superintendent of the big mine on the
hill entered, and the moment he saw what was going on he
•
stepped up and said:
·•Gentlemen, I hope I am not intruding, but I'd like to take
a hand in this game."
"You're welcome, Mr. Devlin," the mayor answered, rather
politely.
Just then Young Wild West and Cheyenne Charlie entered
-'"'the saloon.
They quickly saw what Hop was up . to, and feeling that he
should not be allowed to fleece any one out of their money,
the young deadshot nodded to the mine superintendent and
said:
"I dcn't know who you are, my friend, but you look to me
to be one who plays a fair and square game. If such is the
case, I advise you not to have anything to do with the h eathen
Ch inee. He is a s leight-of-hand performer, and he's bound
to get the best of any one he plays poker with."
"You're Young ·wnd West, I believe?" Devlin said, with a
smile, as he arose and extended his hand.
"Yes, that's right," the young deadshot answered.
"Wc:ll, my name is Devlin, and I'm the superinto~dent of
the mine here. I am much obliged to you for warning me. I
have heard some little talk about your clever Chlnee, and I
assure you tl.tat I am quite willing to lose a few doilars, just
for the pleasure of sitting in a game with him. As far as our
t wo friends go," and he nodded to the mayor and Holcomb,
"perhaps they are able to take care of themselves. I don't
say that they cheat when they play cards, but they know how
to handle the pasteboards pretty well, as I have learned to
my sorrow."
"I play as square a game as any one what comes 1n here,"
Holcomb declared, a frown showing on his face.
"An' I reckon no one kin ever say that I was ever caught
cheatin'," Giles added, quickly.
"All right, gentlemen, I w111 say no more," Gd our hero
stepped back. "Go ahead with the game. But if you ha.ppen
to lose your money, don't undertake to shoot the Chinaman for
it. You have been warned, so you a.re rains to play at
your own risk."
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CHAPTER V.
THE 1\IlNE SUPERINTENDENT ENJOYS TIIE GAME.

Young Wild West and Cheyenne Charlie had tired of remaining at the camp, and when Jim Dart offered to stay in
charge and keep the company of the girls, they took a walk
over to the saloon, which was really about the only place they
could go to h ear the gossip and find out what was going on.
It seems that they entered just in time so the young deadshot could warn the mine superintendent that he was playing
with a tricky card-sharp when he was sitting in a game with
Hop.
It was seldom that Wild and Charlie ever played card
games of any sort.
Our hero did not believe in gambling any more than he did
in drinking.
Yet there had been times when he had taken part in a
game for the purpose of studying the character of some particular individual.
While Hop was in the er:iploy of our friends, it was not their
business to tell him what he should or should not do when he
was not engaged in any particular work for them.
He had his time off as well as any one else.
But our hero always made it a point to warn those he
thought to be innocent, and In case the Chinaman fleeced
them out of tl!eir money he invarlably made him return it to
them at the expiration of the game.
Now he felt that he had done all thn.t was necessary, and if
Hop should get away with a big pile of money he had a perfect
right to keep it.
It was easy to guess that Dan Giles and Ned Holcomb expected to relieve the clever Chlnee of some of his pile.
That was what they sat down for, beyond the shadow of a
doubt.
Devlin, the superintendent, no doubt had plenty of money,
and he was merely going to play for the sf\tisfaction of it, and
would not mind It much H he lost a few hundred dollars.
The majority of the men at Big Echo made big money, and
most of them were of the sort who liked to get rid of it as
fast as they earned It.
Smith profited a whole lot by this, since he was the only
one who kept a place where liquor was sold.
When a game of cards was played he always got a certain
percentage, so it was not strange that he should produce a
new pack of cards and place them on the table for the gamblers
to proceed.
"Order drinks when you want 'em," he said to. the four.
"Every time a pot is won the winner must put a dollar in the
kitty. I ain't in business for my health, an' I've got to be
paid for the use of my tables, chairs an' cards. Business Is
business, you know, gents."
"We know all about that, Smith," the mayor said, looking
over his shoulder. "Most likely the Chinee is satisfied
with anything. There ain't no use in tellin' us about your
rules. What you oughter have is a big pile of chips, an' then
we could have a banker an' things could go on like they do
in Carson City an' other places I've been to."
"Well, some other places has to play with chips 'cause a
sheriff might come In an' see a pile of money on the table an'
take a notion to pull the house. But nothin' like that ain't
goln' to happen h ere. It ain't likely Ned Holcomb is goin'
to pull the house jest 'cause there's gamblin' goin' on, not
when he's in the game. anyhow," and the mayor laughed
heartily at his little joke.
Young Wild West and Cheyenne Charlie found chairs and
took seats so they could watch the game.
So many times bad they looked on at such proceedings that
it was old to them.
But even If it was old the men who were pitted against the
clever Chlnee at this time were new, and it would be amusing to watch them when they found that they had "barked up
the wrong tree. "
Hop opened the pack, and throwing aside the joker, quickly
counted the cards to see If they were all there.
Then he looked them over In a casual way and gave them a
shuffle, after which he tossed them to Devlin, who ripped
them two or three times and pushed the pack to the center of
the table, saying:
"Come, gentlemen, we'll see who deals 11.rst."
It fell to his Jot to deal, and he smiled as though 1t was more
from his cleverness than mere luck.
"Put up an ante, Mr. Chinee," he said, sm!l!ng at Hop and
actini very politely. "You have the dlatinitulshed honor of
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being called mister by me, for I don't kno w as I ever used the
term to one of your race befo re."
"Me velly ruuchee 'bligce. You velly nicee Melican man,''
Hop a nswered, cheerfull y, and t hen he tossed a twenty-dollar
gold-p iece to the center of th e table.
"Pretty swift for a starter, I reckon," observed the mayor,
looltlng irnrpr ised. "Ain't you glttln' a little reckless, heathen?"
"Lat a llce li ght. Me gottee plenty money."
"Yes, I know you have. You have got a whole lot more
tha n I Lam got, t oo. But maybe I kin git more if I h appen
to go broke. Dut th at ain' t likely to happen, is it, Ned?"
and h<' lo:)k ed a t H olcomb a.n d laughed.
"You can't tell a llo ut that, " was the reply, "We'll wait and
see. "

T he mlne superintendent dealt the cards around, showing
that he was well used to that sort of thing.
H op waited until ail five of his lay before him, and then he
slo wly picked t hem up and holding them close to h is breast,
looked them over.
H e did not have a pair, but the bland smile on his face never
once left lt.
Glles promptly tossed twenty dollars upon the board and
said:
"I'm goin' to draw, anyhow."
"So am I! " exclaimed Holcomb, and be put up the r equired
amount.
"Well, I suppose I'll have to go In, too," the dealer said,
and when his money was up he picked up the pack and was
read y fe r th e d raw to be made.
Giles called for th ree cards, and so did Holcomb.
"How many will you ha ve, Mr. H eathen?" came the question.
" Me no wantee an y, so be," and the peculi ar smile on the
China man's face ca used the three to look at him keenly.
"'You'r e stand in' pat, are yer, heathen?" Giles said.
" Lat light. fe ailee samee standee pat. Me velly lucky
,.
Chinee."
Devlin drew three cards and then the betting began.
Hop led off with a hundred dollars, though he did not have
a pair, as has been said.
It . happened that the best hand out was the one held by
Holcomb, which was thrC,,. deuces.
Giles dropped out when the Chinaman made the bet of a
hundred, but Holcomb met it and raised it fifty.
"Lat velly nl cee, so be," Hop said, as he produced a roll
of bills. "Me allee sa mee makee two hnndled more, so be.
Me velly smartee Chinee."
Devlin threw down his hand, and after looking at Hop
sharply tor a moment, the vigilante did likewise."
"I'm afraid you have got me beat, heathen," he said. "Take
the pot."
"Allee light," was the reply. "Me velly smartee Chlnee.
Me no gottee um pair. He! he! he!"
He laughed shrilly as he took in the money, while the ma.n
who had been !.}luffed looked at him as though he would like
to have choked h im.
This was very amusing to those looking on, as might be
supposed, but quite a few of them thought It was unwise for
the China.man to let it be known that he had bluffed In the
game.
But that was where they were mistaken.
Hop did that for a. purpose.
It was his deal next, and as he picked up the cards he
looked at the mayor with a grin and said:
"You gottee some more cards, so be. B
The fact was that he had noticed Giles steal three cards after
he had thrown down his hand.
"What's that yon say, heathen?" the mayor asked, angrily,
as he half arose from his chair. "Don't you dare to accuse
me of cheatin'. I ain't got no cards."
,. Allee light. Me countee, so be."
Then the clever Ohinee counted the cards and found there
were three missing.
Giles pushed back his chair and looked on the floor.
"Here they are," he sa.ld. "They must have dropped on the
floor. J:!ut don't any o.ne think that I'm responsible for It."
There was scarcely a man there who did not thing such
was the case, but no one said anything.
As ho handed the cards to Hop they were turned over and It
was found that they were all aces.
"Velly stlange," Roi;> observed, as he put the cards in the
pack and proceeded to ahu.tfie them. "Um thlee acea allee
samee fallee on um floor."
"A little strange, I will say," observed Devlin, lookln2
at the mayor, am!Un~ly. "But, of course, Mr. Giles knew

nothing about It. He was not trying t6 get the three aces to
use In the next h and, of course. "
· The m ayor winced a t this, for he knew very well that there
was a r ing of sarcasm in the superintendent 's voice as he
said it.
When Hop bad finished shuffling the card s he permitted
Devlin to make the cut, and then he dealt t hem around so
rapidly that it seemed that th e cards fai rl y fl ew from the pacl<.
The fact was tha t t he clever Chinee had br ought all his
skill Into play this t ime.
H e had stacked the cards, and he was goi ng to see just how
far the mayor and Holcomb would go.
As far as Devlin was concern ed, he was out of it, for the
Chinaman had failed to give him even a pai r .
But Giles fou nd h imself t he possessor of three kings, while
the vigilante looked into his hand and discovered that he had
three qu eens.
Hop had seen to it tha t h e got three aces h imself, and as he
knew wher e the other ace, k ing and queen we r e, and how
to give them out to the ones who needed them, everything was
" cinched, " so to s peak.
Giles had put up an ante of five dollars, but that was suffi•
cient.
All came In, for even though he had nothing the superintendent evi dentl y thought h e m ight as well dr11w cards.
"How m a ny car ds you wantee ?" Hop as ked the mayor,
b1a ndly.
"Two, I reckon," was the gruff r eply.
"Allee ligh t. Me givee you t wo," and h e did so.
"Give me two, too, h eathen, " th e vigilante called out.
"I thi.nk I'll ta ke five, " Devlin declared, as h e threw down
hi!l han d.
"Allee ligh t, " and Ho p gave him five ca r ds, 'but with not a
pair among them.
Then he studied his own hand for a second or two, and
then, throwi.ng down a card, said:
"Me takee one, so be. Maybe me be velly lucky."
"Well, you was mighty lucky the last time," the mayor declared, with a grin. "But you kin bet your life yon alu't
goin' ter bluff me a g'in, not if you set here all night, Mr.
H eathen."
"Me no blnffee."
"Never mind about tellln' us. You're a putty foxy heathen,
but maybe you'll find that there's others what know as much
about draw poker as yon do."
"Allee light, Mlsler Mayor. Me llkee Jearnee allee 'boutee."
Giles was just nettled sufficiently to make him feel reck·
lss.
"A hundred Is the bet," h e said, as he put up the money.
Holcomb looked at him sharply, and then counted out two
hundred dollars.
"A hundred better than you, Dan," he observed, and then·
he turned his eyes upon the face of the Chinaman, which
·
'
seemed to wear a studied look.
Devlin gave vent to a laugh and threw down his cards.
"I'm not In," h e said. "My hand Is not worth it."
After studying for a moment, Hop counted out seven hundred dollars and push ed it to the center of the table.
"Me makee fi vee bundled dollee more, so be," he said, cheerfully.
The two villains exchan ged glances, though neither of them
k.new what the ot her had, of course.
Giles wanted to let Holcomb k now that he held four of a
kind, but he dared not say anyth ing.
He t,ried his best to Jet him know it, however, 1:>y signs, but
Holcomb would not r eceive the signs, for his four queens
struck him as being all ri ght and snre t;o win the pot.
It seem ed that neither of them took into account that the
Chinaman had dealt the cards.
But the mine superintendent seemed to understand it, however, and he sat In s ilence, a smile on his face, watching the
Chinaman expectantly.
"Well, I'll meet that fi ve hundred an' make it fifty more,
jest to k eep the thing goin'," the mayor said, af ter a paus e.
"Au' I'll raise it anothe r hundred," declar ed the vigilante,
quickly.
~M e makee five hundled more, so be, " came from the clever
Chinee.
Then his two opponents looked daggers at him and remained
silent for a moment.
"You're bluffin' ag'ln, heathen," declared the mayor. "Here
goes. I'll call yer."
It took about all the money he had to meet the raise.
"Dan," said Holcomb, shaking his head, "I hadn't ou~hter
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let this go. But since you have made the call, I'm wUlln'.
There yer are," and he pusehd up the money.
There was a smlle that was "child-llke and bland" on the
face of the Celestial.
"Whattee you gottee?" he asked, looking at neither of his
opponents.
"We're callin' you, I reckon," the mayor answered, quickly.
"Allee l!ght. Me gottee four lillee aces. Me velly smartee
Chinee."
He laid the C'ards down, and then reached out with both
hands and scooped in the pile.
"Ha! ha! ha!" laughed Devlin, rising from the table. "I
knew It, gentlemen. I have played cards with Young Wild
West's clever Chlnee, and I am satisfied. I hope you are, too,"
and he nodded to the two villains.
"Me no bluffee lat tlmee," Hop declared, as he pushed the
cards to the mayor.
But Giles had enough of It, and so did Holcomb, for that
matter.
They both got up from the table and walked over to the
bar, acting as meek as a couple of whipped curs.
"Well, Young 'Wild West," the mine superintendent said,
as he seized our hero by the hand, "I can now understand
why you gave us a warning. I knew perfectly well that the
mayor could manipulate the cards In almost any kind of
fashion. I suppose Holcomb can, too, but I didn't dream
that the Chinaman could outwit tbem as easily as all that.
The mayor tried hard to steal three aces. He might have
done so, as far as I am concerned, for I never saw him take
the cards."
"Hold on there, Mr. Devlin!" Giles called out, In an Injured
tone of voice. "Don't think I was tryin' to cheat."
"That's all right," was the reply. "Never mind. Tbe next
time you play you want to see to It that you don't have a
Chinaman as an opponent."
Well, that heathen thinks he's mighty smart, but maybe he'll
find out somethin' different afore he gits away from this
camp," was tho growling retort.
"That sounds l!ke a threat, Mr. Mayor," our hero called
out. "But," and he laughed llghtly, "it's all r ight. Let It go
at that. If nothing happens, we wlll leave here to-morrow
'morning, so then you can go right ahead and run things the
same as you have been doing right along."
Gi.les said nothing to this, but the look he gave the young
deadshot showed plainly how he felt toward him.
Wild and the scout went on out and returned to the camp,
leaving the clever Chinee to take care of himself.
But they Intended to return again and see how things were
going before they sought their blankets for the night.

.

CHAPTER VI.
/

THE BOBBE'RY.

There was little In the way of excitement at Big Echo that
evening.
True, Hop made lots of fun for the crowd at the saloon wlth
his clever sleight-of-hand tricks, but for the most part every
one seemed to be in a good humor.
Young Wilrl West and his two partners took a walk over
and remained there perhaps half an hour, returning to their
camp shortly before ten o'clock.
By thls time Hop was In high favor with nearly every one.
The mayor even seemed to be greatly amused, and those of
the vigilantes who were present laughed and joked the same
as tbe first.
But the moment the young deadshot and his two partners
left the place a change came over the v!lla!ns.
Acting on the advice of Ned Holcomb, they had acted in a
fri endly way purposely.
But now it was different.
Those they feared most of any one in the mining camp had
gone away, and it behooved them to get busy and commit the
robbery tl;!ey had planned so well.
"Well, boys," said Giles, yawning and stretching out his
feet, "I reckon I'll go to my shanty. I was up putty late
last night, an' as I don't care to play cards any more tonight, I might as well turn in an' git a good sleep. It will
sartlnly do me good . I mean to do a little work to-morrow,
'cause it ain't likely there'll be anything to happen that will
call my attention iu any other direction. I'm glad to say that
things has been putty tame here for the past week. There
ain't no galoot as has had sand enough to steal even a
blanket.''
"That's all right, Dan," Holcomb answered, shaking his head
and looking at the mayor. "Jest 'cause things has been
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runnln' along mighty smooth like don't say that somethin'
ain't likely to turn up putty soon. Not sayln' that I want
anything to happen, but since you appointed six of us as a
Vigilance Committee to look after things here, I s'posc we
oughter have somethin' to do to keep us in trim. But I'm
mighty glad that everything Is goin' on all right. I reckon
I'll go to my shanty, too. I'm like you. I don't want to play
any more cards to-night. That heathen Chinee what's makin'
so much fun here for us Is altogether too sharp for us. But
it sorter strikes me that he had better Be mighty careful how
he goes around with sich a pile of money In his clothes. I
think I'll advise him to go on over to his camp. We don't
know jest what every on.e here is thinkin', an' sinre there's
been so many myeterious robbe1'ies, there ain't no tellin' but
what some one might take a notion r!ght now to clean him out
before mornin'. Say, there, heathen!"
The, first part of what he said had been spoken loud enough
for every one to hear, but the last was called out in a loud
tone of voice.
Hop turned around quickly, and then started toward the
speaker.
"Whattee mattee?" he asked, showing no little surprise.
"Well, as I'm leader of the Vigilance Comm ittee here in
Big Echo, I'm go in' to give you a little ad vice, heathen."
"Allee light. Whattee you wantee say, so be?"
"I w~, nt. to say this much: You had better go straight ter
Young Wild West's camp an' stay there. You have got a
whole lot cf money with yer, an' if some one ta!i.es a notion
to git it from you they might do It afore mornin'."
"Velly muchee 'bligee," Hop answered, with a bland smile.
"Me go pletty soonee. Me in no hully, so be."
"All right, but if anything happens to ycr you can't say I
didn't give you good advice."
"Lat allee light. Nothing happen to me. Jl!e velly smartee
Ch!nee."
"Good-night, boys," Holcomb said, and then he arose from
his chair and left the saloon without another word.
The mayor followed hlm, and then the four others belonging
to the villainous combination retired in short order.
The mayor bade them all good-night, and headed for his
shanty offiC'e.
The rest went in other directions, and no one in the saloon
had the least thought that anything was going to happen.
But It was not more than twenty minutes later when Dan
Glles admitted the five men, one after the other.
They had sneaked around behind be shanties, ancl under the
cover of the darkness reached hiG shanty.
"Well, Dan," said Holcomb, !!-S he brought a stool to the
table that stood on one end of the room and then sat down,
"I reckon we're all here but Hopper. He's doin' duty up at
the mine, where the bars of gold Is stowed. I s'pose he's
waitln' for us, 'cause I told him around supper-time that we
might come up there any time between nine an' twelve. It's
ten now, an' I s'pose he's g!ttin' anxious."
"Well, there ain't no use waitin', I s'pose. Everything- Is
mighty quiet around, an' we kin git away in a hurry. But I
think we oughter git that heathen Chinee's mon'!y, too."
"Yes, of course. But I reckon we kin wait till we come
back for that. He'll be putty drunk by that time. It's only
seven miles from here to the Jone shanty, an' we kin do the
whole thing an' be back again in about two hours an' a half."
"Yes, but we've got to bo mighty careful how we leave.
Some one might be watchin' us that we don't thin~c abont."
"They can't track us there, anyhow, th?,t's one good thing,"
one of the men spoke up, nodding his head as though be had
said a very clever thing. "The ground Is too rough an' stony
for that. No hoofprlnts would show."
"Oh, we figured that out all right, so that ain't nothin'
new," Holcomb declared. "But come on. I'll take three of
you with me, an' we'll go up an' git the gold out an' ready
to be toted away on the horses. The rest of yer kin git the
horses r eady. Come around under the hill close to the big
building what's got the vault under It. There won' t be
nobody there but Dan an' the rest of us, you kin bet on that."
"I'll look after that part of it, Ned," the mayor declared,
as he took a chew of tobacco. "Go right ahead. We'll wait
jest half an hour, an' then be there with the horses."
The robbery bad been planned for three or four days, and In
that time the v!llains had got everything In readiness.
They had stout sacks to carry the gold bars in, and the
horses were available, even though they did not need them all
themselves.
But it was quite easy to borrow any man's horse in that
part of the country.
If it was brought bacl~ before daylight In the morning the
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owner wou ld never be the wiser, hut if it !alled to appear at of the cellar ain't to say that I'm to he accused or anything.
Ho w does any one know that I stole the key?"
all, a horse-thief wo11ld be 1001' cl for.
But it was not the idea of he villains to become horse- I· "That's all r ight. You kin git out of .t easy enough. But
you jest want to t hink of somethin' to tell. You might say
th ie.-es.
Th ey simply wanted to ~et the gold-bars to the deserted that you went ter sleep, an' when. you woke up everything
shanty in th" gulch. and then wait until the excitement had seemed to be all right, an' that's all you !:now about it. Then,
blown over, when 1bey would fi nd some way or other to con- ag'ln, you might let me hit you on the head with a club an'
vey their booty t'J Carson City, which was a long distance give yer a blow that knocked yer senseless, an' when you come
, to, there was nobody here. If you do that you'll have to run
away, and cnnvert it into cash.
Whi le Ne'.i Holcomb was actillg as the leader of the gang, to the superintendent's oLce right away, or else pull the wire.
th e mayo r see·»ed to be something above him, for when about I reckon the best thing you kln do, though, ls to make out you
t wenty minPte'.'l had elapsed after the others had left the don't know nothln' about it, an' then you kin tell the story
shanty he told those waiting with him to go and get the about fallin' to sleep."
I "Well, if you think so, Ned, I'll do that," was the reply,
ho1se3.
"I'll stay right here an' walk up that way when you git thou gh the man shook his head dubiously.
"But, understand one thing," and Holcomb shook hls finger
r eady," he saicl, with a nod of his head. "Maybe it won't be
ne ce:;sar:f fo" me to r ide over to the shanty with you. But you under Hopper's nose, "If they don't want to believe what you
say an' pin you putty close, you mustn't never open you r
kin ha Ye my horse there, jest the same. "
Of cou r se, th<'y "·ere ready to do anything he said, so away mouth about us fellers. If you do you'll be shot afore you're
th ey went, while Giles threw ~way his quid of tobacco and te·n hours older."
I "There ain't no use in tellln' me anything like that, Ned,"
·
Jt..;hted a cigar.
But when he beq;an to think It over it must have occurred the man declared, earnestly. "I wouldn't tell on yer, not if
to hi m that prob:tbly it would be better for him to go along, they was ~oin' to strangle the life out of me. I ain't built
since there was r.o td!lnp; but that the rest of the gang might that way."
! "I believe yer, Hopper. Well, It's all ·right. Now, I reckon
take a r.ction to cheat him out of his share of the booty.
He quirklv arose. snd putting on his hat, blew out the lighted I've said enough to make you know what ter do. We'll go on."
I The watchman gave a nod, and waiting until they had
lant<'rn and then left the shanty.
He proreed d in a roundabout way for the spot where the mounted and rode away with the bars of gold, he began pacing
ro bbery \YaS to be committed, and when h e got there he up and down.
Meanwhile, the six villains who had so easily relieved the
fo und the h C'rrns s•anding in a bunch under the h!ll, while
the forms ~f mea co uld be s~rn moving briskly about, but cellar-like place that was called a vault of the treasure it conI tained let their horses walk until they were well out of hearwl t.hout ma;nng very much noise.
He walked for ·;a d with a quick step, and suddenly was ing of any one in the mining camp.
i 1
th
f
·
confronted by a man who placed the muzzle of a revolver 1 Th en th ey we_n t f orwar d a t a Jog,
e a1!- mas v.:ere
or
1
agalnst h!s breast.
.. Stop where yeu are!,. a low voice exclaimed. "You have! l.oaded too heavily to proceed much faster, and m due t11ne
zeached the lone cabin that stood In a gully that was almost
go t to g;ve an a(!count of yourself.,,
.
"It's me, Neel!., the mayor rxclaimed, starting back sud- narrow enough to be called a defile.
The shanty was in a good state of preservation, but 1t had
denl v. "Didn"t ycu know me?"
"How ·lid I know who you was, ccm!n' In the darkness?" 1 been deserted since the fal.1 befor;, and though the miners
was the r c·11y. "I've been standin' watch here ever since . had ~ccasionally visited i~, it :vas ~o far out of the way that
the worl; started m, an' you kin bet I wasn't goin' tr; let but little thought was given it.
There was nothing inside t~at was worth taking away, so it
any one come up an' ketch us . But it's all right. The boys
stood there, deserted, in the silence of the mountain
said as ho w maybe you wasn't comin'."
When th.e six vi~lains reached the log shanty they were not
'"Well, I thought 1 had better come over and help.,,
"Yes, It's a putty time to help now. The horses is ahout long in dtsmountmg.
One of them carried a lantern, and once inside he lighted it.
all loaded. But yo u k in make up your mind to go with us, an'
"Smells sort.er musty like," observed the mayor, as he
help put away the stuff."
"Of course I'll go witn yer. There ain't no use of gittin' , siffed the air. "Al~'t much of a place, is It? Mighty lone,
mad about it, Ne;l. You know blamed well it's my head what's 1so~e, 1 shoul~ say. .
Well, thats. t~e kmd ~1f a plaC'e we want, don t we?" the
!
responsible for the most of this here business."
"Yes, yours an' mine together. I ain't gol n' to give you any• le~.der of, the .v1g1!antes ~~.ced, :vlth a sort~.; sn.eer. ~
Wha.t s this chal.n here fo1, 1 wonder. Giles ob.,erved
more credit than I'll take myself for it, though."
not noticing the rrply.
·
"I don't want you to."
A chain that was probably fifteen or twenty feet in length
The wr.tchman who had pla.yed the part of a traitor to
those he was employed by strod with folded arms as the last lay in a he::tp in one corner of the room.
"Well, I s'pose the old hunter what used to live here got
of the gold bars were placed upon the backs of the waiting
hold of it in some way, an' since no one else has thought it
horses.
There was nothing about him that was at all clever, and he worth takin' away, it's been left here, that's all,., came the
. retort.
had simply done as he was told to.
What be was going to say when it was discovered that the 1 "Most likely. But maybe I could make some kind of use
bars of gold had been stolen the following day h e did not Of it."
"Well, If you kin, don't think of takin' it away jest now."
know, and probablv It had never occurr ed to him that he would
I "No, of course not."
be put under suspicion at all.
"Here's wherP we' re goln' to put the gold," Holcomb went
But Holcomb had thought of it, all right, and as they were
on to say, as he pointed to four beams that ran across over
read y to !rave be turned to the fellow and said:
"Now then, HoppC'r, it's mo3t likely you're gain' to git into their heads.
Whoever had cons tructed the log shanty had made it sEicur
trouble over this. You'll be asked where you was durin' the
nigh t, an' if you don 't give a satisfactory explanation most for the beams were almost square and broad enough f'o con~
. ccal the bars of gold, provided the y were laid lengthwise.
likely yo;.i' IJ be accused of beln' a party to the robbery."
"How is that?'" Hopper answered, showing no little sur-J Holcomb did the most of the work himself.
The bar s were taken from the sacks and, standing on a stoo l
prise.
I that was just about strong enough to bear his weight, he
"Well , ain't you paid to watch things up here?"
"I sartinly am. T'm gittin' a hund red a month out of It." placed thPm upon the b ean~ s. the ends touching each other
"Well, they might think you're a putty watchm an to go to until they stretched across the entire three bearr.s.
The last row he put up waa upon the bea m right over the
1leep an ' let a gang of thieves come along nn · steal the gold.
Then, ag'in, they·l! want to know how It was that the door got door and which fitted against the logs that formed the front
o! the stn1ctu re.
unlocked."
"There you are," he said, as he finished his task. "Now,
"Well, tl1ey ran't blame that to me, kin they? They never
let me ha,·e no key. I wasn't s'posed to go in there at a ll. then, I'll count 'em."
He di d this, and to make sure that there would be no misAll's I was to do was to keep awake all night, an' if I seen
any one sneakh' aro und here to pull a wire which runs to the take about It, he jotted it down with a pencll on a piece o!
office of th<> sep ~ rintendent that will ring a bell to give the paper, which he thrust in bis pocket.
"Seems to me," said the mayor, as they went outside, Jeava.l a rm that somethi n's w rong up here. That's what I've been
told ter do. J es t 'cause I atole the key that would fit the door in& the door ajar, as they had found it when they .e:ot there.
0
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"that It wouldn't be much trouble for any one to ftnd the
gold here."
"'Of course it wouldn't, if they knew where to look. But
who's goln' to look on top of them beams?"
"That's so. Well, we'll trust to luck, anyhow. If we make
out all right It will be the best night's work we've done In
a good while."
"We can't help makln' out all right. Now, then, all we've
got to do Is to git back an' put the horses where we found 'em,
an ' then wait for the excitement to start In the mornln'."
They all rode away then; and In clue time reached the mining
camp without being observed by any one.
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"Right yer are," and the scout grinned. "When we git up
among the rocks a few miles from here most likely we'll come
across a cinnamon bear. A young cinnamon bear is mighty
good eatln', an' I know it. "
"That's right, Charl!e," Jim Dart observed, with fl smile.
"But I'd much sooner have a piece of a tough mountain goat.··
"That's where you show you ain 't got much of a taste for
meat, Jim."
"All right. You shoot a bear and I'll eat my part of it,
whether I like It much or not."
'"Hear him talk, Wild!" and the scout laughed. "Jest as If
a feller is goin' to eat a big chunk of bear-meat when he don 't
like it."
CHAPTER VII.
Just then the shrill voice of the cook announced that breakfast was read y, so the three promptly turned and joined the
THE ROBBERY IS REPORTED.
girls, who had arranged places for them.
Young Wild West and his partners kept the usual watch
They never had anything in the way of a table with thEim,
'1uring the night.
but usually found a flat rock that answered the purpose.
It mattered not if they were camped In the heart of a minIn case there were none they
took their tin plates
Ing camp or town, or on a broad prairie or the fastnesses of and sat upon the ground and atesimply
as heartily as if they had
the mou_ntalns; they always kept a watch.
been at a regular table spr ead with linen and fine crockery.
Experience bad taught them to do this, since there was
rt was settled before the meal was over that in about half
nev er any telling just. when danger might spring up.
\ an hour they would be r rndy to start out, so as soon as they
They all had a. habit of rising early, and when Wild, who were through the girls at once
began making preparations.
had taken the last hours of the guard duty, roused the cook I As they were doing this they
noLiced that a comso he might begin the preparations for breakfast, not half 1 motion had started up near the suddenly
smelter.
the population were stirring.
j Men could be seen running about excitedly, and presently
There were some, however, to be seen moving about •. while , Wild recognized Devlin,
the superintenden t 0 ·f the mine, runhere and there smoke was rising from the chimney-pipe s of
d
the shan ties.
n 1ng own th e h!ll ' f oll. owed by two othe 1'.s who we r e no doubt
Half an hour later all hands were up at the camp and wait- foremen under him.
1ng for breakfast, which was nearly ready.
"Something Is up," the young deadsbot declared. "I wonHop might have been the last to rise that morning If Chey- der what It can be, boys?"
ennP Charlie had not bustled him out soon after his brother
"Let's go over to the whisky mill an' find out, Wild," the
came out of the t ent.
scout suggested.
The Chinaman had put In a pretty good night of It at the
"All right, come on. Don't go all.ead any further, girls," he
saloon, and it was late when he crawled Into the tent.
added, as he turned to them . ·'Maybe we might st~y here a
He had not been Interfered with by the gang o! vtllalns, little longer, after all."
and thifl was probably due to the fact that they were so much
Then Wild and his partners started on a run and soon
elated over the successful robbery that they were willing to let neared Smith's saloon.
him ~·ait until later on.
A dozen or more excited men were there, and Devlin v1:is
''Well," thought the young deadshot, as be stood looking waving his hands and going on at a terrible rate.
toward the hill where the big mine was located, "I reckon I "We were robbed! We were
our hero and his
thin gs look quite peaceful here. I hardly think it worth while partners heard him say. "Some robbed!"
one cleancrt out the vault
hanging around here any longer, so we may as well set out last night. More than ten thousand
dollars' worth of gold is
and bunt up something that is more exciting."
missing."
The scene before him was rather pretentious just then.
This was quite enough to make our three friends more than
Tbere was the office of the company with the long shed Interested.
running back to the ore-crusher, and a rather tall smoke"What's that, Mr. Devlin?" the
deadshot said, as he
stack fro;i1 the furnace was belching out a thick column of ran forward and took the man byyoung
the arm.
black smoke.
"Over ten thousand dollars' worth of gold bars were stolen
An0.~her day was starting and the work of melting the ore from us since closing-time
yesterday,"
the reply, and
wonld ',;:;o on as usual, while the mine Itself would keep fur- then the man began pacing excitedly ui;: came
and down, swinging
nishing more material, as the different gangs of men kept at his hands over his head.
their work.
"Take It easy, Mr. Devlin,·· the
deadshot advised.
Tl- irreg11lar line of shanties on the side of the street op- "There's no need of getting excited young
over It. Maybe. we can
por.ite to whPre our friends had pitched their camp looked help you out."
r ather primitive, but there were slgns of activity at nearly all
"Maybe you can, Young Wild West,·• and the superintenden t
of ~hem .
at once became a little calmer. " It's a pretty heavy loss for
Few of the miners had families, but those who did seemed us. We've been gleaning out the gold for the past
few months,
to be the more prosper:ouG.
and we got together a lot of bars that we intended to ship to
Anyhow, they were likely to stay at home more than the Carson City. Of course,
the most of the stuff we melt up
rest.
here Is silver
there's quite a lot of gold to be found some~
As the boy stood there wlth folded arms his two partners times and It'sbut
been rennlng pretty good lately. We bad It
wall•eil over to him, and Cheye!lne Charlie observed:
wher~ I thought it was secure. We have got a cellar dug
"Well, Wild, what do you thmk about it? Sorter puts you that's built up with blocl's of stone and cement
and no one
In mind of a ml~hty sleepy place, don't it?"
could break into It thn.t's sure."
'
"Wf'll. j11st now it docs, Charlie." was the reply. "I was
"You say no one' could break Into your vault, eh?''
just thlnl,lng that we might as well break camp and set out
"Yes that's
and the superintenden t shook his
for ~rmP other part of the country. I think we had better hit head d'eclslvely. certain"
'
the trail throu~h the sagebrnsh over the Utah line, and then
"Well, then, some onfi! must have had a key to unlock the
work our way clown Into Arizona. We may have to go a couple
of hundred m!lPs before we strike anything In the way of door.··
"That's just It. The key was stolen from the office, where It
civilization. however, but we can buy enough provisions to
was left by me, foolishly. I should have kept it in my pocket."
last ns, I think."
"Well, I am nothing in the way of a detertlve, but It seems
"Sartlnly we kin. It's mighty seldom we ever go hungry.
It we kin take plenty of ftour, potatoes, an' 11alt an' pepper to me you ought to get a clew as to who the thieves are in a
with us, the rest comes easy enough. Not sayln' that there's very short time, Mr. Devlin."
"You think so, eh, Young Wild West?"
an awful Jot ot game to be found In this here po.rt of the coun"I certainly do."
trv but afore we git over the range to the southeast we'll
"Well, I'd like to have you go up there with me just as
strlke mountain sheep an' plenty of birds, most likely. We've
soon as I have notified the mayor, so they can put the Vigilbeen clown that way afore, you know."
"Well, we're bound to tlnd plenty o! sage hens, anyhow," ance Committee at work."
and the boy smlled. "I can't say that I fancy the taste of
"All right. Of course, you had better see the mayor first,
th em, elther, but when they are properly cooked they are a for things could hardly go right if you didn't. That Vigilance
whole lot better than nothing."
Committee of his is certainly a i:ood one, too, and you can
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bet that If the thieves are anywhere about they will catch II an' after you have had a look at the BC4Ule of the robbery hunt
for the trail, an' don't stop till you t1n.d the robbers. That's
them."
But there was a ring of sarcasm in the boy's voice which the my orders. I'm goin' along with YOUo too."
"All rlght, Dan," and then Holcomb• turned to the mine susuperintendent and several others did not fall to notice.
perlntendent and added:
However, no one said anything.
The superintendent was in a more settled state of mind ! "Come on, Mr. Devlin. I want you•to show u11 jest where
now, and !;le lost no time in making a bee-line for the mayor's the gold bars was took from."
"I'll do that quickly enough. But r~want Young Wild West
office.
While they were waiting for him to return Hop Wah ap- to go with me, too."
"Oh, well, if you want him maybe yiou don't want us."
pea.red on the scene.
"Don't think that way now, Mr. Holcomb," and Devlin
"Whattee mattee, Misler Wild?" he asked, as he noticed
the excited miners who were gathering all the time and talk- spoke earnestly. "He w!ll not intel'!fere with you one bit,
I am sure of that."
Ing about the robbery of the night before.
''Well, Hop, .It seems that a gang stole a lot of gold bars 1. "Have your own way about it. But jest 'cause Young
from the n:imng company on the hlil. It happen~d some i Wild West has got the name of beln' the Champion Deadshot,
time last mght, .. so the superintendent says, and hes much an' havin' a way of meddlln' with other people's business, don't
say that he's goin' to find the robbers any quicker than we
P~~ out over It.
Lat too bad, .Mlsle;, W!ld. Maybe you findee um lobbers kin. But it makes no difference to me. I'll go my way an' he
kin go his."
Telly muchee qmckee.
.
..
"Maybe I will, Hop. But there's one thing certain. I am
nA~d p1obably we will b~th fetc~ up at the same desttnagoing to try, anyhow. Now, then, suppose you go back to the
1
camp and tell the girls that we are not going to leave this , t o • W!ld called out, a smile on h1.s handsome face.
Holcomb paid no attention to. this, but the mayor shot a
morning. You can tell them what has happened, and then
glance .at th~ boy whi?h bode ~1m no. good.
they will know just what to do...
~the1 s bes1de11 our friends noticed tllli.s, too, and some of the
"Allee light, Misler Wild, .. and the Chinaman at once hurmmers began whispering among themselves ..
rled from the spot.
Ned Holcomb came hurrying to the sceno before Devlin got . ~he w~ole crowd now set out ibr the hill, the mayor
ndmg a little ahead and acting very much as though he was
back from his visit to the mayor.
Some one had to ld him about the robbery, he declared, as he a most Important personage.
On the way Holcomb picked up four of his men.
ran up, and be began swearing at a great rate.
The other was Hopper, the rascally night watchman, and he
"I'll git my men together right away an' we'll run the
thieves down!" be cried, excitedly. "This here business has knew pretty well he would find him u;p at the mine.
"Git your horses, bnyA," was his order. "Git mine, too,
got to stop. I thought B!g Echo was glttin' to be a pretty
decent sort of place, but now a gang has gone an' robbed the 'cause jest as soon as we have Investigated this here piece of
min in' company, eh? Well, this ls a little too much. Does business we have got to start on the ·trail of the robber. It
won't do to let 'em git too far away."
any one know jest what they took?"
This all sounrled good to the supcrllntendent, and no doubt
·'A lot or bars or gold," some one explained. "There was a
big pile of it. I jest heard Devlin say there was over ten many of the miners thought it was alL right, too.
Our hero and his partners walked vapidly and kept well to
thousand dollars' worth."
"Whew! A mighty big haul!" and Holcomb actually ap- the front.
When they reached the shanty beneath which was the vault
pearod to be amazed. "But," he added, after a pause, "it must
have weighed a whole lot, too, an' that means that there I that had contained the gold bars, Wlbd pushed past Holcomb
mu~t have been quite a few of 'em 'or they couldn't have got and followed Devlin straight to the <Joor.
"Here you are," he said, as he knelt down ·and pushed open
a way so easy: How about the watchman?"
"I don't know nothin' about it, Ned," the mfner answered. tho heavy door. "It Is but a small place, but quite large
"Well, I reckon I'd better wait for Devlin to come back enough to hold a million dollars' w~rth of gold, I suppose.
an' then I'll go up there with him. He's gone after Dan Giles'. Right here Is where the bars were lyl:ng. I thought it a good
safe place, since we have a man on watch every night who can
has he?"
"Yes, that's right, Ned," another in the crowd answered. be trusted. At the least suspicious sound, or if he sees any
"He thought as how the mayor oughter be the first one to be one prowling about, all he has to do ·is to pull a wire and it
notified. But, of course, he couldn't help tellin' what had alarms me right away. I have means. of notfying others right
away, too, so If be had given the alarm last night it ts a
happened to every one be met."
"No of course not Well we'll eee what Giles says He's pretty sure thing that the vault woul:id not have been rcbbed."
"How was .It that he did not give .the alarm, Mr. Devlin?"
got a 'putty long he~d on him, an' most likely he'll give me
W!ld asked, 111 his cool and easy wa,.-y.
orders to start out an' ketch the thieves right away "
"Well, he admits that he got very .drowsy and fell asleep a
It was not Jong before the superintendent was see~ hurrylittle before midnight."
ing back toward the saloon
"Oh, he does, eh? Well, h e Isn't the sort of a watchman
Then the mayor appeared ~n borsebacJ· a carbine slung over
who can be depended on, then. Where ls he? I'd like to have
'
his shoulder.
" Huh!" exclaimed Ned Holcomb, shrugging his shoulders. a look at him."
"Here I aµi, Young Wild West!" a.gruff voice answered, and
"It sorter looks as though the mayor is goln' to join in the
hunt, too. Well, all right. He's a putty good man, an' I ain't then Hopper, sullen and defiant, sudfclenly came up.
·•Ah! you're one of the vigilantes'.'!"
got no objections to him goin' along. But he's got to recog"Yes, I reckon I am."
nize me as the leader. He appointed me, an' that's what I'm
the"nY.ou cerytauinlfye w iallslbeeepalgaostodni?gnhet·,toehh?e'~P catch the thieves,
gain' to be. or I won't have nothin' to do with the game."
11
80 0
Our hero and his partners listened to this talk with con"Yes, but I don't know as it's anytl:i.ing to you. You ain't my
siderable disgust.
So well satisfied were they that the leader of the vigilantes boss."
"No, of course not. But you don't mind answering a few
was a rank hypocrite that they could hardly restrain them.
questions, do you?"
selves fro-,;, telling him what they thought of him.
"I'll answer any questions, Mr. Devlin or the mayor asks
But tllo)jj[:nanaged to do so, howr-ver, and simply stood there
as interes-ed spectators, their ears open to catch anything me."
"An' me, too, Hopper," Ned Holoomb spoke up.
that might be said.
"Yes, of course. You're the leadler of the vigilantes, and
"He's going to make an investigation right away " Devlln explained, as he came to a stop ln the crowd and' panted I'm under you."
"But I' d like to. ask you a coup.le o! questions," Wild infrom his exertions, for he had been doing considerablfl running since he started down the hill to spread the news or the sisted, as he laid his hand upon the.man's shoulder and looked
him squarely in the eyes.
robbery.
"Hopper, you are not afraid to answer anything Young
Up galloped Dan Giles, a stern expression showing on his
Wild West asks you, are you?" Dev'lin asked, In surprise.
face.
"No, I ain't afraid," was the rep.ly. "But I can't see what
"Boys," said he, as he brought his horse to a halt "I reckon
there's somethin' got to be done right away. Holl~. Ned! Is .he's got to do with this piece of business."
"Well, I have asked him to help find the robbers, so now you
that you?"
go ahead and give him any informntion you may have."
"It sartlnly is me, Dan," the vigilante replied.
"All right, Mr. Devlin.,.
"Well, you're jest the one I want. Git your gang together,
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Wild gave a nod of satisfaction, and then not taking his
gaze from the man's face, said:
"Had you been drinking much before you went on duty last
night?"
"A little," was the admission.
"Ah! That's what mad e you sleepy, I suppose?"
"Well, it might have."
"How long did you sleep?"
"About an hour an' a half, I should judge."
"And it must have been in that time that the vault was
opened."
"I s'pose It was, 'cause I was here all the rest of the time,
an' wide a wake, too. I never seen any one around here."·
"W.as the door of the vault locked this morning?"
"No, it wasn't. Some one must have stole the key from the
office, where Mr. Devlin says he left it."
"Yes, I left It there, and I was a fool for doing so. But it
wasn't the first time I had done it, and I never once thought
of any one taking it. Anyhow, there were very few who knew
anything about It."
"You knew it was there, I suppose?" Wild said, nodding to
Hopper.
"No, I didn't," was the quick reply.
"What did you do with the key when you unlocked the
door here?"
"Me!" and Hopper gave a start and then looked angrily ' at
·
the questioner.
"Yes. You unlocked the door, didn't you?"
"What did I unlock It for? Mr. Devlin done that, I s'pose.
I don't know when it was unlocked last."
"Yes, you do. It was unlocked before the gold bars were
taken out last night."
The more Wild talked with him the more he was convinced
that the fellow knew all about the robbery, and he resolved
to go his full length In the matter without any further delay.
"See here, Hopper," he said, ·•I don't believe you were asleep
at all when the robbery was committed. You have- got that
key in your pocket right now."
Hopper's face turned as pale as death at this, and he started
back and made a move as though to pull a gun.
"Let that hardware alone, please," the boy said, as he followed him up, an accusing finger pointed at him. "You have
got the key in your pocket. You unlocked the door so the robbers might take the gold bars. You were foolish not to throw
the key away."
"Come on, boys," called out Ned Holcomb, suddenly. "I
reckon we've seen enough to give us an idea of what's happened. We'll strike out after the thieves right away. We
can't aford to lose no time. Here's the horses, so all hands kin
go with me. Are you comin', too, Dan?"
"You bet you r Ufe I am!" Giies answered, and as Jim Dart
lo)'.llrnd at him then he could tell that he was much agitated.
Without waiting to ask any questions at all the vigilantes
and the mayor turned and rode away.
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"Tllat's It!" he exclaimed, excitedly, as he snatched the key
from the scout. "So It's Hopper who is t he thief, eh? Well,
I would never have suspected him of it."
Then, to make sure that there was no 111istake about it, he
thrust the key in the lock and found it worked .
'' Vlell, Hopper," our hero said, with a smile, ''you made a
big mistake last night. You took the key from the o,tl:lce and
you unlocked the door. If you had thrown it away after that
it might have taken quite some time to J)l'Ove that you were
th e guilty 11arty. Now, then, the best th ing you can do ls to
tell who your accomplices were."
This was too much for the villain.
He wilted before the gaze of the youni; deadshot, and presently his knees trembled so violently that he was in danger
of dropping to the ground.
"Mr. De·;Jin, I r eclrnn you had better see to it that this
fellow Is locked up and a watch put over him. He will be
willing to tell who carried off the gold bars presently, I am
sure. The mayor isn't here to hold court, but I reckon we can
do it ourselves. I'll take the chances of being the judge in
this case, and it won't take long to con vi ct I-lopper. He will
be strung up in a jiffy, too."
'l'he boy did not mean this, of course, but those who heard
him thought he did, especic:lly the prison er.
"B11ing him over to the office, Young Wilcl West, • the superintendent suggested. "As I said befo re, I would never
have thought him guilty of such a thing."
"Well, you know he is now, and I niay as well tell him
who I think his accomplices are."
"I ha Ye a slight suspicion myself now, though it clon't seem
possible."
"But it ls possible, though. The vigilantes who just went
away helped carry away the gold bars last ni?;ht, and if I am
not mistaken the mayor was with them at the time. It's a
fine bunch ot villains who have been rnmting things ut the
camp here, I must say. Now, then, I propof'e to leacl a raid on
the robbers. It strikes me that they must have a rendezvous
somewhere near the camp, and they may put up a pretty
strong fight. But we will raid them, just the same, see If we
don't."
Those of the miners who had been much in favor of Young
Wild West and bis friends from the very start broke into a
vociferous cheer just then, while those who had been on the
mayor's side shook their heads and gradually came over to
the other side.
The evidence was so plain now that there was scarcely any
doubt in the minds of any of them that the vigilantes and the
mayor were the thieves.
As he was being led to the office of the mining company
Hopper turned to our hero and said:
"Ain't there no way for me to save my life, Young ·wua
West? I'm willin' to make a clean llreast of it. I've heard
tell of sich a thing as turn in' State"s evidence."
"It might make It all the better for you if you were to tell
the truth right away," was the reply.
"I'll tell the truth, then. It was Ned Holcomb an' Dan Giles
CHAPTElt VIII.
what put up th!s game. 'T'hey got me to steal the key so the
AFrER THE THIEVES.
could be opened an' the gold bars took away. I done It
Young Wild West had no chance to pay any attention to the vaultnigbt.
But I didn't take anythiug. I jes t stood here an'
mayor and the vigilantes, for he was too busy with Hopper last
waited till they got through."
just then.
"And then instead of locking the door ~md tarring the key
He had gone that far that he felt he must make a finish
back to the office you left it open and put the key In your
of it.
But he was now thoroughly satisfied that he had hit the pocket. That's where you made a mistake, Hopper."
"Well, maybe I did. But what's the difference? It would
mark when he accused the fellow of having the key in his poshave been found cut, anyhow. I know that as well as I know
session.
'·Charlie," he said, calling to the scout, "just come over here anything."
"But you didn't thinl;: that way last night."
and go through this fellow's pockets. If he has the key that
"No, I didn 't. I was a fool. But I hope you'll let me go now.
fits the lock In the door here, I reckon It won't take very long
If you do, I'll promise that I'll never be dishonest ag'in · as
to corral the robbers and get the stolen gold bars."
"Right yer are, Wild," and the scout promptly stepped up long as I live."
"We'll see about letting you go later on. You are going
and approached the accused ma,n.
' to be locked up now, and when we get the rest of the gang
But Hopper was full of fight.
He did not 'mean to permit himself to be searched if he we'll hold a ti ial. I think that's the best way to do it. How
about it, Mr. Devlin.?" and he turned to the superintendent.
could prevent it.
"Young Wild West, I have decided to place the whole matter
"Keep away from roe!" he cried, as he backed against the
side o! the building. "I'll shoot the first man as dares to lay in your hands," was the reply. "You certainly show that you
have got a head on you that is superior to that of any one
a hand on me."
"You touch your gun and I'll put a bullet through you," here. It is high time that a change took effect in Big Echo.
our hero called out, coolly. "I mean business, Mr. Hopper." While I never lllrnd the way things were being run here, I had
But it was not until he laveled a revolver at him that the vil- no idea that those who were doing it were scoundre.Is. I
thought it was more from a bulldozing nature than anything
lain submitted.
He raved a whole lot, though, as the scout went through his else that made the mayor and the vigilantes act the way they
have. But I can see now. My eyes have opened suddenly.
pockets.
Everything he had was taken out, and when finally the scout No doubt they are responsible for several of the robberies that
have been committed here lately, Just think of it! A gang of
held up a key in triumph Devlin gave a violent start.
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rascals posing as law-and-order men and running the camp.
No wonder criminals were never caught. About the only robbery not committed by them that has occurred here lately
was probably done by the Chinaman who quit Smith a few
days ago. But they didn 't even catch him, which shows how
little interest they took in such things."
"Tuey didn't catch that Chinaman, but they got our clever
Chinee and wanted to lyn ch him, just the same," our hero said,
with a smile, as he looked at the prisoner.
·'We thought lt was the right one, though," Hopper declared,
his eyes turned toward the ground.
"Well, maybe you did, and maybe you didn't. But that don't
amount to anything. We saw to it that the Chinaman was
SOO!j liberated."
It did not take a great while before nearly every man in
the mining camp was so angry that the foreman at the mine
and smelter could not k eep them at work.
.
Some of them had just started in, anyhow, and in less than
half an hour after Hopper had been locked in the back room
of the office of the company there was not a man at work.
They were gathered in groups talking over the affair, and
more than onc:e threats were made to take the prisoner and
lynch Lim.
But it happened that Devlin was well thought of, and h e
managed to get enough on his side to prevent such a thing
from happening.
Meanwhile, our hero and his partners had returned to theb
camp, and were making ready to start out after the villains.
While it might be possible that they woulu return in due
time and declare that It was impossible to find the thieves, our
hero had taken note of the fact that they were all anxious to
get away in a hurry when they found that Hopper was in
such a bad fix.
"Wi1tl," said Arletla, who had learned of all that had taken
place, "I want to go with you after the villains. I am confident that I can be of some help to you. Please let .me go,
won't you?"
"Well, little girl," the young deadshot answered, with a
smile, "I don't see how I can refuee you when you ask in such
a pleading way as that. Of course you can go. But you want
to see to it that you don't get very close in case there is any
fighting done. 1 don't want you to run the least chance o!
being hurt, you know."
"I'll take care of that part or it," Arletta answered, her
face brightening up. "But I am so lnterested in the bars or
gold that I feel that I ought to lend some assistance toward
recovering them. The first thing to do, though, is to find
where they have been hidden. It's a pretty sure thing that
the thieves did not take them very far from the mining camp."
"No, I am firmly convinced of that, Et. They probably
hid them somewhere with the intention of waiting until the
excitement blew over. Then perhaps they meant to take them
to some place and dispose of them. Probably they know just
where to go, for it ls possible that they have some one who is
in league with them and receives everything they steal that
can't be turned to ready money here. But it's all right. We'll
find out just whero- they are, and then we'll raid them. I am
going io lead the raid, too, and since you are so much interested in the bats of gold you can help recover them."
Arietta wan delighted, and without waiting to say anything
further she hurried to get her horse.
Hop ran after her, and had the saddle on in a jiffy.
"Me flxee allee Hg ht, Missee Alietta," he said, bland.l;-. "You
wantee go .and ketchee um lobbers, so be. Mc allee samee
li!;:ee you. Me wantee go, too. l\Iislcr ·w11d no say no,
maybe."
"Well, I hardly think he will prevent you from golng, if
you want to, Hop," the girl answered, with a laugh, and then
she waited until he had adjusted the saddle and put the bridle
on her horse.
Bnt before mounting she saw· to It that the girths were
buckled to suit her.
Wild and his partners had their horses ready before this,
and they were waiting for her.
"Girls, don't you want to go along?" Arietta said, when she
had mounted.
"No," Anna and Eloise answered, almost in the same breath.
"We prefer staying here."
"Well, all right. You never liked too much excitement. But
I can't get my fill of it sometimes. You mark my words, I am
going to have something to do with recovering the stolen bars
of gold."
Hop came riding up just then.
He was mounted on a piebald cayuse he had owned tor the
Dast year or two.

There was nothing showing about him in the way of a
weapon, but beneath his loose-fitting blouse he had a big, oldfashioned six-shooter, which he always carried.
"While it was seldom there was anything more than powder
and colored-fire In the chambers of the revolver, Hop could
be a formidable foe when he chose to.
Perhaps he could not shoot any of his enemies so they were
wounded, but he certainly could frJghten them badly at times.
"Heathen, if you're goln' with us, I reckon you had better
take a rifle with yer," Cheyenne Charlie said, with a grin,
as he looked at the Chinaman when he came to a halt near
them.
"Me no wan tee um l!fle, Misler Charlie," was the reply.
"Me allee samee smartee Chlnee. Me gottee plenty fireclackers and um blggee levolver allee samee loaded with led,
blue and gleen fire. Me maKee velly muchee Fourth of Ju~,
so be."
"Well, all right. Suit yourself about it. I s'pose you have
got it bottle of tanglefoot with yer?"
"Mc gottee l!llee bit, M!sler Charlie," tbe Chinaman admitted, as he looked at Wild In a sheepish sort of way.
"See that you don't use too much of it," the young deadsJ;tot
spoke up, rather sharply. "This Is no time for any fooling,
and you want to keep as straight as a string if you expect to
assist in this business."
"Allee light, Misler Wild. Me be velly goodee Chlnee, so be."
Anna and Eloise were not nt all afraid to stay at the camp.
They had Wing there as a sort of companion, but they could
expect little from him, since he had a way of dozing nearly
all the time there was nothing for him to do.
Just now he was in Idleness, and was sitting with his back
against a tree, his eyes closed and apparently obllv!ous to
what was taking place.
Charlie happened to look at him and a broad grin came
over his face.
Then he turned to Hop and said:
"Well, heathen, your brother seems to be takln' it mighty
easy. Hadn't you better wake him up afore you leave?"
"Allee light, Misler Charlie. l\1e no thllnkee of lat, so be.
Me flxe e my fool blot her velly muchce quickee."
He quickly dismounted and, taking something frqm his
pocket, struclc a match and then ran over close to the sleeping
cook.
The next minute there was a put!'. of smoke, followed by a
loud report, and Wing leaped to his feet and let out a yell
that could have been heard half a mile.
It startled several of the miners, and they came running to
the spot.
"It's all right, gentlemen," Young Wild W es t explained.
"Our clever Chinee was simply waking up his brother, who
had gone .to sleep. Don't take any notice of it, please ..,
Hop mounted his horse, and as he saw the miners fooking
at him, some in surp r ise and others in admiration, he dofti•d
his hat and then startea away at a gallop, taking it for
granted that Young Wild West and his partners were going to
follow him.
It happened that Hop took the r!ght w~y, so they did follow
him. Straight up the hill they rode, and halted near the
vault the gold bars had l.Jeen stolen from .
The ground happened to be soft there, so th ey were not long
in discovering the hoofprints of the horses that ha d been used
by the villains to convey the booty t'J the log cabin in the
gully, seven miles away.
But It was not far that they could follow them, for presen tly they came upon a hard, stony stretch.
But our hero and his partners were used to that sort or a
thing, and they were not baffled at all.
They kept on riding, and after awhlle they came upon a.
spot where they could see the tracks a;:;ain.
This proved to be the proper way, for in a few m!nu1 es th"Y
were riding almost straight in the direction the villains had
taken.
Arletta kept close to the side of her dashin g young lover. and
when they had covered a distance of perhaps five miles she
looked at him and said:
"Wild, it seems to me that we ought to be pretty close to
the place where the villains hid the gold bars last night. I
can't help thLnldng that they would not possibly take the
booty very far from the mining camp."
"You don't see any place around here that looks as though
it might be used for the purpose of hiding the gold, do you,
Elt?" the boy answered.
uNo, I don't. But there may be. We have been riding
over a pretty level stretch nearly all the way from the camp.
Uut rwt ahead here 1s a sort of ~. You can see the hlih
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He sllpped his hand under his blouse, and if he had been
cliffs r earing t hemselves almost perpendicul arly on either side
given ten seconds more no dou bt he would have done someof the tr ail. Do you think t hey r eally came this way?"
t he tables.
"Well, we can' t tell just no,.;, for the ground is too hard thing that wculd have turned
quick for him.
to show a ny p rints of horses' hoofs. But we w!IJ go a little ' But Holcomb wash etoowas
watchiug him closely, and as quick
I It ha ppened that
f urther , an d t hen we' ll ba it and m ak e an investigatio n."
and ca ught the Chinaman by the
It happened t hat th e young deacls h ot came to a halt within as a flash he lea ped forward
'I arm.
less than ha lf a mile of th e Jone shant y.
"None of that, heathen ! " he cried, as h e pressed the muzzle
The st r uctu re could not be seen f rom where they stopped,
forehead. "I know you putty well.
but he had satisfied h imself t ha t he was on the right trail, for of his gun against Hop's
I1 You're a sleight-of-b and feller, an' I ain't gain' to give you
here and th ere the print of a ho rse's hoof could ·be seen.
P ut both hands over your head or
"Wait rlght her e, " he sa id to his partners and the girl. ~r no chance to do anything. your
brain."
I'll send a bullet through
'\\'!II clim b th at cliff t h ere ·and tali;e a look ahead."
hands, for there was no help for it.
They a ll nodded, and it was not long before the boy had ,1 Up went the Celest!al's
Arletta was not so badly frightened, but she could tell by
mounted high enough "to be able to look for quite a distance
she woulc. stand no
I the gleam in the eyes of the mayor thatcommands.
ahead.
to disobey his
Almost t he fi rs t thin g he sa w was the log cabin, which chance 1! she attempted
to her she took the risk of stepping back
loomed up before him at the side of the gully and close to a I As he walked uphand
toward her belt.
' and moving her
very s teep ban k.
the warn ing. "I want you to underSurprised to see a habitation in that out-of-the-w ay place, I "Hold on, gal!" came
value your life any more than I do Young
he waited a moment a nd t hen he suddenly saw the door of the stand that I don't that
ain't sayin' much. I'm in a bad hole
I Wild West's, an'
shanty open a nd a man com e out.
do my level best to git out of it. I
The door was closed Immediatel y, nnd the mencdisapp eared now, an' I'm gain' ter
s'pose that sneakin' galoot of a Hopper has told the whole
in some hi gh bushes adjoining the build ing.
thing."
That was quite enough for Wild.
Arietta drew her hand away and made no reply.
He was satisfied th at the mayor an d the vigilantes had con"Speak out, gal! " he cried, savagely. "Did Hopper split
grega tcd a t the s hanty, and were, no doubt, staying there
on us, or not?"
with t he expectation of being att acked at any moment.
" Well, he didn't have to tell on you," she answered. "It wu
Down he went and quickly told those below what he had
easy for every one to guess who the robbers were, after they
seen.
had the key of the vault in h11
" Now then, J im, " he said, nodding to Dart, MI reckon it caught him and found he
won't do for the three of us to attack the shanty, so you possession. "
"That ain't what I'm askin' yer. Did he split on us?"
can r ide back and get a bout a dozen men and bring them
"Yes, he made a clean breast of the whole thing."
here as soon ns you can . We'll wait for you. Then I'll lead
the use of handyin' words with the gal, Dan?" Hol"What's
the
only
not
.~hat
satisfied
am
I
for
shanty;
e
th
on
raid
th~
com b spoke up. "Come on. Let's take the two of 'em up th•
tlucves are t here, but tne ba rs of gold also.
shanty. We kin git inside without
"All r ight , Wild," Dar t answer ed, and he promptly mounted hill an' git around to the
an' his pard knowin' anything about it.
his horse and started fo r the trail without another word. I Young Wild West
awful lot, though, 'cause it wm take
As soon as he bad disappear ed fro m view the young dead-1 We ain't got to hurry angit
back to the camp an' fetch a gan1
the boy a good while to
shot nodded t o h is sweetheart and said:
raid on the log shanty are they?
"Et, you and Ho p can st ay right here, while Charlie and I this way. Goin' to make aa mighty sorry raid for ·~m. Them
I Well, I reckon it will be chinks ls filled up so that it wlll
v.ill creep up and make a little inves tigation."
'r he girl nodded, and the n ext m inute Wild and Charlie left 1 logs Is putty thlclt, an' the
be mighty few bullets that ever gits through. But we kin sarth e spot and wer e soon lost to view.
tainly chuck lead at 'em when they show up. There won't
be many of them when we git through, not if they keep com!n'
CHAPTER IX.
on. We've got enough cartridges to last us a couple of days,
an' In that time we kin clean out every mother's son what'•
A.BJErr A AND THE BA.RS OF GOLD.
livin' in Big Echo. Come on, there ain't no use waltin' here,
Young Wild West an• his pard might take a notion to
When Young Wild West and Cheyenne Charlie had been , 'cause back."
come
gone perhaps ten m inutes, Arletta grew somewhat uneasy.
a noose about Hop's hands and soon
"Ho11," she said, " I am 11orry Wild told me to stay here. . The vigilante slipped thought,
securely.
I ~~ou ld li ke t o. go on and get a. li ttle closer to the ~og cabin." had him bound, as henot
think it worth while to Ue Arietta'•
But the mayor did
Lat a llee light, Missea Al!etta, " the clever Chlnee an- hands.
swercd, shaking bis head. " But you havee do whattee Misler
conV'ild say"
Leaving the ho rses wh ere they were, the two v1llains
a rather
j ducted their prisoners a round some rocks a nd th
Ye-t , I J,now that. so we 11 stay _here. We had better
cliff
o~nt::
top
s teep path until they were nearly at the
.
" Po yer want ter seo ~he log cabrn, do yer?"
At that 'point a fissur e opened and t hrough this they ~ade
It :'.as a :very gruff voice tnat spoke the W?r~s, an.d tu rmng
of ground somethi g lil·,e a
way reaching a lower piene
their
log
a
bebmd
dm.,
stan
man
a
saw
I~op
and
n .
quickly Anetta
~
.
'
I
lees than ten feet bcl11nd them.
gorge, as it might be
narrow
the
He had a revolver in hi'> J.ancl, and it 'l":as poin ted straight · hund red feet to the r1ght of
.
.
I term~d.
to\•, ard them, while a :;-i~ er smile showed on his fac e.
A.r1etta kn ew quite well that .they were on the side. that the
But that was 1101 all. lJoth recognized him as Dan Giles,
I log sha nty was locat ed, for Wild had told her exact1y where
the so-called Mayor of Big Reh o.
it was.
stepped
he
as
said,
n
"Sorter surprised, eh, gal?·· the vlllal
along rapidly with their prlsto"l-rnrd them. "I was a Jitt!c surprised myself when 1 ·heard 1 Giles and Holcomb walked
oners.
.
past
the
tor
ere
h
been
what you was all tall.in' a\Jout. I've
r evolvers in their hands and the muzzles
flftPen minutes. !:lo you know who stole the bars of gold, I Both kept their
I pointed toward th ~ m, and fear ing that· they might keep their
t hen?"
shoot tnem, both Arletta and Hop remained perAri::t1.a was not so astou nded that she could not answer wo rd ai;id
fectly silent, and did not try to hang back any.
h irn.
1
In a few minut es they r eached a thick growth of stunted
"Yes, It was no trouble fer us to find out who the thieves
were," she anF'ered, boldly. "Yon are certa.Jnly a disgrace trees and bushes .
T here was a sort of path leading through this, and presently
t o your i:;cx. The idea of a man Hirn you being elected mayor
Arietta saw the' log shan ty right a head.
of even a small mining camp. "
It was the r ear of the building, too, and in it was a small
I' Ha ! ha! ha! Gal, don't go to callin' me bad names, though
I don't know as they'll hurt me any. But it seems I'm in for it 1 window.
Giles forced the girl to walk straight up to the logs, and
now, so I may as well go the lim it.. Come on, Ned. What
then he tapped upon the window-sill with the butt of his
are you waitin' for back t here, an yhow?"
'" Waitln' for y0 u to git through tall{in'," came the reply 1. r evolver.
the face of a man appeared there, and
fr om behlnd a rock, and then t he leader of the vigilantes ap- 1' The next moment
when he saw the two v111alns with the girl and the Chinapeared, revolver in hand .
of surprise.
Hop had !Jeen so mu ch surprised that he did not make a man he gave vent to an exclamation
"Git ready to take the two of 'em in, Bill," said the mayor.
m ove.
to be raided putty soon, an' we may
But n!J. en he saw the other man approachin g he thou&:ht it "This here shanty's goin'
las well pt ready for a alea:e. But we've ~eu 1Jl a little luc.k..
h igh time that he did somethin11.
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YOUNG WILD WEST LEADING A RAID.

an' we've got one of Young WilQ West's gals an' the heathen
Chi nee. That oughter sorter help us out a little."
Bill was heard to say something to those inside, and then
he reached down and seized Arietta by the arms.
The mayor gave her a boost, and the next minute the girl
had di~appeared through the window.
It was Hop's turn next, and when he was Inside it was not
lon g before the two villains had followed.
Hop and Arietta were forced to sit in a dark corner of the
room, while a man promptly drew a revolver and stood guard
over them.
Then Ned Holcomb looked over those present, and finding
that there was one man ahsent, he said:
"Where's Hawkins?"
"He went out some time ago an' he ain't got back yet. He
was sorter lookin' for you, I reckon."
"H1"1! I wouldn't be surprised if we never see him alive
ag'in."
There was a short silence then, after which the man who
had given the information said:
"How did you come to git hold of the gal and the heathen?"
"It was easy enough. We was layin' back on the trail behind some rocks, waltin' to see if any one wa.s comin' after
us. We didn't have to wait so very long afore Young Wild
West an' his two pards an' the gal an' the heathen come rid ln'
up. There was only two of us, so we didn't think It wise to
open fire on 'em, an' we jest waite<l an' watched. They
stopped right near us, an' we heard all what they was talkln'
about. Young Wild West sen t one o! his pards back to the
camp to git a gang to come here an' make a raid. 'rhey
knowed all about us, an' that we stole the bars Of gold. It
was Hopper what give us away, too. Well, one of 'em went
away, an' Young Wild West an' the other one told the gal an'
heathen to stay -there. while they went out to look around a
little bit. We waited tlll they had been gone a llttle while,
a.n' then we poun ced out an' took the gal an' Chlnee prisoners.
That's about all there Is to say about It. But I'm putty well
satisfied that Hawkins has been caught afore this. But It
can't be helped if he has. There's five of us here, an' I reckon
we'll do some tall shootin' if they attempt to raid the shanty."
At length when Arletta found the men gathered near the opposite end of the room, watching through peep-holes, she
took the risk of moving a little closer to the Chinaman.
She reached out with her right hand and began working
at the knot that held his hands together.
Just as she had loosened It the mayor turned suddenly and
aaw what she was doing.
"Ha!" he exclaimed. "So you're gittin' a little smart, are
yer, gal? Well, I'll fix you for that."
Then the villain ran to a corner and drew forth the r.hain
he had noticed there the night before.
With an ugly grin on his face he fastened it to the girl's
waist, and then drew the other end over a peg and made It

fast.

"Now then, gal," he said, "you're goln' to stay right here,
even If the rest of us has to git out to save our lives. You
have sl1owed that you're altogether too smart, an' you have
got--"
The villain did not finish what he was going to say, for at
that instant the distant clatter of hoofs sounded, and then
Young ·wud West and his partners were seen galloping toward the spot.
Behind them were a dozen or more horsemen.
The sight or them terrified the scoundrels in the shanty.
"I'm go\n' to git out of here!" cried one of them , and he
made a break aud quickly crawled through the window at the
back.
Others followed him, and seeing that th ey were to be left.
there alone, the mayor and Holcomb started also.
But at that moment Hop lighted a big cracker, and it exploded with a terrific noise, fillin g the shanty with smoke.
But It did more than that! There happened to be some
leaves and dry grass in a corner, and this pile became ignited
in a jiffy.
Hop ran for the door. Then the mayor grappled with him,
for he was so confused he was r eady to seize anything his
hau.ds touched.
Down went the two, and out of the window leaped Holcomb.
Meanwhile, Young Wild West and Cheyenne Charlie had
been joined by Jim Dart and a full dozen miners, who had
horses, and were ready to make shot work of the vlllainous
gang.
Our hero had easily captured the man he saw leaving the
shanty, and he was held a prisoner.

Then the dash was made for the log shanty, Young Wild
West leading.
But suddenly something happened that caused the men to
utter cries of surprise and dir;may. A loud explosion sounded.
As they rounded a bend in the trail a burst of smoke and
flame went up.
The log shanty was on fire!
Wild rod e swiftly to the scene, and as he dismounted the
door opened and Arletta appeared.
"I am chained, Wild!" she shouted.
Just then she lurched forwar d and down came a number
of the gold bars that had been stowed away on a beam overhead.
The young deadshot paled when he realized that his sweetheart had a chain about h er waist.
He seized the chain and, by good luck, found where it was
hooked. Then he threw It aside and carried Arletta out
of r each of the flames, she in a fainting condition.
Charlie and Jim had reach ed the scene by this time, and
close behind them came the members of the new Vigilance
Committee that had been fo rmed on such quick notlce atte,r
Jim reached the mining camp.
Another explosion rang out and a shower of sparks went
up.
Then out of the shanty staggered Hop.
"Hully up, Misler Wild!" he shouted. "Um bad Melican
men allee samee gittee 'way. Ley jurnpee outtee windee, so
be. Allee glttee •way but um mayor. He allee samee gittee
burnee up velly muchee quickee!"
"Go on, boys!" the young deadshot exclaimed, nodding to his
two partners. "Lead the men. I m ust stay here a few minutes
and see to Arietta."
Charlie and Jim quickly got into the saddle again, and then
away they galloped around behind the burning shanty.
After them went the men from Big Echo, yelling and brandishing their guns.
It was not very far th ey bad to go before they came upon
the four who harl escaped from the shanty.
In their hurried flight they had neglected to get their horses,
and after running a short distance they halted and waited,
hoping they would not be pursued.
When they did h ear the horsemen coming, Holcomb advieed
that they surren<ler.
But one ot them was a desperate fellow, indeed, and while
his three companions threw up their hands when Cheyenne
Charlie commanded them to, he began firing for all he was
worth.
Then one of the miners dropped him with a bullet In the
shoulder.
·
"Hooray! hooray!" they yelled, as Jim Dart dismounted and
proceeded to relteve tile prisoners of their guns and knives.
Willing hands se ized the prisoners after Jim had them
ready, and then, yelling loudly, the band rode back and around
to the front of the shanty, which was blazing away merrily
now.
Arietta had almost entirely recovered by this time and
knelt, with Wlld, over a prostrate form.
It was Dan Glles. Wild had dashed into th e burning structure and dragged him out.
He died as the triumphant party returned with the rest
of the gang.
F!op was singed a little about the eyebrows. He explained
that It woulcl have been all up with him If he had not succeeded In getting a firecracker from his pocket and thrown
it into the names.
They waited until tbe shanty had been entirely destroyed,
and then a search was made for the bars of gold.
As there had not been sufficient heat to melt them, they
found them intact, E<nd shortly after noon Young Wild West
led the way into the wining camp.
They had the gold bar::;, as well as the surviving members
o.f tile band of thieve3.
There i3 nothing more to write that would ha ve much bearing on this particular adventure of Young Wild West's. Suffice
It ' to say that th e villains got what they deserved, and that
Devlin, the mine superintendent, Insisted on rewarding all
those who took part in the raid.
Arietta got her share, of course, for she was the one who had
found the bars of gold.
Next week's issue will contain "YOUNG WILD WEJST AT
YANKEE CAMP; OR, A FOURTH OF JULY ON THE
BORDER."
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CURRENT NEWS
The oldest pupil of the night school at Muncie, Ind.,
is seventy year.s of age. "I am deficient in grammar, due
to lack of early schooling," he said, "but it is never too
late to learn." .And he is the most studious of all the
one hundred or more pupils entered in the school.
Miss Lillian Goeppler, twenty-one years old, took her
dog rowing in Hays Pond in Otis, Mass., and the animal
fell overboard. Fearing it would drown she made frantic efforts to haul it out and herself fell in, being drowned
in 20 feet of water. The dog swam to shore.
Charged with having pushed her husband out of a third
floor window, Bessie William11, colored, of 320 Fifth street,
Jersey City, was held before Judge Queen in the Second
Police Court in Jersey City the other day to await the
result of her husband's injuries. He is in the City Hospital with his back broken.
Robert Beers and Mrs. Liddie Hittle were sweethearts
many years ago, but a quarrel separated them and he went
West from their home near Wilkes-Barre, ra. A few days
ago he returned to the old home a wealthy man, and found
her still there and a widow. They were married. He is
now seventy-six and she is past sixty.
Albert Frazier, twenty-nine, received word recently at
Atlantic City that his wife was dead in Providence ancl
his little son was in want. He bad no money and decided to "beat" his way to the New England town. He
rode 90 miles to Philadelphia at 60 milr·s an hour on a
3-inch ledge on the forward end of a "blind" baggage
car, falling off exhausted when the train stopped. A
magistrate before whom he was arraigned released him
·and took up a collection.

Four-year-old Philip Pastel, of 95 School street ,
Yonkers, N. Y., was blown up at his home while playing
with a dynamite cap the other evening. Two fingers were
blown off his right hand and his abdomen was punctured
so badly Dr. I sador :Miller doesn't expect him to live.
The boy's mother was startled by a terrific explosion, and
rushing upstairs, found the boy lying senseless and the
room filled with smoke and dust. Joseph 11Iaffern, a
blasting foreman, recently moved out of the tenement;
leaving the explosive behind.
Looking forward to the opening of the Pam1ma Canal,
two of the steamship lines operating vessels from this port
to southern waters have jm:t placed orders for new
steamers. The American-Hawaiian Linc is having five
large ships built at Sparrow's Point, l\Id., and the Newport reTI"s Shipbuilding Company is laying the keel of a
new frei ghter for the New York and Porto Rico Steam~hip Company. The former concern, which now operates
two fleets, one in the Atlantic and the other in the Pacific,
expccte to have three other vessels ready before the opening of the canal, besides the five now on the ways. T his,
it is annonncd, ,;ill giw it the l:ngest fleet of merchantmen sailing under the American flag.
:Martin ,T. Sheridan, the Ol:vmpic di,scuss champion,
made hi~ first appearance at Celtic Park in preparation
for the 01.vmpic gamer', and in l1i s initial trial threw the
rliscus 34 feet 7 inches. There ha 1·e been rumors that
Sheridan would not take a trip to Sll"eden this summer,
but Martin assured the crowd that he would surely be a
mern b<'r of the team. Sheridan has not to11ched a discus
since last summer, and was very much surprised at his
good showing. He was careful not to put much strain
on his valuable wing for fear of tearing the muscles. The
big C'hampiol'l clnims thai he will be able to smash the
world's record after a month's training, and says that
before the summer is paFt he or Jim Duncan will get the
discus ont more Urnn J 60 feet.

Joseph B. Pennell, a contractor, his wife and two daughters, of 224 Buena Vista avenue, Yonkers, N. Y., just
missed being caught in a bad cave-in in a public street
early the other morning. The family had been to a
musicale and had returned home in their automobile. Not
two minutes afterward the machine, being driven by JoCaspar Knobel, who is Eaid to 1 e the only survivor of
seph Burns, was partly swallowed up by the ground gi.-in g the fourteen Union ~olcJiers who captnred Jefferson Davis,
way under it. He managed to jump out in time. 'l'he rcca.llecl the forty-seventh anniversary of the event recently
cave-in was caused by a brrak in the water mains.
by recount ing to his friends the manner in which the
leader of the lcEt cause fell into the hands of the N flrthM:ary Ilubaha appearefl before Justice Pickergill at crn soldiers. Nobel, who was in the Fourth Michigan
Perth Amboy, N. J ., the other morning and charged her Cavalry, described the th1·ee days' march preceding the
husband with dragging her by the hair into the yard, capture of Davis at Irwinsvillf~, Ga., J\Jay 10, 1865. He
where he tried to coax their vicious dog to attack her. declares that the historians "Who have written that Davis
She pleaded with the animal, she said, and it refused to was (foguiRecl as a woman when he was captured are diobey Rubaha's orders to bite her. In his rage, she charged, grcssing from the truth. Iu stead of being disguised,
Rubaha beat the animal and renewed his attack on her owin"" to the chilly weather the President of the Confeduntil driven off by neighbors. He was arresLed and com- eracy had thrown a shawl over his shoulders. Knobel and
mitted to jail. He admitted beating hii! wife, giving as his thirteen companions were awarded $293 each as the
his excuse her refusal to wash dishes when he ordered I pro rata share of the reward offered by the Government
la.er to.
for the ca.vture of President Davi&
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The Specter of the Pueblo
OR,

THE PHANTOM HAND
By PAUL BRADDO N
(A SERIAL STORY)
CHAPTER IX .•(Continued)
of the plunder, and to begin with, you may as well cut the
The time sped by, yet neither broke the silence, which, throat of the old man; 'twill save troubl e."
Then turning to the trembling, weeping girl, he said:
to the girl at least, was fast becoming painful.
"You
are in my power at last, and all the Daytons on
At length, the father, as though the conversation had
earth can't save you!"
been uninterrupte d, asked:
"And the Navajos, they have no great love for this Senor
Fuentes?"
CHAPTER X.
"Indeed, no, senor. He has ever been as a thorn in their
fiesh. Robbing them under every pretext; persecuting their
A PRISONER DISAPPEARS.
young maidens, and oftentimes slaying their young men."
"'Tis strange they have not, long ere this, attacked and
"Villain! Coward!" cried Eugenia Cardenas, in indigrazed the kennel where he harbors, to the ground."
nant tones, as she fully comprehende d the extent oi Fuen"They would but for the kind and unfortunate woman tes'
dastardly purposes, "you may triumph for a time; but
it shelter&-a woman they all respect and many have cause
don"t dare to hope that our wrongs will go unavenged ."
to love."
"We contend the chances, and are ready to take the risk,"
''His sister-in-law, is she not? and some eYen hint at a
returned Fuentes, with his peculiar, malignant smile.
closer relation."
"Your friends will not dare to attack us at present, und
"Yes, senor, it is she."
before many days are passed, we shall be beyond their
Again they relapsed into silence, and for some time the reach."
gtillness was most profound.
Senor Cardenas, securely bound, sat in one corner of the
Suddenly the deep-mouthe d baying of the watchdog room gnashing hi3 teeth with impotent rage
.
broke upon their ears.
Don Felipe, who stood near by with Pedro and one or
Th e girl raised her head to listen.
two others, watched him with curious eye.
The barking grew more f erocious.
Ile was thinking whether it was best to fake advantage
Suddenly it ceased in a howl of mortal agony.
of the permission granted by hi friend, and so cut the
Now the gc:1tleman sprang to his feet, and his face grew senor's throat, or hold him as a prisoner.
pale with anxious expectancy.
His common sense tolcl him that if, by any mi chance,
The sonnd of many feet could be distinctly heard ap- the nrnn should recover his liberty. he would make it warm.
proaching the house.
for those who had desecrated his home and offered insult to
Qui ckly snatching a brace of revolvers frorp the table, his daughter.
Senor Canlcri:s hurried to the gun-room and armed him"Yes," he thought, ''by far the safest plan will be to put
Eelf "IYi th a rifir. Then calling the house servants to his an end to him, and it shall be done. I'll see to
it myself
assistance, he bade them help to make fast the doors and pre~ently; but first I must look after my share of
the
windows.
plunder, or those confounded thieves of mine won "t leave
Bat It "\Ya<; too late; before half the work was done, the me eYen so much as a bution," and he hurried from
the
house was filled with armed men.
room.
Senor Cardenas fought bravely to protect his life and
The followers of these two interesting leaders had soon
property, anrl the honor of his daughter; but he was quick- spread themselves thr011ghout the house, and were aply overpowrred ::i.nd securely bound, as were also all the male propriating whatever struck their fancy, and such as they
servants.
could not conveniently carry off, they wantonly destroyed.
"Now then," called out Felipe Sanchez, who, witb Pedro,
The house was soon desolate enough, and even the hardwas end eavoring to quiet the indignant Eugenia, "what are hearted · Don Felipe, as he wandered from room to room,
we to do with this woman?"
in search of h is men, could not help muttering to himAt this point, Jnan Fuentes, with a malignant smile of self :
triumph, advanced into the room, and said:
"The vandals I What do they want to make such havoc
"You may leave her to me. I give up to you the ;rest for? The blamed idiots I"
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Now, Eugenia had noted the effect of the guard's strange
A moment later he heard an outcry, and then a scuffle.
' story upon Fuentes, and instantly resolved to augment his
Ile hurried forward.
But, before he could reach the scene of disturbance, shot fears, if possible. So, as Don Felipe ceased speaking, she .
gave a mocking laugh, and oaid :
after shot' was fired.
"Ha-ha-ha! if you find him."
a
where
room
large
a
entered
he
instant
next
The
"What do you mean by that, senorita?" asked Fuentes,
deadly strife was going between a half dozen of his own
sharply.
men and nearly as many belonging to Fuentes' band.
"I simply mean that there's much more trnth in what
One of his men lay dead upon the blood-stained floor,
wretch has told you than your companion seems to
that
a
in
gasp
last
his
at
was
party
and one of the other
think, and I warn you that all your labor will be in
corner.
"What is the meaning of all this disturbance?" demanded vain."
"However," said Don Felipe, sternly, "we fhall make an
Don Felipe.
to find him, and if he is in this kennel, we'll roast
effort
all
not
"are
excitedly,
"Senor," cried one of the men,
even if we have to burn the old shell a bout his
out,
him
spoils?"
lawful
our
the<e goods
ears."
"Most certainly," said the don, in emphatic tones.
For an, instant the brave girl changed color but with
"S-a-c-r-e !" hissed one of Fuentes' men, springing totact she concealed her agitation by stooping
consummate
wards Don Felipe with uplifted sword.
pick up something from the floor.
to
if
as
down
the
from
hurried
men
other
the
0£
At this instant one
When she again raised her head all traces of her
room.
A few moments later he returned with Fuentes, who momentary agitation were gone, and she quietly said:
"Long ere this, he whom you have taken for one like'
had hastily confided Eugenia to the care of one of his most
yourselves is far beyond your reach, and is preparing
unto
trustworthy men.
that will be commensurate "'.ith your crime."
vengeance
a
make
to
promise
the
and
persuasion,
At last, after some
The quiet and matter-of-fact way in which the girl spoke,
up to them the amount they relinquished, Fuentes induced
produced fully as much effect as the words she uttered.
hi men to give up the spoils they had taken.
Fuentes' lips quivered, and his face was a sight to bebpld.
and
Peace and harmony having been restored, Fuentes
the men about the room, with uplifted eyes, cros ed
And
Cardenas.
Senor
of
Don Felipe again sought the study
Eugenia was still seated in the chair where she had been themselves with pious energy.
But Don Felipe was a skeptic, and, with a perfect volleJ
placed.
Teresa, and the other servants that had been made of oaths, he ordered a dozen or more of his men to strictly
prisoners, were reclining in sullen attitude in different parts search the house.
Hours were thus fruitlessly spent, and then, reluctantly,
of the room.
the gray light of morning began to struggle in at the
as
gone.
was
himself
Cardenas
Senor
But
'l'he rage of the two leaders on making this discovery was windows, the search was abandoned.
Don· Felipe now prepared to carry out his threat of bnrnterrible.
the place; but this measure was EO strenuously opposed,
ing
the
at
sprang
With a bitter cry of fury Juan Fuentes
by some of his own men, who were fearful of what the
even
guard.
on
left
had
he
throat of the man whom
"Back-back!" cried i.he man, in a warning tone, "or, by consequences might be-believing as they did, that the
our Holy Lady, I'll run you through with this knife. I tell owner was something more than human-that, much
you, senor, I am in no way to blame in this matter. The against his will, he was obliged to relinquish his def'ign.
And so, without doing further damage, they prepared to
pri oner was not a. man at all, he was a spirit. Not a door
to the adobe house.
return
semore
lay,
he
there
and
turbed,
di
been
has
window
a
nor
After some debate it was at last deterrnineu to leave all
curely bound than any 0£ the others, when suddenly I
noticed a little mist-like cloud slowly rising from the floor, the prisoners save Senorita Eugenia behind them, bound as
they were. For it wa.s considered that this would answer
and then, puff! he was gone I"
purpose quite as well as to take them with them, as
every
effect
strangest
the
produce
to
seemed
This explanation
it was evident, from the isolated situation of the ranch, that
upon Fuentes.
His face became ashy pale, and his limbs trembled so they could not give an alarm, or in any way obtain their
release before their captors had reached a place of safety.
tMy could hardly support him.
Senorita Eugenia had, from the very first.i. known that
out:
cried
once
nt
Don Felipe, seeing this,
would be taken away, and her only hope was that the
she
effect.
for
up
made
been
has
story
That
bosh!
all
"Boflh,
,
Can't you see? The lazy follow wants to cover his own servants might be left behind.
brightened,
once
at
face
her
decision
this
hearing
So, on
negligence. It'R my belief the man is in the house at thia
and, ta.king a little pencil from her chain, and screening her
very moment, or, at least, not very far from it."
"If th guard lies," said Fuentes, "the man may be in movements as much as possible from the light, she hastily
the house, for he could not possibly have gat far from it." wrote a few word.a on a scrap of paper, which she picked up
from the floor, using the arm of her chair for a rest.
"And why not?" asked the don.
Then, making a secret signal to one of the male servants,
"Yon forget that the house is surrounded by our men,
bound hand and foot, wa.s lying at no great distance
who,
escape."
possibly
and that no one could
"Right, by all the saints! and now let a thorough search from her, she crumpled the paper into a little wad, and
be made throughout the place, and by the great Sancho, if dropped it at her feet.
(To be continued)
we find him, he sha'n't live to escape a.gain!"

!
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ITEMS OF INTEREST
FORTUN E FOR BOY'S RAT TRAP .
Ben Oard, a Markesan lligh School boy, of Fox Lake,
Wis., invented an electric rat trap recently and got $5,000
for his interest in the patent. The GoYernment is said
to have offered a prize of $10,000 for a successful electric
trap that would kill rats, to be used on board ship. Ben
arranged with a relative to give him half of the prize to
Unance th e eX'})eriment.
OWES $37; IN JAIL MONTHS .
Truman J . Sherman, of Clayton, N. Y., has been confined in the Jefferson County jail for nearly a year because he is too stubborn to pay a judgment amounting
to $37.62 and costs and to comply with court orders. He
was committed by Judge E. 0. Emerson on August 4,
1911, on a commitme nt dated July 31, 1911. He has
steadily refused financial help to pay his fine, according
t o reports that have reached the jail officials here.
It is said that Sherman's daughters have at various
times on their visits to the jail offered to pay his fine
and allow him his freedom, but Sherman has decl,.ined any
aid to put him outside the bars. He is quartered in a
roomy cell on the top floor of the jail, facing Court street.
It is a sunny place and perfectly comfortable.
NEGRO SINKS IN QUICKSA ND.
After being buried in quicksand almost up to his
shoulders nearly three hours "Sam" Meyers, a negro, was
rescued with much difficulty by firemen from Hook and
Ladder Company 34 the other afternoon. Meyers, who
lives at 477 Morris avenue, the Bronx, New York, with
several others was doing some excavating work at 163d
street, between Amsterdam and Edgecombe avenues, when
he was caught in the quicksand.
A large- plank was laid down and several workmen hurriedly obtained a long rope and let it clown to the ncgro.
He placed it around his arms, but do what they would his
fellow workmen were unable to get him out. A still
alarm was sent in at last, and the firemen from the hook
and ladder company hurried to the scene, and it took
them several hours to get Meyers out. ·1\feyers was none
the worse for his experience barring a few bruises.
KING SEES BERNHA RDT.
Ringing cheers greeted Sir Herbert Tree's announcement from the stage of Covent Garden Theatre, London,
at the close of a recent matinee in aid of the Titanic relief
fund that in round figures $7,500 would be realized.
It was a memorable afternoon. The King, wearing the
conventional frock coat, and the Queen, attired in blue,
occupied the royal box, and the house was crowded with
celebrities. On the stage all the best known performers
from the world of variety, music and the drama appeared
in turn.
Sarah Bernhardt traveled specially from Paria. In a

trailing dress of cream lace, with a bouquet of car nations
fastened in her corsage, the great actress looked as young
as at any time these twenty years. Her reception was enthusiastic as was the applause which followed her recitation of the ballad "La Brise," taken from the play "Les
Bouffons," in which she met so much success recently in
Paris.
SEA MONSTE R OAPTU~ED.
Daniel Miller and Harry Taylor, shad :fishermen,
Gloucester , N. J., say they were attacked by what is described as a "monstrou s amphibious animal" while taking
shad out of their net off Gloucester the other morning.
They managed to bring it ashore, and at is now in Miller's
boathouse awaiting experts from Washington to come and
place it in its proper category.
Miller had just drawn in the net, when the monster,
which has horns and teeth, spra.ng at him and knocked him
over in the boat. Miller grappled with it, and Taylor
entered the attack with an oar. The monster soon was
killed. It measures 5 feet 4 inches from the end of the
horns to the tail. The tail alone measures 3 feet in
length.
The head resembles· the head of a large "snapper," and
is not unlike that of an alligator, except for the horns.
It has twenty teeth, some short and ragged, while those
in front are shaped like a dog's, long and pointed. On its
back are scales from 1 to 2 inches in length. The creature
has four feet like those of an alligator, and when standing would be about a foot from the ground.
DIAMOND SHARES PAY 500 PER CENT.
According to a recent report received here by I\faiden
Lane importers, a profit of $2,585,454 was made by the
Premier Diamond Company, of the Transvaal, for the
year ended October 31, 1911, in addition to $1,515,165
worth of diamonds on hand and unrealized special acrounts for $65,191.
During the company's year 250 per cent. was paid in
dividends on the preferred shares ancl 200 per cent. on
the deferred shares. A further dividend of 300 per cent.
later declared payable on the deferred shares made a total
for the calendar year of 500 per cent. on the latter stock.
The earth washed during the year-8,325 ,000 loadswas 2,000,000 loads less than that handled in the preceding year, owing to the scarcity of native labor. The yield
of diamonds- 1,774,206 carats-wa s a decrease of 381,627
carats from the previous year.
The gem importers ha.v.e also been informed regarding
conditions in the diamond fields of German. Southwe~t
Africa. The Government authorities there estimate that
the revenue from the diamond industry will amount to
$2,432,500 in the budget year of 1912. The output of
diamonds is estimated at 850,000 ca.rats for this year, as
compared with an estimate of 900,000 ca.rats for 1911.
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THE FLOWER OF THE WILDERNESS
OR,

I<:IT CARTER, THE BOY RANGER
BY COL. RALPH FENT ON
(A SERIAL STORY )

With the other two it was different; Beth, meek, lowly,
serene, was ever in an attitude of .prayer, her sweet lips
1constantly moving, while Winnie, the fair, pure flower
THE BAT.rLE AND THE END.
of the wilderness, as she was known far and near, was inface,
to
face
"There,
deed more of a bruised, broken blossom than a mortal, and
race,
sh'd
long-peri
a
of
tombs
and
no human being could gaze upon the pale, sorrowful face
'Mid the ruins
bowed forward, the bonnie l~ead drooping pitiiully, withThose two foes had met, as it were on the ridge
out shedding a tear.
Of that perilous, narrow, inyisible bridge."
The sun sank lower and lower, and Nell said to herself
Down on the plain the last rays of the dying sunset
she had seen it for the last time. At that instant
that
shone upon the swiftly moving lines of cavalry, fl.ashing
Wolf stepped up to the half-fain ting \Vinnie, saying
Black
gold.
solid
much
so
from the brass buttons as though from
·
It shone over eager, impatien t .faces, some of them set and harshly:
"Choose, girl, and for the last time. Which shall it be,
stern with grim determin ation in every line. It shone
or the
upon deadly arms, glittering sabres, bayonets, rifles and the lodge of Renaud who is wounded unto death,
answer,
Your
precious.
is
time
for
the
Hurry,
neared
they
stake?
torture
carbines, and in every heart hope arose as
winding path, and toiled silently up to free the weak and girl?"
punish the guilty.
"Death is Letter than such a fate, oh, a thousand times
Up on the top of the table where hundreds of the red- over," she so'.;bed. "Go, leav" 1,ne in peace," and then he
men slept, was still another picture, plainly revealed by the paused before Beth, his sull en face looking like a demon's.
sunset that fain would have hidden instead of lighting
"Choose, gir l," he said coldly. "For the last time."
their
row,
a
In
.
bloodshed
and
torture
of
up such a scene
"You ha1e had my answer," was the gentle, almost
hands bound behind their back, three maidens were stand- meek reply, and then rui ing her clr.rk, soulful eyes heavening, the. sunlight falling upon the bared heads like a halo ward, she seemed to be lost in silent prayer. Black Wolf's
from above. And, oh, the look of sorrow in the beautiful face was scarcely human as he paused before Nell, and his
eyes so soon to be looking upon the glories of paradise.
vcice was like the sharp bark of a hungry wolf.
and
leaves,
grass,
dried
of
pile
a
each
of
feet
the
At
"Your answer, girl," and she smiled scornfully, not
wood, heaped so that they could be fired at once, w:.i.s deigning to answer. Grinding his teeth be hissed :fiercely:
strewn, and the women and children were still gatliering
"You shall speak, or this blade shall be hurled at your
and bringing in more, while an air of unsual excitemen t head!" raising the tomalrnwk on high.
hovered over the camp. It was not often that three b::!all"::Yo11', your answer, or you die!"
tiful maidens were burned at the stake, in one clay i.oo.
silent contempt she looked at him, with a mocking
In
A little ways from the three unfo1 tun ate young souls, the smile curling her lips, and th en with a yell of fury he was
unhappy mortal who had been known as the Phantom about to hurl the deadly weapon at her, but instead of
Rider, was standing, boU1ld also to a stake, all ready for finding a rcding place in her brain, a hand seized him
the torture. In vain she pleaded to the villainous from uehincl, liolding back his arm, the han<l of Hazel-Eyes,
wretches to take her life, t o1 lure her as they would, but the Indian princes3.
to spare those innocent young girls. Her agonized plea<lNot a word did he utter, but wheeling with the quicking would have touched a 11eart of stone, but a heart of
of a panther he sent the glittering tiny axe straight
ness
stone was soft when compared to Black Wolf's or Renaud's.
There was a cry of mortal agony, a he~rry fall,
her.
at
From where she was slanding she could see every changing
and the proud, beautiful Indian gi rl lay at Nell's feet.
light and shade that swept over the fair young faces, and
Before one of that clusky horde could stir or speak, there
in spite of the peril by which she was surround ed the torthe narrow path, a ringing
ture stake to end all, a pang of pride stirred the mother's was a rush of many feet up
blue were in the thickest
in
boys
gallant
heart when she saw how cool and calm her child was, how cheer,' and the
no mercy, and expecting
giving
none,
sparing
fight,
the
of
touching
proudly she held herself erect, the dying sunset
few surviving savages
the
r
encounte
sharp
a
After
none.
was
There
hair.
golden
to a living, burning glory her
.
won
was
. not a sign of fear on the pale, lovely face, nor in the dark fled, and the victory
The captives' bonds severed, fhe first act of the mother
eyes. How proud the fond mother was of her child, her
·
who would have died to save her child, went over to the
'beautifu l, brave Nell.
CHAP TER XXIV.
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dying Hazel-Eyes, taking the heavy head in her lap. And
wh ether it was because dying eyes see clearer, or that the
hour of death reveals many mysteries, no one ever knew,
yet the soft brown eyes met the tender loving ones, w!th
a look of recognition in their depths, and a sweet, famt
voice murmured:
"}fother."
No other ear heard it, and none ever will. It soothed
a mother's aching heart, that one little word, and not even
to .1. ell did she impart the secret discovered in the hour
of J.eath. There was no need of clouding the joys with
the sorrow: she said, and was silent.
llenaud was found after the battle, shot through the
head, and Black Woli seeing Kit out on a narro': stone
ledge sought to finish his work of revenge by hurling the
youth down to a fearful death upon the sharp rocks below.
But Heaven spared the boy ranger's life, and it was the
red skin who went down, not Kit, the two bitter foes meeting in that danger spot to battle for their lite: So the
wily savage and the treacherous half-breed sleep m the old
burying ground of their forefathers..
Reader, our story is ended. Long has sweet Winnie,
the flower of the "wilderness, been the wife of Kit Carter,
while brave Ned Campbell won the heart and hand of
Golden L-Ocks, or Nell Carter. And the gentle Beth became
the bride of Donald McMurdo, our gallant Scotch laddie.
Thus we leave them, and not one of them dream that the
girl who gave her life for Nell, died to save her own sister,
and none Bave a fond mother who often in her slumber
hears that whispered word, will ever know.

THE END.

- - NEXT WEEK! '"'1JIJI
A NEW SEPJAL BEGINS, ENTITLED:

I<IT CAR.SON'S CHUM
- - O R- -

A BOY'S FIGHT WITH REDSKINS

given to a cutter, who marks on the surface a design with
a camel's hair brush, using red lead paints. The glass is
then cut to a certain depth on these lines with soft steel
wheels driven by power. Sand or carborundum mixed
with water· runs from a hopper in a steady stream en the
cutting wheels. This first process is called "roughing."
Carborundum has been used only recently for glass cutting. It or the sand, whichever be used, is washed once a
week and some new added, so as to. keep the hopper filled.
The articles are now given to another glass cutter, who
goes all over the rougher work with different kinds of fine
sandstones and cuts in the more delicate work, which cannot ·be done on a soft steel wheel. rrhis leaves the article
with a dull gray finish. There is always a steady stream of
water running on these stones.
Artificial stones made from alundum are used for the
finer work, such as the silver diamond and small stars, because these stones are much harder than those that come
from the quarries in England and Scotland. They hold
tbe mitre much better.
When the glass is smooth it is tborot1ghly washed with
soap and 1ukewarm water and dried in boxwood sawdust,
this being the second process, called "smoothing." The
article is then painted inside with warm paraffin and is now
ready to polish. This is done by dipping it into a mixture
of hydrofluoric acid and oil of vitriol contained in a lead
pot. The paraffin protects the glass it covers from being
attacked by 1.he acid. This mixture of acid puts on the
lustrous polish. After the acid dipping the paraffin is
taken off with lukewarm water and the glass is again
washed.
The polisher now looks the article over carefully and
removes small defects with a fell wheel and pumice powrler
mixed with water. After being gone over with putty
powder mixed with water, receiving another washing and a
drying with boxwood sawdust, ihe article is fiuished.
Cut lime glass made from silicate of calcium is one of
the imitations of lead flint glass. It is brittle, lacks
strength and will not holu brilliancy in ihe cut article. Jt
can easily be detected by weight, which is very light, and
has a dead sound. Lead gives the best glass its weight, its
lustre and its remnant, metallic ring.

- -By Col. Ralph Fenton--

DO :N"OT b!ISS READING IT

_... NEXT WEEK! --...
CU'l'

GLASS

ARD

HOW l'r IS MADE.

The cutting of gl:::ss is a fine art that has only within
a few years devclopeu in the United States, but in the
brief time since it Legan the American cut glass has surpassed that of any other country for brilliance, sharpness
of cutting and pm:c whiteness of material.
There is only oue kind of glass that can be cut successfully; this is culled lead flint glass. It is much h~avier
than any other, much softer also, and has a beautiful, resonant, metallic ring.
•
The blanks a.a they come from the blowinJ factoriea a.re

GETS $98,100 FOR KINDNESS.
Ernest W. JIIarlow, a lawyer, of 63 Wall street, Xcw
York City, was today awarded $98,100.72 from the estate
of Mrs. Helen Amelia :Marsh, of IT am den, Conn. He won
the old lady's heart by giving her his berth in a sleeping
car on a trip to the South several years ago, ru1d she was
so pleased with his kinuness that she made him her
residuary legatee.
Mrs. Marsh's estate amounteu to $117,000. About
$20,000 was given to Mrs. Marsh's relatives and to missions. One of :M:rs. Marsh's relatives stated that her act
in selecting Mr. Marlow as her heir was not spontaneous,
but that she was simply attracted to him by his kindness.
Later they became fast friends, and her decision to will
him her fortune was made after years of acquaintance.
The estate was today distributed according to an order
of the Probate Court.
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TIMELY TOPICS
News came recently by the steamship Sannki of rioting
The other day discovering from the door of her home a
large bear chasing the children around a brush pile, Mrs. against Chinese at Lhasa, the capital of Tibet. · :i\fan:v ChiWilliam Kelley, living near the town of Oteneagen, Minn., nese were roasted alive after an attack on the Ci1inese
shot and killed it in two shots.
quarters, in which many on both sides were killed and
wounded. The affair followed a statement by the Tibetrm
While gathering wild flowers recently Miss Flossie Lama that Chinese were destined fo r divine punishment.
McNeely was attacked by a large blacksnake near Monti- A fight ensued. The ·Lama fled to the Sela monaster~r.
cello, N. Y. The reptile wrapped itself around her arm which was fired. The Chinese quarters were then atand she fainted. Other members of the party went to tacked by angry Tibetans and many were burned alive.
her resc~c, and having nothing else they killed it with a
pair of scissors. It was 4 feet 9 inches long.
The old fri gate Pensacola, first under command of
:Mary Foerth, cashier of a publishing hou,se, was jammed Admiral Farragut, later a flagship at foreign stations, and
against the top of the door of the elevator shaft on the in recent years a trnining ship assigned to Yerba Buena
first floor of the ten story building at 41 and 43 West station, was set on fire shortly a-ftcr 6 o'cloc k the other
Twenty-fifth slreet, cw York, the other morning, thrown morning in a remote section of San Francisco Bay, and
back down into the basement and received injuries from is n ow only a blackened hulk. Once the Pensacola was
which she died twenty minutes later in the New York a full-rigged ship of the line, the pride of the navy, and
carried the flag through the Civil War and later to the
Hospital. The elevator man was arrested.
ports of Enrope and the Far East. Her melessness as a
Rather than postpone their weddings !fos Olive India training ship having been demonstrated, the vessel was
Lewis and Miss Ruth Field will leave Washington shortly stripped, and in the presence of only a few persons th.,
to marry Paymaster Arthur MiJc1leton, and Ensign Ed- torch was applied.
ward Guthrie, of the gunboat Yorktown, at San Diego, Cal.
The weddings were to have been in Vfashington, but the
Ramon E scobel, of Brownsville, Tex., who a few da ys
trouhl e in Mexico prevents the young officers from getting
ago celebr ated his llOth birthday, says he is still a young
the necessary leave of ahsencc.
man. His looks and actions would suggest a man of sixty.
Divers have recently recovered from the ~ea bed of The record of Escobel's birth, as recorded in the little
T obermory, where the supposed Spanish Armada treasure Catholic church in the town of San Buena Ventura, Mex.,
ship lies, thirty-two copper coins, twenty-four of them in confirms his own statement. The old man does a good
a cluster. Two are marked "Philippus" and are dated amount of hard "ork every day except Sund:iy. He says
1579 and 1582. It has been expected that only golrl he expects to live many more years. His mother died at
would he fonml, and the crew of the ~alvage ship shouted the age of 141 and his father at 135. Escobel has been an
for joy when they saw the coppers. But a test proved inveterate smoker of cigarettes for J 00 years. He smokes
their mi~takc . H eretofore only stone cannon balls and the hand-made kind, with corn-shuck wrapper. He came
to the site of the present town of Drownsville seventy
metal plates had been founcl.
years ago and has li>ed here ever since. He has a wonderful memory of early clay events in Mexico and along
While Dr. II. V. Bogue and Miss Emma Hyams were the lower Rio Grande border of Texas.
pr('paring for their " ·cdding at J_,os Angeles, the other
day, little :Miss EYelyn Brown, not two years old and a
niece of th e bride-to-be, asked for "paper to write on."
Miss M:alecka, an English woman, was rnntenced reTh e doctor, not noticing, g:nc her some papers from his cently to four years' penal servitude on n charge of being
pocket and die calmly ate one. It happened to be the affiliaterl with the Polish revolutionaries. The Liberal
$200 rlrnft he had provid('d for the wedd ing expemes. newspapers, England, protest strongly against the $enHe trlrgraphed home for more money, and the wedding tencing of Miss Malccka, declaring that she was conhas been postponed until it comas.
victed on the fii1m;iest of evidence. They demand that
the British Foreign Offic e take strong action against Rusin behalf of Miss Malecka. Miss Malecka was arrested
sia
Lrduring recently in London before the Jrnn and Steel
I nstitute, J. U. Gledhill, of ArrnRtrong, Whitworth & Co., July 4 of last year charged with complicity in plots of
builders of hattleships anrl other vessels, said there now the Polish revolutionarie.~. The British Foreign Office
were whi~pern of the manufacture of an 18-inch gun made representations to Russia, and r eceived the reply
weighing hetwecn 150 anc1 200 tons. Th e largest naval that although Miss Malecka's mother was English and
guns at present in i1se are on several of the British Dread- her father a P ole na,turalized in England, the father had
noughts. Th ey are 13.5-inch guns. The specifications of never received permission to change his nationality, and
several of the n ew American battleships, notably the New therefore, in accordance with law, his naturalization was
ineffective, and his daua:hter was a Russian subject.
York and the Texas, call fo1· H-inch ifillS·
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day. Mrs. Cunningham used her rifle t o dispossess agents
of the bank, who had taken the building in her absence.
Misunderstanding over the terms of the lease by which
Mrs. Cunningham took the restaurant gave rise to the
NEW YORK, JUNE 21, 1912.
differences. According to those interested in the bank
.-------- - - - - - -- ------- - --· the restaurant was leased t o Gilbert & McDonald by C. H .
TERMS T O SUBSCRIBERS
· Joyce, the owner. The t erms of this lease made it nontransferable, but Mrs. Cunningham claims to hold a sub.05 Cents
Slni le Corles ........ . .. .•• ••••• •. •• . •.••.• .• ••. • ••••••• • •• ••
from Gilbert & McDonald. The bank, acting under
lease
Cents
.65
One Co py T hree Mon th G. ......... . ... .. . ... .. . . . ..... . · • · •
One Copy Six Months . .. .. . . . . ........ .. .. .. ..... . ... •. ••. • $1.2 5
of authority from the owner, is seeking to get
claim
the
$2.50
One Copy Ome \'car .. . .. ... ...... .. .. . . ... ..... ...... . .... .
of the restaurant room fo r its quarters. The
possession
Postnge Free.
workmen were sent to the restaurant
declare
defenders
HOW TO SBNO MOSBV-Atourriek send P . 0. Moni:Y Order, Check,
or Hegist.el'ecl Letter: remitta11ccs in any other w"Y nre nt ~· our : 1sk.
threw out the cook, who was alone
and
warning
without
We :i.ccept Postage Staru;is tho earno aa cash. ~Vhe11 ~cnd1J1g silver
wrap the Coin to e. aepar .. to pioco or P"Por to avoid outtmg the envel·
to tear up the place, preproceeded
and
building,
the
in
ope. l-Vr i tc 11our name and id.dress ptai11 l11. .Address letters to
the bank. Then came
for
made
be
to
changes
to
paratory
81wo L.ua TOUA&T ' Pre.-l d1n \ ~
F ran k Tousey, Publisher
l'reu urer
Je'.
her son William, both
by
accompanied
Cunningham,
Mrs.
OU... X. Nn..urnaa, !ecn!ar7
'
Y.
N.
168 West 23d .St.,
armed, and they quickly recovered possession.
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GRINS AND CHUCI{LES
Miss Myrtle Boyd of Trinidad, Colo., is the originator
"How much does he weigh?" "Brother Tightwad has
~f a fad new to this city. It consists of wearing di~monds
m tl_ie mouth. Th~ you~g woman recently had a diamond• never been weighed." "Superstitious?" "No; too stingy
. 1 to tip the scales."
set m the gold bndge · m the front teeth.

I.
I

"Willie, maroma has a great surprise for you." "Ah,
War was declared lately on the dandelion in Sedalia,
Mo., by Osage Chapter, Daughters of the American Rev- j I know what it is-big bruvver is back from his vacation."
olution, who offer cash prizes to persons bringing in the "llow did you know?" "My bank won't rattle any more."
greatest number of pounds of them within the week.
Aspiring Vocalist-Professor, do you think I wil1 ever
able to do anything with my voice? Perspiring Teacher
be
employed
Brooklyn,
street,
India
180
Charles Snyder, of
in the Street Cleaning Department, was lately presented -\Yell, it might come in handy in case of :fire or shipwith a silver medal for saving. the life of William Brown, ' wreck.
a car conductor, off the Sixty-second street Bay Ri9.ge '
pier on Aug. 9, 1911. Snyder is the possessor of four other : Some children were once asked by an inspector at a
medals for life saving. His previous rescues were: \Vill- school examination whether th ey knew the meaning of the
iam Miner, East River, October 28, 1907; Tamasco Recho, word "scandal." One little girl, holding her hand up,
East River, March 28, 1908; George Fairchild, East River, attactcd the notice of the impector. He desired her to
May 25, '1908; Martha Ginhardt, Coney I sland, July 31., answer the question, upon which f'he gave this definition :
1910; William Keegan, Wallabout Basin, May 28, 191.1. "Nobody does nothing and everybody goes round tellH e is a member of the U. S. Volunteer Life Saving ing it."
Corps.
. Old Gentleman-Do you thin~, sir, tha~ you are able to
my daughter all the luxunes to which she has been
give
you
If
$12.
for
You can buy a husband in Oklahoma
Suitor (a practical man)-\Yell, you
think you can't ask Rreprerontative B. S. UcGuire, of accustomed?
Oklahoma. In a letter received from a constituent re- have been paying for her board and clothes, and I have
cently, Mr. McGuire was informed that if he could arrange been paying for concerts, theatres, operas, and so on. Now,
a separation his correspondent would agree to any terms. I'll pay for the board and clothe~, and if you foot the
"I married a vet eran o.f the civil war," ran the epistle to amusement bills, I don't think she'll miss anything."
Mr. McGuire. "My husband died, and I was paid $12 a I
month as his widow. But I became entangled in matri- ~ The shabby man 11·ith the blushing nose approached the
mony again and married a worthless man. If you can ar- stranger who was sipping a cocktail. "Friend," said the
range with the Pension Bureau to get back my pension of shabby man, "if I can convince you that you have eleven
$12 a month I received as the widow of my fi;rst husband , fingers, would you consider me worthy of a drink at your
I will agree to divorce my second husband." Mr. McGuire expense?" "I certainly would," replied the stranger.
is no despoiler of families, and he has advised his female "Now start the count," said the shabby man. "On your
J right hand there are one, two, three, four, :five; 'now the
constituent to stand by her second husband.
i left hand-six, seven, eight, nine, ten." "You lose,"
.Armed .with a rifle and standing at the head of a little announced the stranger. "Nay, nay," sajd the shabby
army of private detectives, Mrs. Mary Cunningham held man. "We will count back. See-ten, nine, eight, seven,
her restaurant, at No. 2042 West 35th street, Chicago, six-and :five on your other hand are eleven." He got
apinat invasion by the Southwest Savings .Bank the other . the drink.
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"What!"
I hall rose to my feet in smprise.
The wonderful secret service detective! 'I'he man ~·ho
By Kit Clyde.
had ~ade a reputation limited only by the bo:inds of
civilization!
It is hardly possible that a man in any other profession
I put out my band.
could meet with the varied, singular and st artling experi"And you long since captured my admiration!" I exences that make up the life of a detective.
"I feel myself at this minute in the presence
claimed.
I am led to this remark through an adventure of a
of
one
of
America's
greatest detectives.
character that is almost beyond belief, and that even I,
And I meant every word of it.
a chief actor in it, sometimes half convince myself can be
I shortly learned t hat he was at present engaged in an
no more than a horrible dream.
attempt
to run to earth a gang of moonshinei:s that had
This is the way of it.
long
defied
detection, and had caused a loss of thousands
Some months ago I found myself in Pittsburgh, Pa.,
whither I had gone on private business. I was on "leave of dollars to the Government.
He was to go into the mountains t1ie following mornof absence," and my time was my own.
ing.
I was one evening standing by the hotel desk, when a
On becoming aware that I had my time on my hands,
rather stocky-built, athletic man, with clear hazel eyes,
firm mouth and closely-trimmed beard, stepped up and he said:
"How would a proposition strike you to bear me combegan scanning the register.
pany
for a couple of da:vs ?"
His finger ran lightly down the page, then went back
lt
took
less than a second to muke up my mind and
and rested on a certain name.
,
"Is that man at present a guest here?" he inquired of reply:
"A first-class iuea ! Ccunt me in!"
the clerk.
"Good!"
"He is."
"But
aren't yon known to these men?"
The register was near enough for me to see that it was
"No. Still I shall go in a different ri;-; I.-0~1 this, and,
my name he had pointed to.
Of course my interest was aroused. I had never before forlnnately, I can fit you out, also."
"What's the style?"
seen this man; he was a perfect stranger. Then why
"The
'tomist' biz-knee-breeches, :ficld-glas2c~ , and all
should he be inquiring about me?
the other fixings."
"Do you lmow him well?" was asked.
Fitch had recei1ed certain in forrnct ion th :-: t he \\'Us de·
"Only as I do other guest s."
sirous
of investigatin g the truth of. If his infornrnnt was
"Re registers from New York?"
to
be
believ-cd,
the "plant" ooulcl be found in a <lcfile or
"Yes."
cleft between two .spurs of the mountains.
·
"But you can't say if he comes from th ere?"
It was not his intention to rnakc any a:·re.>ts. That
"No."
would come aftcnrnrcl.
"Know anything about his business?
His present purpose s11cccssfull y acrcmplisher he would
"I do not."
then
return with a posce oC otJlcers large e11t- . a;li to in"Is he a.round?"
sure
the
capture of' the lawbreakers and the de2truction
"He is. This is the gentleman," and the clerk c1frectccl
of
the
"plant."
the questioner's attention to me.
We left tmrn tbe follo"V:ing morning.
As was to be expected, the man v:as rather taken aliaclc
on finding within h earing the person about whom he had
With him Fitch Ina a Yalise.
·
been so inquisitive.
J
It was not open~d until. we were in the sltr>l ter _of the
Hut it was only for a minute.
ECcond growth of timber at tlie base of the m01.rntnms.
Then he laughed li ghtly and said:
Then it tfo;orgcd two suit~ of clothco, cut in 1onrist
"No offense meant, sir. Will you kindly amwer n~e a style, with breeches coming below the knee, ::rnd secured
direct question or two ?"
at the side by half a dozen b11ttons.
"That depends."·
A belt around the waist had attached at the back a.
He laughed in a good-humored way.
pouch for carrying rations for three days, and a canteen
'"I'hat settles it!" he exclaimed. "Your c:rntious answer slung over the shoulder insured rnmelhing to drink.
proves you to be the man I supposed."
Acro£s the other shouluer was a strap supporting a pair
"And who may that be?"
Iof field-glasses.
"The detective of the name I find on the register there," I Thi s, with the addition of a hlcrnket er:ch, and long sticks
"Think so? Who may you be?"
·
I that we cut to assist us in climbing, completed our cquipHe raised the lapel of his coat slightly, just enough rnent.
to reveal to me the badge of a secret service deiective.
\Ve skirted th e foothills until we came upon a wellA few minutes later we were seated in a secluded cor- worn path pointing up the mountain side.
ner, enjoying a companionable smoke.
"This must be it," Fitch said as we came to a halt.
"I've often had a curiosity to see you," said the secret
"I must trust you for that," I answered. "You have the
service detective. "I've heard so much about your ability descriptions, and should know."
After a long and careful survey oi objects near and far
an d your brilliant wor k that you long since captured my
ad.:mixation. Personally, I am Harvey Fitch-"
he said:
SAVED BY AN EAGLE.

1
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--.:============================-=======---this being the I Three o'clock found ~s at. the summit, tired, worn a:d

"There can hardly be a question about
path. Evel'ything tallies with what was told me. It is · exhausted.
The air was positively cold.
essential, though, that we make no mistake."
feet had been badly blistered, and I removed my
My
"Is one possible?"
"Yes. There are two paths in this vicinity, a couple of shoes.
We were beginning to discuss the question of eating
miles apart, that run parallel a short distance, and then
diverge rapidly and widely. If we took the wrong one something when l'l shrill screech drew our attention to an
enormous eagle flapping above our beads. Again and again
it would lead us £fty miles out of our way."
the gigantic bird swooped down, as though indined to
"Then care must be exercised?"
'attack us, each time, however, wheeling before actually
"Yes."
reaching us.
"But see here!"
Tben-crackl-the rush of feet-thud!
"Well?"
A glance told me all.
"It seems to me that any path but the one over which
Fitch was prone on the rock, senseless from the blow
the gang traveled would be unlikely to show signs of
of a club. Half a dozen men were rushing upon me. I
much use."
"A good ideal It practically settles the matter. This Isprang to my feet, minus shoes, and reached ~or ~y remust be the path, for it's clear that it is much used, 1 volve~. It was caught, t:1omehow, and to gam time t o
and certainly no other path across the range would: draw it I began to retreat.
I May a merciful Heaven spare me experiencing s11ch a
show it."
With every con£dence that we were on the right path, sensation again!
we began the ascent of the mountain. As we went up J My foot, resting on a sharp stone, caused me to fl.inch,
Fitch drew my attention to a high peak dead ahead of us, and the next instant I was off my balance, going over the
precipice.
and said:
A dark object passed between me and the sun. I made
"One path goes one side of that peak, and the other on
and my hands fastened about. the talon.s of ~}~e big
grab,
a
.
means
it
path
the opposite side. If we are on the wrong
eagle we bad seen, and whose swooprng and d1spos1bon to
fifty miles of lost travel, or--"
attack us resulted from fear for the safety of her young
"What?"
1
"Scaling that peak on one side and descending it on ones in a nest on a cleft clo~e at hand.
Ye gods! What a moment o.f horror!
the other."
Desperation lent me strength. I hung on to the eagle
"Not a nice job," I said, looking at the grim wall of
rock that reared itself almost perpendicularly a dozen ' as though my hands were glued.
T.he bird could not support my weight, an~ :vc dropped
j
miles ahead of us. "Is it possible to scale it?"
"I don't know. I think I should be inclined to try it straight as a plumb down the face of the prec1p1ce.
It was all over in a minute, or slightly more. Then I
rather than retrace our steps; but it wouldn't be very
was at the base of the peak that it had taken seven hours
pleasant to be caught up there at night."
of hard climbing to reach, but at the opposite si<le whence
'
"Wh ?"
"We'd have trouble to keep from freezing to death with we had started.
I released my grasp on the eagle, and. away he sailed
only a blanket each. There are spots up there where
with a scream that, ringing in my ears sometimes, wakes
snow exists all summer long."
Th.e se~ting of the sun found us at the base of the peak, 1 me with cold perspiration bedewing my forehead .
and m sight of a wretched-looking habitation, in which I Two hours later, as I was considering the situation,
somewhat calmer now, I heard the rattle of dislodged
we were rather ungraciously accorded shelter.
.
No question was asked the man concerning the path, nor stones. Somebody was descending a path not far llistant.
a word lisped abOut the moonshiners. If we were on the Hiding in the bushes, I discovered that it was the party
right path this man must be a friend of theirs, and if bis who had attacked us on the peak.
For one thing I was thankful. Fitch was with them as
suspicions were excited be would send word ahead or
a prison.er. I had feared they would kill him.
murder us here.
Their presence here proved the existence of a compara.un starting in the morning Fitch said :
"We'll soon know if we are on the right path. If it de- tively easy path to the summit of the peak; but not ponflects to the left it is the one we should be on; if to the dering this now, I shadowed the gang to their den. I got
down the mountain somehow-not by the path, I dared
right, it is the wrong one."
Half an hour later we halted and looked at each other. not use that now-and from Pittsburgh telegraphed to
Washington.
The path turned to the right.
Instructions were speedily sent, and with a strong posse
We bad taken the wrong course.
Fitch whistled a jig, looked at me, glanced at the sky, I paid the moonshiners a midnight visit, captured them
all and released Fitch. He bad continued to stoutly proand. said:
. "We've got the day before us, not too hot, and I'm for· test that be was only a tourist, and they had not slaughtered him, biding the time when they could determine
going over the peak. What says my friend?"
the question.
"Suits me."
That is bow I waa, directly, and Fitch indirectly, saved
I shall never forget the climbing of that day. It called
1lq" an 88.il.e.
into play all the atrenp a.Did actiVU, I ~ed.
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NEWS OF THE DAY
After carrying a rabbit foot for luck for years, George
The Atlantic Transport liner Mesaba, which has
Bradley, of Darby, Pa., threw it away, and not long after- brought many thousand horses and cows to this country
ward was robbed of his gold watch and chain, a diamond from England, arrived recently with a consignment of
ring valued at $100, $150 in money and other valuables. 850 white mice. She left London with a thousand "rodents, but 150 died during the journey. The little aniDamage estimated at $200,000, including the destruc- mals, which were kept in small boxes, were consigned to
tion of two mills at National, Wash., was done the other Dr. Francis Wood, professor of pathology of the College
day by a forest £ire covering an area 6 miles by 4, 50 miles of Physicians and Surgeons, and will be used for expericast of Tacoma. \Vires are down, and it is not known mental purposes.
whether lives have been lost.
The generating tank of the soda fountain of Hyman
Shutsky at No. 223 Bedford avenue, Brooklyn, N. Y., exploded the other day, tearing off part of one of Shutsky'1
legs. Policemen Short and Orr ran to Shutsky's aid and
making a tourniquet with a club tried to stop the flow
of blood. In doing this Orr's hand was pricked by a
piece of shattered bone, and it began to swell. He waa
The steel mills at Gary, Ind., were temporarily stopped
treated at the Eastern District Hospital, where the inrecently by thousands of tiny fish, which clogged the jured
druggist was taken.
intake pipes. The fish had been driven to this end of
Lake :M ichigan by the heavy sea. They were removed
with shovels and the furnaces started again.
Mrs. C. W. Norris, of Chester, Ill., ia now being treated
at the Deaconess Hospital, St. Louis, for an unusual afWork was started recently on the crypt that will be the fliction, which has made her bones BO brittle they break
final resting place of the remains of John Paul Jones. ,The under the slightest preseure. Her right arm was groken
crypt, for which Congress made an appropriation of when she turned in bed two days a.go. She already had
$75,000, is to be constructed in the basement of the chapel suffered fractures of. her left arm a.nd hip, and she now
of the Ka val Academy. It will be built of marble and is in such a condition that she fea.re to move unassisted.
granite.
When the nurses turn her in bed they handle her with
the greatest care lest other bones be broken by the slight
Wi)liam Daaf, a diamond setter of Chicago, who is ill movement.
and unable to find work, has offered to sell his year-andn-half and eight-months'-old children so they may have
Eighty-five speeders were a.rraigned in Harlem Court
~mes. He has already given away his three-year-old son the other day, fined
an aggregate of $800 by Magistrat.e
and has a wife and two others, in addition to the two he Herbert. Chief Clerk Clark said that was the largest
wants to sell, to support.
amount ever received at the court in all its twenty-three
years. This followed the receipt of $400 on Friday, makThe :first event in thi::; year's Olympic Games was decided ing $1,200 taken in during two days, believed to be
at Stockholm, Sweden, recently, when Andre H. Gobert another record. The large number of summons were
and l\Iax Germot, representing France, won the final of caused by Commissioner Waldo sending most of his motorthe men's doubles in the la\\'n tennis matches, beating cycle force to Riverside ~ive and the upper West Side, ·
Heitenrell and Kempe, the Swedish players, by 6-4, where so many automobile accidents have occurred r•12--H, 6-2, 6--±. :i\Irs. E. M. Hannam, Great Britain, cently.
was victorious in the fin::tl of the ladies' singles at lawn
tennis, clefeating l\Iiss Gastenschild, Denmark, 6--:-4, 6-3.
Scientists are now discussing the remarkable claims of.
Prof. l\Ialada of the Royal Observatory at ~fount Vesuviils
In 1.Iexico an<l many of the Central American countries and an assi~tant named Varvazze that they c1e5cend1!d
where the tropicnl heat makes the water ln city mains 1,000 feet to the floor of the great volcano's centre retoo warm for pleas:mt bathing, the people now use a plan cently. Prof. Malada declared that the trip consumed
adopted· hundreds of years ago in those regions. Bathtubs over nine hours, during which time the hvo men were
are cut from solid rock near a natural spring of pure water nearly overcome with gases. He says they made remark~
or fed by a stream through barn boo pipes. These stone able photographs of avalanches and showers of reel hot
baths are near the homes of most of the wealthy citizens, ashes which were taking place in continuous parts of the
and all hotels have them attached to their buildings. Trav- crater. After planting a flag in the centre of the crater's
elers from northern countries find these cool baths vecy floor they made the return climb, which took them nearl;r
l'afreshini.
three hours.
An explosion the other night wrecked Wheel Mill No. 3
of the Du Pont Powder Mills, Hazardville, Conn. T he
building, which was a small one, was demolished, but the
machinery was not badly injured. There were no workmen in the building at the time.
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INTERESTING ARTICLES
j sity of taste of the planters. There are half a dozen or
EAH'l'HQU AKES IN MEXICO.
Thr<:-c slight earthquake shocks were felt in Mexico City more species on the same street, undesirable :mixed with
the other day. There was no local damage, but the great- desirable, of all shapes and size!, set either too closely or
est excikmeut was cau::ed by the event, following the too far apar t.
It is only when the planting and care of Btreet trees
.
dis.1strous quakes of 'l'hurstlay.
U.cports from the affected territory said that forty-seven are vested in a special department that all of the princi,-;les to secure the most stately and impressive effects of
persons were killed .
Thir ty-five shocks have been felt in various parts of the highway planting can be applied.
r epublic within twenty-four hoLus.
OAT ATTACKS CHILDREN.
At Guadalajara, the second .city of the republic, the
Alexenia Neeley, six years old, and her brother Gerald,
great cathedral was split in two.
'I'he volcano of Coli-ma is in violent eruption, and the eight years old, were playing in a hallway outside their
entire district about Mexico City is in a state of appre- home, on the ground floor of 7 East 167th street, New
York, the other afternoon when a stray cat ran in from
hension.
the street. It leaped at the girl and sank its claws into
her scalp. ITcr brother ran to her assistance and was
ASKS LICENSES FOR CATS.
bitten on the face by the animal.
seYerely
Alexander S. Porter, of 187 Marlboro street, Boston,
screams were heard by their mother, Mrs.
children's
'l'he
believe that cats should be licensed, and has .requested
who found the cat clinging to her
who
Neeley,
Laura
Mayor Fitzgerald to use his influence to have an annual
and biting her. She attempted
scratching
head,
daughter's
assessment levied on all Bostonians who keep feline pets.
a poker, and her efforts were
with
off
animal
the
beat
to
Besides being a menace to the community through breedthen darted into the open
cat
The
successful.
eventually
ing germs, Porter says that the discordant and u11timely
the parlor. Mrs. Neeley
into
and
flat
Neeley
the
of
door
peodisturb
fences
backyard
the
on
cats
noises of strange
clo~ecl tbe door and called Patrolman Murphy.
ple who arc poor sleepers. Phys iciane all over the countr.v,
The bluecoat, after summoning an ambulance from
he asserts, will substantiate his claim that cats menace
Hospital, secured a clothes hamper and entered
Lebanon
the health of the citizens.
He found the cat perched on a chandelier.
parlor.
the
Back
the
criticises
In her letter to the mayor Mr. Porter
Neeley, he succeeded in driving the aniMrs.
by
Assisted
Bay people ~ho leave their cnts to subs ist for themselves
It was taken to the Board of Health
l1rn1per.
the
into
mal
when they depart for their summer homes.
for examination.
Dr. Jacobotein, after attending the children, recomPICTURES M:OVE AND TALK.
mended treatment at Pa~teur In stitute .for them.
Th e first public demonstration of the new Gaumont
WIND FATAL TO AVIATOR.
"speaking films" was given the other day at the Palace
Raymond Wheeler, student aviator, of Washington, was
Theatre, London. First a Gallic cock thrown in colors
on the screen crowed. Then nn amusing scel!e showed killed, and Peter Glasser, also a student aviator, of Billa Parisian telephone subscriber in trouble. IIis facial in gs, :Mont., received injuries which will probably came
expression went along with a flow of language in a way his death, while making a flight at St. Louis recently. The
that awoke the sympathy even of those who could not areoplane in which they were flying at Kinloch Field be. came unmanageable in a high wind, crashed into a tele.
follow the ~poker: t~ngue. .
40 feet to the 0l!I"Ound buryin<T
A ECene rn a hons den, m which the roar of the w1ld 1 graph pole and dropned
1
0
'
I the two students in the wreckage.
beasts was heard, g~ve evidence of varie~y in the fi~ms.
Almost at the instant it struck th e ground the aeroGenerally speakmg, the _demonstration_ was. d1stmctly
. e's gaeoline tank exploded, and it was with difficulty
pl:.tn
~ovrng~pictme
of
prop:1~tors
those
successful, and
atres. '."~10 expr.essed an op1mon saw rn the mveni.Ion an that the half hundred persons on the field dragged the
acqms1bon which all up-to-date theatres eventually will 1 two men from tbe wreckage before they were terribly
bnrned. Glasser was steering the aeroplane.
be forced to adopt.
Wheeler's body Md limbs were crushed and broken, and
TREE PLANTING IN JERSEY.
he died in a Btreet car en route to an ambulance waiting
·
The planting of many shade trees is now done in many at the city limits.
Glasser's arms and legs were broken, his skull was fracNew Jersey cities and towns under the direction of comtured and he received internal injuries. He is at St.
missions.
William So~ofarofI, secretary and superintendent of Luke's Hospital. The death of Wheeler, reported a few
the Slrnde Tree Commission of East Orange, says the re- hours after the accident at BrooklanclB, England) in which
sults obtained in cities where tree planting is left to indi- L. V . Mason and E. V. :B'isher were killed, constitutes the
thirty-sixth aviation fatality since January 1 last and the
vidual land owners is unsatisfactory.
The trees on the same street bear evid~nce of th€ :_3..,.,l'_ 137th since the death of Lieutenant Selfridge in 1908.
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ITCH POWDEn.
Gee wblz ! What fun
, you can have wltb
th I s stua.
Moisteu
the tip of your lluger,
tnp It on the contents
of the box, and a little
bit will stick.
Then
1bake bands with your
Ir I e n d, or drop a
1peck down bis back.
In a minute be will
feel as If he bad the
seven years' Itch. It
will make him scratch, roar, squirm and
make faces. But It Is perfectly harmless, as
It Is made from the seeds of wild roaei. The
horrible Itch •tops In a few minutes or can
be checked Immediately by t"Ubblng the spot
wltb a wet cloth. While It ls working, you
will b~ apt to laugh your suspender buttons
oa. The beat joke of all. Price 10 cents a
bo x , by mall, postpal<l.
WOLFF NOVELTY CO., 29 W. 26th St., N. Y.

Solid-breech,
Hammerless

"

~~~ ~22 REPEATER
SIDE-EJECTING

HAMMERLESS

Sure Safe Shooting for Man or Boy-And a Simple Rifle to Care For
The Rem1'ngton- UMC .22 Repeater is rifled, sighted and tested for
accuracy by expert gun&miths. It shoots as you hold. The simple, im·
i)roved safety device on every Remington- UMC .22 repeater never fails
to work. Accidental discharge is impossible.
The Remint1ton- UMC .22 ij.epcater is easily cared for. In taking
down, your fingers are your only tools. The breech block, firing pin
and extractor, come out in one piece-permitting the barrel to be cleaned
from the breech.
The action handles .22 short, .22 long or .22 loai rifle oartrldges-GDy
or all at the aame time without adjustment.

GOOD LUCJt BANIL9.
Orn1Lmental aa well a.a uaeful.
Made or highly nickeled bra••·
It holds Just One Dollar.
When
1\lled lt opens Itself.
Remains
locked until ret}lled. Can be used
as a. wa tchcharm. Money re!unded lf not 1a.tlatled.
Price, lOc.
by ma.I!.
L. SENARENlil,
8'7 WU.throp St., Brookl.71l. N. Y.

Remlnl(ton-UMC-the perfect ohootlnc comblnatloa
299 Broadw11. New York C1t1

JlEMINGTON ARMS· UNION METALLIC CARTRIDGE CO.

·y

RIDER AGENTS

1

TIRES, Co.11oter.. Brake rearwheel-.

WW .top the moat Tie•
louo dog (or man) wttll•
out permanent Jn.Jury.
Perteotly aate tecarry w:lthoutd&n&'er
ot leo.lt&ce. Fires and reohari'e• oy
pnlllns the trlner. Loads from any Liquid No
car.t .fldiea require<!. Over •U: allots In one Joalilnit.
All dealera. or by mall, GOc. Pio tol wltb rttbber covered holster, 65c. Holsters separate ioe. MoneJ
orderorU.8.at&mps, No coins.
'
-

&

I5c

"'"'-•lib ; ftublngndorpHQ•JU. Loohw•ll, wur1
nllaa4 pl•w.1. I>Ttw1 attntlon e'f1rywhert. Prta. 011.\7
16oor2for?6o1worib more. Wh...,to..le: 12 fortl .00._B!I

..u.. . W. E. HILLPOT, fmchtown, N. J,

danger of .::i:,~;· .J'.:,r[""lJ,i',~a.,'",:f;
rt.k la that your friends ma.y make you 1mell
...,. ot the bomba yourself, It they catch you.
.Price, lOc . a box, or 3 for 25c., by mall, postpala.
WOLFF NOVEL'.rY CO .. lit W. a&tll St., N. 11'..

1-. No

24 "Let's Get

Acqu~inted"

Cards, lOo

.
,
1
·
llM

WIRELESS '.rELEGRAPlI 1
A useful , Instructive and

f~

I

amusi ng outfi t.

It c onsists

of t wo t elegraph lnstru'Q · men ts, on e fo r e a ch sta. ~111 ;i,
lion . The ota tl ons must be
1
"I 1 .;\;!:
wlthln h ear ing d ist a n ce ot
~ ~/. ·"5" •
each oth e r. A Mors e code
'
}or a lph abet goes vlit h ea ch
set , a nd, once Jt is m a st er ed , you can op erate a ny t e leg rap h instrum ent, a nd co m mantl a good salar y . With our
s ystem y ou can send m e ss ages t o your friend
a t qu ite a d istance. a nd r eceive his reply.
Pri ce, 15 cen ts by m a ll, p os tpa id .
J. l iEN NED Y , 303 West 127th St., N. Y.
'l'HE llIAGIC W ALI.ET_ _ _ _
.---.,,......,- L ote of f un can be had with .

f

·£i;;

11

Jt, p uzz li n g p eo pl e , w' . lle b ei ng
used ln a p rac ti cal w..c.y to carry
b ank bills, letters, ln vo lce s , etC.
O p en w ith th e strai g h t ban d s on

• th e left , • lay a bill on top of
ban ds , close w allet ; op e n t o the
left, and t h e b ill will be fou n d
u nde r the crossed b and s. Close

~

you know how, and al ways n1akes a hit. Directions gi ve n tpr working it. Price, 25 ce nts

nosea. In a few mtnutee the smell w!JI dl•-

t..:g• :V~~;~.:.:d:.;~~Mif:oaoe

Boys, they pave the way to lots ot fun
and plenty of good times. You may use
6 different names or just your own.
Catalogue den pictures and books free.
CO., 213 GEORGIA AYE., IROOKLYlt, N. Y. Bond Publishing Co., B9, Columbus, O.

!fe~U!P.b.~~C?!!!

1

:~rrr::-;e~i;

ramps. repairs and all suadr!es at half urutJI ~N't;q.

lau g hte r.
'l'h e p e r fo tme r s a ys to the au d Je n ce
that he requ ires some
eggs for one of his exp e rtrn e nt.s. As no spe ctator carries any, he
calls his assistant, ta p s h im on top or th e
head. be gags, and an egg comes out or his
mouth. This Is r ep eated untll six e ggs a re
produced. lt 1s an easy trick to perform, once

ANARCHIST BOMBS.
They ..... sman ,, .....
Tiala, and o o 11 t " I n a
I I q u I d chemical that
produces a h o r r I b 1 •
odor. When dropped In
a roo ~ they will 111Jlke
e T e ; y peraon pree.ent
rush out, holl!Jnc their

anyone
ony jJ1',.e.•
until you write for our larre Art C•tatog
and learn our w ontitr/14t;ropon'Ji~ 00 int
sample bicycle golog- te your town.

rooncy e.xhlb!tlni:' and sellloc our bicycles.
Wo Soll d.eape.r tll&Q any other fa.ctol')'I

LAUGHABLE EGG TRICK
This l• th e funni est
tri ck ev er ex hibited and
always prod u ces roars o f

by mall, p ostpaid.
H. F. LANG, 215 Wnlworth St., B'klyn., N. Y.

FACTORY
PRICESot~bi~;~1~'!
• pair 9f tires from

LIQUID .PISTOL

~ft::~aftt1roe~fn~.h 1 %10 ~~~;1~ PARKER, STEARNS

Races between t w o ot th e se fl.sh e s are v e ry
Interesting. Pri ce, 25 cents each by mall, p ostpaid.
J , KEN2'"EDY, 803 West 127th St., N. Y.

jud allow 10 ltAYS l'REE TRIAL.
IT ONLY COSTS oDc cent to learn OU1
tmht1""" o/ 7,,.ict.t a.od ''"'"11/ous -,dwa
on hlrl'\est gnde 1912 ~odel bicycles.

Wizard Repeating .

In a natural position, the lowe r tin Is ballasted
with lead.
To make lt work, a spring ls
wound up. You th e n thr ow it in the w a t e r,
and the machin ery Inside cause s the tall to
wlg~le, and prop e l it ln the m ost lifelike man-

•tF;s ~~~~~r~~.r~~~ di~wc"a;h:h~t~h b~o~~!o~1:i~~

·!~t~~JP.,~=~PP.P''~x~~

Almost anyone can learn It at homo. Small
co1t. Send to-day 2-cent stamp for particulars
and proof. O. A. SMITH, Room .l.l ~l -821
Blcelow St., Peoria., IIL

X-RAY WONDER
This Is a wonderful lltlle
opti cal llluslon. Jn use, y ou
a pparently see the bones In
your hand, the hole In a
pipe-stem, the lead In a pencil, etc.
The principle on
which lt ls op e r a t e d cannot
ba disclosed here, but It will afford no end or
tun tor any p ers on who has one. Price, 15
cents each, by mall, pos tpaid.
H. F. LANG, 215 Walw<1rth St., B'klyn., N. Y.
THE SWIMl\flNG FTSH
H er e ls a fin e m echanical
toy. It ls an lmlta.tlon golcl flsh, about • 'h In c h e s Jon g ,
and ~ ontalns a w a t e r-tight

'

'---''"'-'"""..£i'\vall et,

B. E. KING CO., ANDOVER, OHIO.

Trick Shootingthe methods followed by noted crack
revolver and pistol shots - simply
outlined by American Team Captain.
157 Pages-67 Illustrations. Tells
how to stand, hold and

aim.

Send 50c in stamps to

A R. Howell, Room 1718, 299 B'way
BECOME AN EXPERT MARKSMAN

op en

to the

r1 g ht, a nd

the b ill wlll be found u nac r st rn tgh t bar.d•.
How did lt get there? Th a t 's t he question.
Price, 12 cents ea ch , postpaid.
J. KENNF.DY, 303 West 127th St .• N. Y.
HINDOO FLOWER-POT 'l'RJ CK
With this tri ck yo u can m a ke a plant
grow ri g ht up In a ftower-pot, before
the e yes o f y our audience. Ar1 ordinary
empty ear then How er- po t ls handed to
the spe cta t ors f or exa n11na.tt on .
A
handkerc hi e f Is th en pl aceil over It, and
you r e p eat a t e w :magic w ords, and
wavo your w a nd ov er it. When the
handkerehi ~ t is r emoved there ta a.
beautiful plant, app arentla In full
bloom, In the pot. Full direction& with
~~t~afX.tftt. Price, 15 cent• by mall,
K. O'NEILL. UIS W. llGtla St.. N. y

LITTLE RIP'!! TEN-Pll'f!!.
I n each ee t there are

~~: 'bt~~ •.an:a:~ve~ bfuwl~

b oa.ut1tu l ly ornamente d
box. Wlth o n e or t hesa
f.#~~v:io::.--7 m i ni a ture aeta yo u can
play t e n- pins on y our
\
cl lnln g•rbo m t able just

~

Learn to 1 swim

Price .25 ecnt1, Postpaid
These wat.er-w lnis take i.:p no mo re r oom tb a n a
poc1<01- hankerobl c!. 'l' he.r weiiih 3 ounces a n u support from 60 to 250 po un ds. W ith a pi.I r anyone can
.earn to R1\"lm or tloa t . iror u11e, you have on ly to we t
them, blow th e m u p , an d press together the two

VANISHING CIGAR.
This cl i;ar Is mad e In
exact imJtati on ot a. good
o ne. It Is hel d by a rub ber cord which, w ith th e
attach ed s:ifet y pi n, Is
f as ten ed on the ln11de ot

" l n ii-mnT' k • , n,•'f' l' t,b f' 11 1011th11toce.

H . F . LANG, 215 W a lworth S t., B'klyn., N. Y.
HUMAN ATONE.
The Improved Hum a n a t o n e. T h is ft ute
wlll b e fo u nd t o be
t h e m ost en joy able
art icle ever offered;
n ickel plated, nn e ly
poll shed; each put
u p In a box with fu II
instru ction how to
P r ice,
th e m.
use
18c., p ostpaid.
W OJ,F.F
NOYELT Y CO.,
29 \V. 2Gtb S t. N . Y .

to & trtend, as i t le ; b~u~ ~0v be ~:~ ~ire~i~
'
lnstnntly d lsap pear.
P ri ce, lOc. each by m a.II, postpaid.
ll. F. J"ANG, 215 Walwor t h St ., D ' k lyn., N . ¥.
1

10

can Le played In a

by one trial

6

J APANE SE TWIRLER.
A wonde r ful Impor t e d p a per
By a si m p l e mau l p unovelty.
l a tJon or the w ooden handles a
number o! b eautl !u l fi g ures can
b e produced. It t al::es on sever a l
comb In at Io n s or m agn ifice nt
P r ice, lOc., po.'5 tJJa.1d.
c olors .

z·egual~r :f1 ~y. asE.;~:Y
1

:::;::

kn o w:i to JH" Ofesslona.J bowlers c an be work e d
~~~~p~f;se pins. P rlce, l Oc. per box b y mall.

H . l<'. L AN G, 215 W alworth S t ., B 'kl;rn., N . Y.
FIGHTERS.
A b rand n ew I d e •
They
.- t or amuttc ment.
c onsfat o r small cardIJoa r d fi P"ur es or 001 dl e r a, I ndians, &words·
m e n, e t c., n. n d are
mou n ted on wtre!J. Th e
mo m ent you twist th e
wires betw ee n the little llirures, they ln•tantl y be co me animated.
an d cho.rge at each o t h er in t h e m oat asto n No end o f fun with the1e
lsh lng m an n er.
t oye. P ri ce. lOc . h y mall, p ontpr.id .
WOI.t' F 1'0VlcL TY C O .. t!J W . 2f. l b St., :>". ¥ .
B UDDLE BLOWE R .

('Hl':CK F.R R OARns.

T. I TTT.J'

WOLFF NOVE LTY CO.,
29 W. 26th St., N . Y.

SPRING TOPS
Somethi ng n ew tor th e
A t op y ou c-an
b ors.
s Pm w llhout a strlnJ;'.
This Is o. deci d ed nov -

It i s of large
e!ty.
s i ze, m a d e of b rass, an<l
heavy balan ce
h :ts a
The sh a nk c onr bu.
r! \tl sprinc
powe
a
t ains

r1 ·n ·t•

I

'

l ' ( ... . ; ,

.. ~4\.. .J

u.•

0 .h~ .. .

l ..

J

~u

._.

IlALF llll\Sm'J.
mili:io !
a
bcn en
F a l se-faces
There aro 7 I n a. r L ~n d h~p:·csu1~ t

liii..••l::J

of durable c olor ed ca rdb oa r d, fold to th e size

an lndta n , a Jc.p:!_11ese i;lrl. a
cl ow n, Fo xy G r a11CJnn., an Bn~lfs h
J o hn 1! y Atkbs an tl a :-i Auto m o -

of R1h x 3% in c h es, ancl a r e so handy I n siz e
'!'he t op or the • that they can be ca r r ied Jn t he pock e t. Th e y
and bas an ou ter casing.
conta.in 24 re d an d black ch ec1t ers, nnd a re
,
up.
It
nding
wi
or
t
edge
mlllcd
a.
has
•hank
When wou nd, you n1e r e ly lt ! t the outer co.s- just a s serviceable as the mo c: t e x.p e n s ive
lnl', and th e top sp ins o.t such a r a pid s p eed 1 hoards made. T h e box a nd lid can be fa sten e d
that the balance rh;n keeps It g olng a. lon g toge th e r in a m omen t by mea ~1s of p a t ent
Wi thou t d oub t th e h an d som est a nd joints In the ends. Full directions printed on
time.
e ach box.
beat t o p on the marke t.
H . r . LA..'IG, 215 W a lwor t h St., B' kJJ, 1.• N . ¥ .
Price 12 cents eac h, b y mall , pos t-paid
DOUIJT,E CT,APP l<:RS
H. F . L ANG , 215 Walworth St., D 'klyn., N. Y.

h illut.

;(
lcal Ins trumen t for the
p r ice . Th is pe r fect li t -

t ie accordcon has four
k eys a nfl eight n otes, a
upon
scale,
comp lete
w hic h yo u can play alIt ts
1nost any tune.
abou t 6 x 2% Inch es In s ize, and Is not a t oy.
tmt e. prac ti cal a nd serviceabl e accordeo n In
•very r es pect; w ith or di n a r y earn It w ill !a ct
for years, a nd p rodu ce:-i s weet mue!c and pertect harmony. A n yon e ca n learn t o play It
with very li ttle pra c t ice.
Price 12 c ents each, b y mall, p ost-pa id
WOLFF N OVELTY CO., 29 W . 26th St., N . Y.

1
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'l'he.v are h au d somely mado or white w ood,
6 i nches long, wit h carefully round e d ed g('t'.
On each side a ste el sprJn g Is sec u r e d. with
ftat leaden discs at t h e ends. They produ <"e
a t re1nP.ndous clatter , and yet th ey can he
, p layed even better than th e moS1. exp11nsh·b
The fin est article
bo ne s u sed by min s t rels.
ot Jts kind o n t h e marke t. Price 7 cents o.
1 p a ir, poRtpald.
111. O'NEI L L. 425 ,V. 56th St., N . Y.

i

I

LIGilT.1'~G

TRICK IlOX.
A startli ng and pleasing lllu-

~~~~~u~.'.Th:a~;,;'Y~1~~t~~~ w';.'.:;.~ 0~~~

rnJ
@

MYSTIC Pt: ZZLE
T he new e st and m o r t
no-Ye l

tnn.rk~ t.

pu zz le on th o
It con1:1Js t 3 o f

i% ~ai Pi:1~~ees,o f n:~t~~
C'ovc.:rcd wlt h 1 m J ta-

T h e
leather.
li on
and ri n g in
rrP.~s-bn r
, _ _. .
t he ho le ar o nic J{o t -p Ja t ed. The o bj ec t is t o
g e t the small r Jng o ff t h e ba r. It abso lute ly
cannot b e done by a nyone no t Jn the s ec t iJ t .
More t un to be h ad "itll It than with any
other puzzl e made . Jt Is n ot breakable and
1
i d •
b
Id
l
canPrfcecal10·r e .tn t 1e hv~:-1t p tirlkl et.
ccn s eac uY m• · p os -po.
JI. F . L ANG, 2U Walworth St., B'kl yn., N. Y.

b u t th e ways or the Lightning
Trick Dox w h en properl y handled
a r e adm it t ed t o be puzzling and
u ncertain. You tak e orr th e lid
a n d show you r friends tba t 1t is
R e place the
f ull o t nic e candy.
11d , when you can solmnn ly a s sure
y our f ri en ds t ha t )"OU can Instantly e mpty t ho
b ox in t h ei r p r esen ce w ith o ut ope ning it; and
t ak in g ott th e lid ai;al n, su r e c n ous-h th e candy
Or you can change t he
h as di sap p eared.
ca ndy Int o n. p iece or m oney b y fo)low lng t he
Th is Is t he
dire c tions s en t with ~a c h bo x.
n ea t e st a n d best cheap t rick ever i nven t ed.
Price, onl y lOo.; S for 23c., malled, post p ai d.
M . O'NEILL, 425 W. G6th S t ., N . Y.

THE N EW FROG JOKER.
Bushel a of t u n ! " Froggy" has
cot a v e r y croak in g and rasp ing
v oice, an d whe n h el d In t h e h o llow ot th o h and a::id made t o
looks
in stinctively
one
croak.,
aroun d f o r a. b ullfrog. An a. m us
Ing Joke ca n b e p layed on your
4

~~':~" o~ v t~:s•:~;g t~~w~at~~:l;

coat-sleeve ?r t he back ot t h eir
coat. 'l' he rip p ing, t ea?'in s n o is e
g ives th em a severe shock, ana

~~~~ ~;~·eu~a: 1 't~e~/ ~f~~~et~~~

CARTER

E N 00 1 0
a ho rlzon tal

AE!,~~~ on

hr;~!~. ;~d ~v~lro;,~
~ In:~netl~;o
..""~~~~1:~:.i~;or;~ 1!d;~cdw~~~~ 1:
rgu~&:~d
j ure Ilse !! no r any t h ing
Item wi n der . Wit h the fro g conceale d In yo~r
111

hand, you tak e t he ste m o r t he w a t ch betwHn y ou r thu mb a nd fi ns-er , an d a l tb•
aa.m e tf m o allow the b a ll of your th un1 b to
paa1 ov er the ratchet-w heel of tbe fr og, w h e n
to the company you wt ll aee m to b e w ind ing
the w a tch , bu t t he n o ise will s t a rtle th em , f or
'twlll sou nd more l!l<e win d ing B arnum ' s
1te.am callope than a wat ch , e.nd yo u ca n keep
T he poss essor o f o n e
wi n d ing (n4cnnlte!y.
c! th e1e Fro g- J okers can have any a o t
ot run w ith It . It Is m a d o or bronze ~eut~I
&nd will never w ear out. Do no t fall to send
f or one. Price, lOc., S !or 25c. by mall, pos t paid ; one d ozen by express, 75c.
H . 11'. LANG, 115 Walworth S t .. B 'klni., N . Y.

llth ograp hccl

eyPholes a n d s t r ln i; p er fora ti on s.
Prke, 6 <'. rnch, or th e full se t ot
7 f o t 23c., p ostpald. .
!Ir. 0' . ·z~H,J, ,
4.25 W . uGth :St., X. Y.

I

LITTLE ACCORD EOXS
t
h
t
Th
11
5
and b i:ta s~~Od[~;a~:~~

B auli!u!ly

In h an d sl)ntC cn:orR o n a Uur ab!e
ThPY ha'"· e
qu ulJ t y ot cn 1cl b ourd.

In th e r oo m. T h e mos t p e rfee t li ttl e a.er o» lane m ade.
The mo ti ve pow er ts fu rnlehed b y tw isted r ubbe r
ba n d s contained w ithin the
t u bular b ody o r th e m a It Is ac tu a t ed by
clJ. lne.
& prop e lle r at each end r evolving i n opposite
d irection s . V e.rl&tlo n In h eight m ay be ob t a ln ed by m ovin g the planes and th e b alan ce
w eight. It can be made t o Oy e i t h er lo t h e
right or the left by mov ing th e b a lan ce s ide w is e before It le released !or night. Pri ce,
1 35c. each, deli vered.
I L. SenarODI. 8&7 Win throp St., Brookl yn, N . Y,

!

MUSICAL SEAT
The best j oke ouL
Y o u can have n1 o r e
ci rcu s,
a
than
t'un
with o ne or thes e
All yo u
n ovelti es..
have lo do Is to place
one on & chair eea.t
(hidden under a cu s h ion, I! posalble ) . The n
tell your trtend to s lt
A n u near thly
down .
I shri ek fr om th e li ttle r o und dru m will s e nd
the most puzzl ed
air,
the
in
up
vktln1
our
y
1
a nd n.ston l sh ~ d mortal on eart h . Don' t mi ss
g e tting one of th ese genui ne laugh p rodu cers.
P e rfectl y h a r m less, and n eve r misses doing its
w or k .
Price 20 cen ts each, by mall , post- p ai d
WOLFF NOVELTY CO., 29 W. 2Gtli St., N. Y.

I
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No. 60. HOW TO BECOME A PHOTOGBA•
No. SQ. HOW TO COOX.-One of the moat
NAPOLEON'S ORACULUM A?o.'D
No. 1.
D REAM BOOK.-Contalnlng the g-reat oracle ln1tructfve boo.kl on cooklnc ever publla).led. PHER.-Contalnlng uoeful Information re•
of human de1Uny; also the true meaning- o! U contains recipes tor oooklng m~at1, fish, gardlng the Camera and how to work It; al10
almost any kind of dreams, together with game, anjl. oysters; also pies, puddings, cake• how to make Photographic Magf.c Lantern
ch.a Fms, ceremonies, and curious games ot and all ktnds ot pastry, and a grand collec- SUdes and other T·r ansi)firenctes. Handsomely
illustrated.
tion ot recipes.
cards.
No. 62. HOW TO BECOME A WEST POINT
No. SI. HOW TO .BECOME A SFEAKER.
No. 2. HOW TO DO TRICKS.-The great
book or magic and card tricks, containing full -Cont!'lnlng fourteen Illustrations, gtvlng the llllLITARY CADET.-Explaln1 bow to gain
instruction on aJI the lead ing card tri cks ot dltrerent positions r equisite to becom'e a good admittance, course or Study, Examinations,
Also con- Duties, Staff of omcers, Post Guard, Poli.
the day, also the most popular magical lllu- s11eaker, reader and elocutionist.
•Ions as performed by our leading magicians; talnlng gems from all the popular authors of Regulations, Fire Department, and all a boy
should know to be a cadet. By Lu Senareno.
prose and poetry.
every boy should obtain a copy of this book.
No. 6S. HOW TO BECOME A NAVAL
No. S2. HOW TO BEHAVE.-Contalnlng
HOW TO FLffi.T.-Tbe arts and
No. S.
wiles or ntrtatlon a•e fully explained by this the rules and etiquette o! good aoclety and CADFfT.-Complete Instructions o! how to
Htlle book. Besides the various met hods of the easiest and most approved methods ot gain admission to the Annapolis Naval AcadAlso containing the course ot lnstruchandkerchlet, fan, glove, parasol, wfndow an d appearing to good advantage at parties, balls, emy.
hat flirtation, it contains a full list ot the the theatre, c hurch, and in the drawing-room. tton, description or grounds and bulldlngs,
No. S5. HO\V TO PLAY GAMES.-A com- histori cal sketch, and everyth ing a boy should
language and sentiment of flowers.
HOW TO DA..."'ICE Is the title o! plete and useful little book, containing the kn ow to become an otllcer In the Unlte·d StateB
No. 4.
this little book. It contains tull Instructions rules and regulations o! billiards, bagatelle. Navy. By Lu Senarens.
No. 64. HOW TO MAKE ELECTRICAL
In the art of dancing, etiquette In the ball- backgammon, croquet, dominoe s, etc.
No. 36. HOW TO SOLVE CONUNDRUlllS. lllACHINES.-Contalnlng full directions for
faotr cpaa r t nlege, !!,0)Vn tao dproepsus, aarnadqu!aurlel
drolroemctlaonnds
111
1
0 u tr. 11
-Containing all t:he leading Conundrums o! making electrical machines, Induction coils,
the day, amusing riddles. curk>us catches and dynamos, and many novel roys to be worked
dances.
by electricity. By R. A. R. Bennett. Fully 11No. 6. HOW TO MAKE LOVE.-A com- witty sayings.
No. 38. HOW TO BECOME YOUR Ol"VN lttstrated.
plete guide to love, courtship and marriage,
No. 65. MULDOON'S JOKES.-The mo•t
~lvlng sensible advice, rules and etiquette to DOCTOR.-A wonderful book, containing useoriginal joke book ever published, and It ts
tul and practical informatfon ln the treatment
e observed.
It contains a
No. 6. HO\ V TO BECOME AN ATHLETE. o! ordinary diseases and ailments common to brimful o! wit and humor.
-Giving full tpstructlon !or the use ot dumb- every famiJy. Aboundin g tn useful and en:ec- large collection of songs, jokes, conundrums,
etc., or Terrence Muldoon, the great wJt, bubelis, Indian cl ubs, parallel bars, horizontal Uve recipes fo r general complaints.
No. 39. HOW TO RAISE DOGS, POUL- morlst, and practical joker or the day.
bars and various other methods or developing
No. 66. 110\V TO DO PUZZLES.-Con talna good, healthy muscle ; containing over •lxty TRY, PIGEONS AND RABBITS. -A useful
and instru ctive book. Handsomely Jllustarted. ing over three hundred inte resting puzzles and
lllustraUona.
A comp lete
No. 40. HOW TO MAKE AND SET TRAPS. conundrums, with key to same.
No. 7. HOW TO KEEP BffiDS.-Handsomely tllustrated and containing full tnstruc.. -Including hints on how to catch moles, book. Fully Illustrated.
H OW TO DO ELECTRICAL
No. 67.
tlona !or the management and training o! the weasels, otter, rate, squirrels and birds. Aleo
TRICKS.-Contalnlng a large collection o! lncanary, mockingbird, bobolink, blackbird, par- how to cure skins. Cop iousl y Illustrated.
No. n . THE BOYS OF N.EW YORK END structlve and highly amusing electrical tricks,.
oquet, parrot, etc.
No. II. HOW TO BECO"ME A VENTRILO- MEN'S JOKE BOOK.-Con taln!ng a great va- together with Illustrations. By A. Anderson.
No. 68. HOW TO DO CHElllICAL TRICKS.
Every lntelll• rlety ot the latest jokes used by the moat
QUIST.-By Harry Kennedy,
No amateur minstrels ts -Containing over one hundred highly amuagent boy reading this book of instructions can famous end men.
master the art, and create any amount of fun complete without th1• wonderfu l little book. Ing a nd Instructive tricks with chemicals. By
THE BOYS OF N.ElV YORK A. Anderson. Handsomely Illustrated.
No. 42.
tor himself and friends.
No. 69. HOW TO DO SLEIGHT-OF-HAND.
No. 10. HOW TO BOX.-The art o! eel!- STllllIP SPEAKER.-Contalnlng a varied asdefe nse made easy. Containing over thirty aortment of stump speeches, Negro, Dutch and -Containin g over fifty ot the latest a.nd beat
tricks used by magicians. Aleo containing the
Illustrations o! guards, blows, and tl).e differ- Irish. Also end men's jokes.
No. 4S. HOW TO BECOlllE A lllAGICIAN. secret o! second sight. Fully Illustrated.
Every boy
ent positions o! a good boxer.
HOW TO DO MECHANICAL
No. 71.
•h<luld obtain one o! these useful and lnetruc- -Containing the grandest assortment of magtlve booka. as It wlll teach you h ow to box teal Illusions ever placed beCore the publlc. TRICKS.-Contalnlng complete Instructions !or
performing over sixty Mechanical Tricks.
Also tri cks with cards, incantations, etc.
without an Instructor.
HOW TO WRITE IN AN AL- Fully Illustrated.
No. 44.
No. 11. HOW TO WRITE LOVE-LETTERS.
No. 72. HOW TO DO SIXTY TRICKS
-A most complete little book, containing full BUM. -A grand collection o! Album Verses
directions for writing love-letters, and when suitable !or any time and occasion; em brae- \VITH CARDS.-Embraclng all o! the latest
tng Lines of Love, Attectlon , Sentiment, Hu- and most deceptive card tricks, with Ulus~'~m~;e anlfe~d. giving specimen letters for
8
No. 12. llOW TO WRITE LETTERS TO ~~~;._b/'!e~~~cta1!~~!n~soi;,~~lew:~dl~;~. Verses tr~~~n7 S. HOW TO DO TRICKS WITH NUlll•
No. 4 5, THE BOYS OF NEW YORK MIN- BERS.-Showlng many curloua tricks with
LADIES.-Glvlng complete Instructions !or
writing letters to ladles on all subjects; aleo STREL GUIDE AND JOKE BOOK.- Some- figures and the magic o! numbers. By A. AnEvery boy derson. Fully tlluatrated.
thing new and very instru ctive.
letters or Introduction, notes and requests.
No. 74. HOW TO WRITE LETTERS CORNo. IS. HOW TO DO IT; OR, BOOK OF ohoul d obtain this book, as It contains Cull
ETJQUETTE.-lt le a great life secret, and Instructions ror organizing an amateur min- RECTLY.-Contalnlng full Instructions tor
writing letters on almost any subject; also
one that every young man desires to know all strel troupe.
No. (6. HOW TO MAKE AND USE ELEC- rule• !or punctuation and composition, with
about. There's happiness In It.
No. a. HOW TO MAKE CANDY.-A com- TRICITY.-A description o! the wonderful specimen letters.
No. 76. HOW TO BECOlllE A CONJURER.
plete hand-book Cor making all kinds ot uses or electricity and electro magnetism; to•
gether with tull Instructions tor making Elec.. -Containing trick• with Dominoes, Dice,
candy, ice-cream, syrups, essences, etc., etc.
No. 18. HOW TO BECOME BEAUTIFUL. trlc Toyo, Batteries, etc. By George Trebel, Cups and Balls. Hats, etc. Embracing thirtyContaining over fifty lllustra- six Illustrations. By A. Anderson.
-One o! the brightest and most valuable A. M.. M. D.
No. 76. HOW TO TELL FORTUNES BY
little books ever given to the world. Every- tlone.
HOW TO BUILD AND SAIL THE HAND.-Contalnlng rules for telling
No. 48 .
body wishes to know how to become beaut!The ae cret Is CANOES.-A handy book !or boys, containing fortunes by the aid or lines o! the hand, or
fut, both male and Cemale.
full directions for constructing canoes and the the secret ot palmistry. Also the aecret of
elmple, and almost costless.
No. 20. HOW TO ENTERTAIN AN EVEN- most popular manner o! salllng them. Fully telling Cuture events by aid o! mole, marks,
scars, etc. Illustrated.
L.,,.G PARTY.-A complete compendium or Illustrated.
No. 77. HO\ V TO DO FORTY TRICKS
No. 49 • HOW TO DEBATE.-Glvlng rules
gam es, sport•, card diversions, comic recltatlons, etc., suitable tor parlor or drawing- for conducting debate•, outlines for debates, WITH CARDS.-Contalnlng deceptive Card
questions tor discussi on; and the be.et sources Tricks as performed by leading conjurers and
ro om entertainment.
m.f.~ ;~;,./i'e?~VhJ;,~ln1!'11:,~ ;t,i;;~gF~~·;-~~~ for procuring Information on the questions m'if~~l~£"·HOW TO DO THE BJ, ACK ART.published. It contains full Instructions about g!N~· liO. HOW TO STUFF BIBDS AND Containing a complete d escription o! the mya&"Una, hunting dogs, traps, trapping and fish- ANI111ALS.-A valuable book, giving lnstruc- terles of Magic and Slei ght-or-Hand, together
By A.
Ing, together with description ot game and tlons In collecting, preparing, mounting and with many wonderful experiments.
A~::s~;· 1i~V3ti;;~e~ECO!llE AN ACTOR.fls~o. 22. HOW TO DO SECOND SIGHT.- preserving birds, animals and Insects.
HOW TO DO TRICKS WITH Containing complete Instruction• how to make
No. Ill.
Heller's second eight explained by his former
assistant, Fred Hunt, .Ji-. Explaining how the CARDS.-Containtng explanations or the gen- up for various characters on the stage; toaecret dialogues were carried on between the era! principles or sleight-of-hand applicable gether with the duties o! the Stage Manager,
magician and the boy on the stage; also glv- to card tricks; of card tricks with ordinary Prompter. scenic Artist and Property Man.
No. 80. GUS WJJ.LIAl\IS' JOKE BOOK.cards, and not requirin g sleight-of-hand; of
Ing all the codes and signals.
No. 2S. HOW TO EXPLAIN DREAllIS. - tricks Involving sleight-or-hand, or th e use of Containing the latest Jokes, anecdotes and
tunny stories of this world-renowned German
This little book gives the explanation to alI specially prepared cards. Illustrated.
Slxty-Cour pages; handsome colNo. 62. HOW TO PLAY CARDS.-Glvlng comedian .
kinds or dreams, together with lucky and
the rules and full directions tor playing ored cover containing a halt-tone photo ot
unlucky days.
No. 24 . HOW TO WRITE LETTERS TO Euchre, Cribbage, Casino, Forty-tlve, R ou nce, the author.
No. 81. HOW TO MESMERIZE.-ContalnGENTLEMEN.-Cotalnlng full directions !or Pedro Sancho, Draw Poker, Auction Pitch, All
Fours, and many other popular games of Ing the most approved methods of mesmerism;
writlng to gentlemen on all subjects.
also how to cure all kinds or diseases by
No. 25. HOW TO BECOME A GYMNAST.- cards.
No. 5S. HOW TO WRITE LETTERS.-A animal magnetism. or magnetic healing. By
Containing tull Instructions !or all kinds o!
gymnastic sports and athletic exercises. Em- wonderful little book, telling you how to Prof. Leo Hugo Koch, A. C.S .. author of "How
write to your sweetheart, your rather. mother. to Hypnotize,.. etc.
bracing thirty-five illustrations.
No. 82. HOW TO DO PALllfiSTRY.-ConNo. 26. HOW TO ROW, SAIL AND BUILD sister, brother, employer; and, In !act, everytalnlng the most approved methods or readA B OAT.-Fully Illustrated. Full Instructions body and anybody you wish to write to.
No. 54 . HOW TO KEEP AND MANAGE Ing the lines on the hand, together with a full
are g-lven In this little book, together with Inexplanation of their meaning. Also explalnatructtons on swimming and rJdtng, companion
PETS.-Glvlng complete Information as to the Ing phrenology, and the key !or telling chareports to boating.
By Leo
No. 27 .. HOW TO RECI TE AND BOOK OF manner and method o! raising, k eeping, tam- acter by the bumps on the head.
R ECITATIONS.-Contalnlng the most popular Ing, breeding, and managing all kinds o! pets; Hugo Koch. A.C.S. Fully llluatrated.
No. 83. HOW TO HYPNOTIZE.-Contalnlnc
selections In use, comprising Dutch dialect, also giving full Instructions for making cages,
Fully explained by twenty-eight Illus- valuable and 1nstructtve tntormatton regard ..
Fren ch dialect, Yankee and Irish d'alect etc.
tng the science or hypnottsm. Also explain ..
pieces , together with many standard readings. tratlons.
No. 55. HOW TO COLLECT STAMPS AND Ing the m.ost approv ed method• which are
No. 28. HOW TO TELL FORTUNES.Everyone Is de•lrous o! knowing what his COINS.-Contalnlng valuable Information re- employed by the leading hypnotists or the
future life will bring forth, whether happiness gardlng the collecting and arranging o! world. By Leo Hugo Koch, A.C. S.
No. 84. HOW TO BECOME AN AUTHOR.
Handsomely Illustrated.
or misery, wealth or poverty. You can tell stamps and coins.
HOW TO BECOME AN EN- -Containing lnCormaUon regarding choice or
No. 56.
by a glance at this little book.
No. 29. HOW TO B ECOllIE AN INVENTOR. GINEER.-Contalnlng full Instructions how to subj ects, the use or word• and the manner of
Aleo
-Every boy should know how inventions orfg.. become a locomotive engineer ; a lso directions preparing and aubmltttng manuscript.
lnated. This book explains them all, glvlnc for building a model locom otive; together containing valuable tnformatton aa to th e
examples in electricity, hydraultcs, magnet.. with a run description or everything an en- neatness, 1ec1blllty and ceneral composition ot
manuscript.
.ctneer should know.
tsm, optics, pneumatics, mechanics, etc.
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